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ABSTRACT

CAMPOS, A. F. Galois points. 2022. 121 p. Tese (Doutorado em Ciências – Matemática)
– Instituto de Ciências Matemáticas e de Computação, Universidade de São Paulo, São
Carlos – SP, 2022.

The text with which this thesis is made up may be seen as a unifying reference for
some of the most important results about Galois points for plane algebraic curves, a
relatively recent research topic, as of the time this thesis was submitted. Emphasis is
given to the case of curves over fields of positive characteristic. The core of the work is
the classification of curves in terms of the quantity and nature of their Galois points. For
smooth curves, such classification was completely obtained around 2012. As opposed,
the same enterprise for singular curves does not seem to be so promising, except when
we restrict ourselves to the so-called extendable Galois points, which will be studied in
detail in this work.

Keywords: Algebraic curves, Galois theory, Algebraic function fields, Finite fields.





RESUMO

CAMPOS, A. F. Pontos de Galois. 2022. 121 p. Tese (Doutorado em Ciências –
Matemática) – Instituto de Ciências Matemáticas e de Computação, Universidade de
São Paulo, São Carlos – SP, 2022.

O texto que compõe esta tese pode ser encarado como uma referência unificadora
de alguns dentre os mais importantes resultados sobre pontos de Galois em curvas
algébricas planas, um tópico de pesquisa relativamente recente, partindo de quando
esta tese foi apresentada. Ênfase é dada no caso de curvas sobre corpos de característica
positiva. O cerne do trabalho é a classificação de curvas em termos das quantidade
e natureza de seus pontos de Galois. Para curvas não singulares, tal classificação foi
completamente obtida por volta de 2012. Em contrapartida, o mesmo empreendimento
para curvas singulares não aparenta ser tão promissor, exceto quando nos restringimos
aos assim chamados pontos de Galois extensíveis, que serão estudados detalhadamente
neste trabalho.

Palavras-chave: Curvas algébricas, Teoria de Galois, Corpos de funções algébricas,
Corpos finitos.
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CHAPTER

1
INTRODUCTION AND SURVEY

The main object of study in the present work is that of a Galois point for plane
algebraic curves, a concept developed in the late 1990s by Japanese mathematicians
Kei Miura and Hisao Yoshihara, which first appeared in (MIURA; YOSHIHARA, 2000).
The motivation for the definition of such a concept seems to come from the study of
the gonality of plane curves (cf. (MIURA; YOSHIHARA, 2000) and (FUKASAWA, 2009,
p. 211)). More specifically, and under the hypothesis that the characteristic of the base
field is zero, the authors of (MIURA; YOSHIHARA, 2000) were interested in the study of
maximal (with respect to inclusion) rational subfields FMRat of an algebraic function field
F in one variable. The least degree of the degrees [F : FMrat] is the gonality of F. If a plane
model C for the curve associated to F is non-singular, then the gonality of F coincides
with the gonality of C and any extension F/FMrat is “realized” as the projection from a
point P ∈ P2. The authors, then, study the extensions F/FMRat from a geometric point of
view, i.e., indirectly via these projections. In particular, they investigated conditions for
these extensions to be Galois, which led to the definition of Galois point.

The above emphasis on the word plane was given in order to point out that there
do exist analogues of the concept for curves embedded in higher dimensional projective
spaces; for instance, for spacial curves (those in P3) one may consider Galois lines (cf.
(DUYAGUIT; YOSHIHARA, 2005)).

The two aspects that influence the most on the overall behavior of Galois points
are: the (positivity or not of the) characteristic of the field, an arithmetic aspect, and
the singularity or smoothness of the curve, a geometric aspect. Within the scenario of
positive characteristic, even characteristic also tends to add another layer of complication
to the analysis. As the reader will be able to see in the first chapters, things usually get
a bit more complicated in passing from zero to positive characteristic, as well as from
smooth to singular curves.
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Throughout the text, the results will be presented in an order reflecting this
complication of things: in Chapter 3, we will first consider smooth curves over fields
of zero characteristic (cf. section 3.1), then smooth curves in positive characteristic (cf.
section 3.2). These will further be divided according to the class of the degree of the curve
modulo the characteristic (cf. subsection 3.2.2, subsection 3.2.3 and subsection 3.2.4). A
special family of curves in even characteristic will have to be considered separately (cf.
section 3.3).

Finally, singular curves are studied in Chapter 4. There, we study Galois points
under the additional assumption of it being an extendable Galois point (cf. Definition 5),
and a few novel results are presented (cf. Theorem 8, Theorem 7 and Theorem 9).

This order in the exposition also reflects the actual development of the area.

As for its importance, it is sufficient to say that for smooth curves in arbitrary
characteristic a complete classification in terms of the distribution of Galois points was
achieved circa 2012 (cf. (FUKASAWA, 2013)).
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CHAPTER

2
GALOIS POINTS

From now on, the word field will always mean algebraically closed field, and it
will be made very clear when not (if ever). We denote a field by k and the finite field
by with q elements by Fq , as usual. Similarly, curve is to be understood as projective,
plane and geometrically irreducible curve. The capitalized letters X, Y and Z will be
used to represent variables for polynomials. We usually make no distinction between a
matrix M ∈ PGL(3, k) and its corresponding projective transformation. Whenever we
say automorphism group, we mean full automorphism group.

2.1 Projection from a point

Let P2 � P2(k) be the projective plane over k. We start with the following

Definition 1. For a point P ∈ P2 and a line ` ⊂ P2 not containing P, the mapπP,` :P2\P→ `

which takes a point Q and sends it to the point πP,`(Q)
def
� PQ∩ ` is called the projection

with center P to the line `, or simply projection from P to `.

P

Q

Q′

C

`
πP(Q) πP(Q′)
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Given a curve C with degree at least 2, restriction of the projection πP,` to C gives
a dominating rational map from C to ` (recall that C has degree at least two and that
πP,` is defined everywhere on C except for, possibly, P). This restriction will be denoted
also by πP,`. The induced morphism of function fields, π∗P,` : k(`) → k(C), allows us to
identify k(`) with a (rational) subfield of k(C), which will be denoted by kP(`). In other
words, given πP,` and C we obtain an extension of function fields k(C)/kP(`), with kP(`)
rational. The degree of such extension is the degree of the rational map πP,` , which, for
its turn, equals the cardinality of its generic fiber, except only when C is a strange curve
and P is the common point of all tangent lines at non-singular points (we discuss this
exception further below). But for a point Q ∈ `, we have π−1

P,`(Q) � PQ∩(C \ {P}), and
once there is a bĳective correspondence between the lines through P and the points in
`, it follows that the cardinality of a generic fiber of πP,` is given by the cardinality of
`P ∩(C \ {P}), where `P is a generic line through P. Finally, an invocation of Bézout’s
theorem is used to conclude that

degπP,` � [k(C) : kP(`)] � degC−mP(C) (2.1)

where mP(C) is the multiplicity of P in C, with the convention that mP(C) � 0 if P < C.
Now, for that exception mentioned earlier, recall that a strange curve is a curve for which
there exists a point “making” the tangent lines at all non-singular points concurrent;
strangeness occurs only in positive characteristic. More about this phenomenon can be
learned in (HIRSCHFELD; KORCHMáROS; TORRES, 2013, p. 12). If P, the center of the
projection πP,` , coincides with the common point of all tangent lines of a strange curve,
(2.1) still holds; the only difference is that, now, the degree of πP,` won’t exactly be the
cardinality of the generic fiber. We can take a generic line ` to be not any tangent line
to C at P and intersecting C \ {P} only at non-singular points. Then, Bézout’s theorem
again gives ∑

Q∈C\{P}∩`
IQ(C∩ `) � d− IP(C∩ `) � d−mP(C) (2.2)

And thanks to our choice of `, the left hand side of (2.2) gives the degree of πP,`, even
though each of the intersection multiplicities is ≥ 2 (actually ≥ char k), for which reason
that same left hand side is not the cardinality of C \ {P}∩ `. The algebraic aspect behind
such behavior is that of inseparability of k(C)/kP(`); separable extensions are almost
everywhere unramified, which translates to IQ(C∩PQ) � 1 but for finitely many Q.

In particular, if C is smooth the possibilities given by (2.1) are

[k(C) : kP(`)] �
{

degC if P < C
degC−1 if P ∈ C

(2.3)

With respect to its algebraic properties, and that’s all that will concern us, the
extension k(C)/kP(`) does not depend on the line ` onto which the projection goes. We
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just saw, for instance, that its degree depends only upon P. That this is the case can be
seen by simply noting that for lines `1 , `2 not containing P it holds πP,`2 ◦πP,`1 � πP,`2 .
This implies that the fields kP(`1) and kP(`2) are isomorphic subfields of k(C).

We may, thus, speak of the rational subfield kP of k(C), where kP can be “realized”
via πP,` for the line ` suiting best our needs. Oftentimes πP,` will also be denoted by πP

only. This, together with the fact that projectively equivalent curves have isomorphic
function fields, allows us to always consider, after a projective transformation, P � (1 : 0 : 0)
and ` given by X � 0. Before we take a better look at this particular projection, it is time
for a definition.

Definition 2. With P ∈ P2 and C a curve with degree at least two, the point P will be
called a Galois point with respect to C, or a Galois point for C, if the extension k(C)/kP

is a Galois extension. We may also say that P is inner or outer depending on whether
P ∈ C or not.

Now, consider P � (1 : 0 : 0) and ` : X � 0. Take any point Q0 � (x0 : y0 : z0) ∈ P2

distinct from P. The line PQ is given by z0Y− y0Z � 0 (note that one of y0 or z0 is not
zero, for otherwise Q0 � P). Its points are P and (t : y0 : z0) for any t ∈ k. Therefore
πP,`(Q) � (0 : y0 : z0). Suppose z0 , 0; moreover, and without loss of generality, suppose
z0 � 1. We consider the affine chart Z , 0, and let y � Y/Z and x � X/Z. As y0 “runs over”
k, the functions y− y0 (coming from the lines Y− y0Z � 0) run over a set of uniformizing
parameters for all places of k(`), except for the place at infinity (cf. (STICHTENOTH,
2009, Theorem 1.2.2): k(`) is rational). The function y − y0 is taken, via π∗P,`, to the
same function, but now viewed as a function on the field k(C) (note that none of these
functions vanishes in k(C), otherwise C would have a line as a component and, thus,
would not be irreducible). The analysis for the pole of y is similar. Therefore, if C is
given by the affine equation f (x , y) � 0, where x and y generate k(C)/k, we see that the
extension k(C)/kP is given by

k(x , y)/k(y), with f (x , y) � 0

Remark 1. If char k , 2 and if C has degree exactly two, then any point P ∈ P2 is a Galois
point for C. The reason for it is that k(C)/kP will always have degree one or two, hence
will always be Galois because char k , 2. For the same reason, if C is a cubic curve then
any point P ∈ C is a (an inner) Galois point for C.

As was noted when we were considering the degree of πP,`, if C is strange and
the center of the projection coincides with the common point of all tangent lines to
non-singular points, then k(C)/kP is not a separable field extension, and hence, under
such circumstances P will never be a Galois point for C. In order to avoid any doubts
on its truthfulness, what was just asserted will now be proved; but before, notice the
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following: we say “the common point of all tangent lines” because it is indeed unique
(cf. (HIRSCHFELD; KORCHMáROS; TORRES, 2013, Theorem 1.28)). After a projective
transformation, we may suppose P � (1 : 0 : 0); let also F � 0 be the (irreducible) equation
of C. The conditions on C and P imply that the polar curve of P with respect to C
vanishes. But this amounts to FX ≡ 0, which, for its turn, leads us to conclude that F may
be written as (p � char k):

F(X,Y,Z) � Hd(Y,Z)+Hd−p(Y,Z)Xp
+ . . .+Hd−rp(Y,Z)Xrp

where H j(Y,Z) is homogeneous, on Y and Z only, of degree j. The field extension
k(C)/kP is, therefore, given by k(x , y)/k(y)with x a root of

F(T, y ,1) � Hd(y ,1)+Hd−p(y ,1)Tp
+ . . .+Hd−rp(y ,1)T rp ∈ k(y)[T]

which is not a separable polynomial, and we are finished. It must be kept in mind that
strange curves are all singular, except for conics in characteristic 2 (cf. (BAYER; HEFEZ,
1991) and references therein).

Quite often the condition degC ≥ 4 will be required. Although there is another
good reason for such a requirement (cf. the beginning of section 2.3), Remark 1 is enough
for a justification as to why not bother with conics and cubics (at least with inner points
in cubics).

The following, despite being obvious, will prove to be useful enough to be stated
on its own.

Proposition 1. The property of being a Galois point is invariant under projective
transformations, i.e., if P is a Galois point for a curve C and T is a projective transformation,
then T(P) is a Galois point for T(C).

It is time for us to consider an example.

Example 1. Let k � C and C be the curve given by Xd +Yd +Zd � 0, for any d ≥ 3, i.e.,
the Fermat curve of degree d. Then (1 : 0 : 0) is an outer Galois point for C. Indeed,
the corresponding extension is k(x , y)/k(y)with xd + yd +1 � 0, and this is a Kummer
extension (recall that C contains all roots of 1): the polynomial Td + yd +1 is irreducible
in k(y)[T] once yd +1 , un for any u ∈ k(y) and any divisor n > 1 of d (yd +1 splits into
d distinct linear factors in k[y]). By considering the permutations of {X,Y,Z}, which are
all projective transformations fixing C, we see that Proposition 1 implies that the points
(0 : 1 : 0) and (0 : 0 : 1) are also outer Galois points for C.

The discussion following the next few lines comes from (MIURA; YOSHIHARA,
2000). Let K/k be an algebraic function field in one variable and denote by Rat(K) the
set of subfields of K that are rational. Any subfield of a rational function field, for which
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the corresponding extension is finite, is itself rational; this is known as Lüroth’s theorem
(cf. (STICHTENOTH, 2009, Proposition 3.5.9)) In view of it, we denote by MRat(K) the
set of those fields L in Rat(K) such that the extension K/L does not contain any proper
intermediate field F ∈ Rat(K), i.e., MRat(K) consist of those fields in Rat(K) which are
maximal with respect to inclusion.

Definition 3. The number

gon (K) � min{[K : L] | L ∈MRat(K)}

is called the gonality of the function field K.

If char k � 0 and K � k(C) is the function field of a smooth plane curve C of
degree at least 2, we have that gon (k(C)) � degC−1. Moreover, any rational subfield
L ∈MRat(k(C)) is “realized” as kP for some P ∈ C (see, for example, (NAMBA, 1984,
Theorem 5.3.17)). As a consequence the task of describing (inner) Galois points for a
smooth curve is equivalent to detecting all the Galois coverings C→ P1 having minimal
degrees (cf. (FUKASAWA; MIURA, 2014, p. 62)).

2.2 The Galois group of a Galois point and its action

Definition 4. If P is a Galois point for a curve C, the Galois group of the extension
k(C)/kP will be denoted by GP .

Recall that π∗P : kP(`) → kP ⊂ k(C) is an isomorphism of fields. Consider the
following subgroup:

Autπ∗P (k(C))
def
� {σ ∈ Aut(k(C)) | σπ∗P � π∗P} (2.4)

It is clear that GP � Autπ∗P (k(C)). Let us denote by π̂ : Ĉ→ C the non-singular model
of C and by π̂P the composition πP ◦ π̂. Under the identification Aut(k(C)) ' Aut(Ĉ),
the subgroup of Aut(k(C)) defined in (2.4) corresponds to the following subgroup of
Aut(Ĉ) (cf. (HOMMA, 2006, Definition 2.2)):

Autπ̂P (Ĉ)
def
� {σ ∈ Aut(Ĉ) | π̂Pσ � π̂P} (2.5)

so that GP 'Autπ̂P (Ĉ). Note that, in case P ∈ C, the condition π̂Pσ � π̂P implies that σ is
a bĳection on the set Ĉ \ π̂−1(P), because πP is not defined on P (i.e. π̂P is not defined on
π̂−1(P)). Let CSmooth ⊂ C be the open set of all non-singular points of C. Given σ ∈Aut(Ĉ),
we can define a morphism σC : CSmooth→ C as follows

σC(Q)
def
� π̂(σ(π̂−1(Q))) (2.6)
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where π̂−1(Q) is the unique point of Ĉ corresponding to Q ∈ CSmooth. With this in mind,
let us see how an element of GP acts on the points of CSmooth; take σ ∈ Autπ̂P (Ĉ) and
Q ∈ CSmooth such that Q , P. The condition in (2.5), together with (2.6), gives (recall that,
once σ ∈ GP , σ(π̂−1(Q)) < π̂−1(P))

πP(σC(Q)) � πP(Q) (2.7)

The above (2.7) tells us that Q and σC(Q) lie on the same line through P. To put in
another way: σC permutes the points of `P ∩C \ {P} for each line `P containing P.

We will be mainly concerned with linear automorphisms, i.e., those that come
from projective transformations and are represented, as usual, by the elements of the
matrix group PGL(3, k). This turns out to be the case, for instance, for the automorphisms
of non-singular curves of degree at least four. Indeed, if C is smooth and has degree at
least four, then every automorphism of C comes from a unique projective transformation,
a result to be found in (CHANG, 1978). For singular curves, we will study those points
P for which the maps σC, where σ runs over the elements of GP , come from projective
transformations, i.e., can be extended to some projective transformation, for which
reason they will be called extendable Galois points. The reason for such concern is that
any linear automorphism acts also on the tangent lines of C, whereupon geometric
constraints will emerge; and in case GP consists entirely of linear automorphisms, even
more can be said.

Lemma 1. Suppose P is a Galois point with respect to a curve C. Let σ ∈ GP be such that
σC is the restriction of a projective transformation (which will be denoted by σC also)
and C 3 Q(, P); denote by ` the line PQ. Then IQ(C∩ `) � IσC(Q)(C∩ `). In particular, if
` is (the) tangent (resp. transversal) at Q it will also be (the) tangent (resp. transversal)
at σC(Q).

Proof. We denote σC by σ only, and maintain this notation from now on. It is sufficient
to prove that σ fixes every line through P, for if this is the case then

IQ(C∩ `) � Iσ(Q)(C∩ σ(`)) � Iσ(Q)(C∩ `),

where the first equality holds by the linearity of σ. We now proceed to this proof.

As P is a Galois point for C, P is not the common point of all tangent lines
to C (cf. the discussion on page 17), and therefore there is only a finite number of
non-singular points of C \ {P} whose tangent lines pass through P (cf. (HIRSCHFELD;
KORCHMáROS; TORRES, 2013, Theorem 1.26)); and since C has infinite non-singular
points, there is an infinite number of points Q such that PQ intersects C at Q transversally.
If the multiplicity of P is < d − 1, Bézout’s theorem implies that there will, then, be
infinite lines ` through P such that `∩C \ {P} consists of at least two points. By what
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we saw a few lines above, that σ permutes the elements of `∩C \ {P}, we conclude that
σ fixes an infinite number of lines passing through P: if ` is one of the preceding lines
and Q ,Q′ ∈ `∩C \ {P}, then

` � QQ′ � σ(Q)σ(Q′) � σ(`)

This, for its turn, leads to σ fixing all lines through P. Now, if the multiplicity of P
is d−1, the same conclusion holds: there will be infinite lines ` through P such that
`∩C \ {P} consists of a single point, which will be fixed by σ. But P will also be fixed
by σ: for otherwise, σ being linear, σ(P)would be another point of C with multiplicity
d−1; but for any curve there is at most one such point. Hence we have, again, that σ
fixes an infinite number of lines passing through P, which assures every line through P
is fixed. Note that in this last case, σ will be the identity once it fixes four points such
that no three of them are collinear. In fact, |GP | � d−mP � d−(d−1) � 1 (cf. (2.1)).

�

If σ ∈ GP is not linear, a weaker version of Lemma 1 still holds. It goes as follows.

Lemma 2. Let C and P be as in Lemma 1. If Q1 and Q2 ∈ C \ {P} are non-singular points
of C lying on the same line ` through P, i.e., with πP(Q1) � πP(Q2), then

IQ1(C∩ `) � IQ2(C∩ `) (2.8)

Proof. Let π̂ : Ĉ→ C be the non-singular model of C and denote by π̂P the composition
πP ◦ π̂, as before. For Q ∈ C \ {P} and q def

� πP(Q), GP acts transitively on the set
π̂−1

P (q)� {Q̂1, . . . , Q̂s}, because k(C)� k(Ĉ)/kP is a Galois extension (cf. (STICHTENOTH,
2009, Theorem 3.7.1)). Moreover, the ramification indices e(Q̂i) are all the same (cf.
(STICHTENOTH, 2009, Corollary 3.7.2)), and we denote it by e(q) only, so that it holds
s · e(q)� degπP . When Q is non-singular, π̂−1(Q)� {Q̂} consists of a single linear branch,
and the ramification index e(π̂P(Q̂)) will be just IQ(C∩PQ), for the line PQ gives a
uniformizing parameter (on the line we are projecting C, i.e., on the image of πP) at q.
But this is exactly what (2.8) says.

�

Remark 2. With C and P still satisfying the above conditions, a generic line ` through P
will be such that C∩ ` consists entirely of non-singular points, and ` will intersect them
all transversally, if C is not strange. Another thing that must be pointed out is that it is
useful to think of Lemma 2 as a means of testing the possibility of P to be a Galois point.
Indeed, suppose there is a line ` through P such that there are two non-singular points
Q1 and Q2 ∈ `∩C \ {P} such that IQ1(C∩ `) , IQ2(C∩ `), which is the case, for example,
if ` intersects transversally one of them and is tangent at the other. Then Lemma 2
implies that P is not a Galois point for C.
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Back to the scenario of Lemma 1, the projective transformation corresponding to
σ can be easily characterized, as we are now going to check. Without loss of generality,
we may suppose P � (1 : 0 : 0) is the Galois point for C. Take σ ∈ GP such that the
corresponding automorphism of C is the restriction of a projective transformation
represented by the following matrix

Aσ �
©«

a11 a12 a13

a21 a22 a23

a31 a32 a33

ª®®¬
The projective transformation Aσ above leaves invariant every line through P (cf. the
proof of Lemma 1). These lines are all given by an equation like αY+ βZ � 0, for some
pair (α, β) , (0,0). That Aσ leaves each of these lines invariant is equivalent to the
following equations

αa21 + βa31 � 0
αa22 + βa32 � sα
αa23 + βa33 � sβ

for some s , 0 and every (α, β) , (0,0)

Taking α � 1 and β � 0, for instance, we conclude that a21 � 0 � a23. Note that this
choice of α and β corresponds to the line Y � 0. Swapping the previous values, we
obtain a31 � 0 � a32. Finally, for α � 1 � β, a22 � a33, which we may consider to be 1, for
Aσ ∈ PGL(3, k). Below we sum all this up.

Lemma 3. Under the same hypothesis of Lemma 1, if Aσ ∈ PGL(3, k) is a projective
transformation extending σ ∈ GP , where P � (1 : 0 : 0), then

Aσ �
©«

a b c
0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬
Moreover, all powers of σ have extensions to projective transformations too, and it is
easy to see that Aσn � An

σ . Once GP has finite order, σ has equally so, say k, and the last
equality implies that a must be a k-th root of 1.

To Lemma 3 is attributable the title of “cornerstone of this work”: it is the crucial
result used to determine the structure of GP and the equation of C (under projective
equivalence) in the case of an extendable Galois point P (cf. Theorem 3). Almost all else
will make use of such information.

Remark 3. Any projective transformation of the plane is fully determined (for all
p , 2) according to its invariant figure; for an account of such classification, we refer to
(MITCHELL, 1911). There are five types of invariant figures, and we will assign to any
transformation the same type of the figure it leaves invariant. Amid these five, only
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two, which correspond to types IV and V in (MITCHELL, 1911, § 2), contain every line
through a point, i.e., they fix every line through a point P and, additionally, those of
type IV fix all points on a line not passing through P, while those of type V fix all points
on a line passing through P.

Type V

Type IV

Within this context, what we did in the proof of Lemma 1 was to show that
if σ ∈ GP can be extended to a projective transformation, then this will be of type IV
or of type V. But those of type V do not have finite order if char k � 0. Moreover, if
char k � p > 0 (and we may not worry about p , 2 for this restriction applies only to
the transformations of type III), then all transformations of type V have order p. These
transformations are explicitly given, in terms of their matrices (and upon conjugation by
a suitable matrix; notice that conjugated transformations leave the same figure invariant),
as

Aα,IV �
©«
α 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬ and AV �
©«

1 1 1
0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬
where α , 0. With the above representation, it is clear that Aα,IV fixes every line through
P � (1 : 0 : 0) and every point in the line X � 0, which does not contain P; moreover, it
will have finite order if, and only if, α is a root of 1. As for AV , it again fixes every line
through P � (1 : 0 : 0), but as opposed to the former, it now fixes every point in the line
Y+Z � 0, which does contain P. Compare with Lemma 3.

We finish this section by stating two results concerning unusual behavior exhibited
exclusively by (some) strange curves. In (FUKASAWA; HASEGAWA, 2010) the following
characterization is shown.

Theorem 1. Let C be a curve of degree ≥ 4 and denote by ∆ the set of all inner Galois
points for C. Then ∆ is a non-empty (Zariski) open set of C if, and only if, char k � p > 0
and C is projectively equivalent to the curve given by ZXq−1−Yq � 0, for a power q of p.

The curve CS given by ZXq−1−Yq � 0 as in Theorem 1 above, is a strange curve.
The point Q � (0 : 1 : 0) is the common point of all tangent lines at non-singular points.
It is also a rational curve: its only singular point P � (0 : 0 : 1) has multiplicity a unit less
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than its degree. We indicate, and the reader is invited to take a look at (FUKASAWA;
HASEGAWA, 2010) for the proofs, that

• every point of CS is an inner Galois point for it (note that projection from P, the
only singular point, yields a birational morphism between CS and a line), whose
Galois group is cyclic and

• every point in the line Z � 0 different from P and Q is an outer Galois point, whose
Galois group is elementary abelian of exponent p. Also

• the condition “∆ is a non-empty open set of C” in Theorem 1 may be weakened to
“∆ is an infinite set of C”.

Let us denote by ∆′ the set of outer Galois points for a curve C. The other work
following the same lines as before, (FUKASAWA, 2011), states, among other things,
what follows.

Theorem 2. Within the scenario set up in Theorem 1, ∆′ is an infinite set if, and only if, C
is a rational strange curve such that there is a line containing infinite outer Galois points
and passing through the common point of all tangent lines at non-singular points.

The characterizations given by Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 fully answer the
question of which curves admit infinite Galois points: they are all strange and rational.
For char k � 0 and non-singular curves, the quantity of Galois points is not only finite
but bounded by 4 (for inner Galois points) and by 3 (for outer Galois points). For positive
characteristic, and still restricting ourselves to non-singular curves, the quantity will
always be finite too, and a similar boundedness will hold for “almost all” curves.

2.3 Extendable Galois points

In the case of a smooth curve C of degree d ≥ 4, any automorphism of C is the
restriction of some projective transformation ofP2 (cf. (CHANG, 1978) and (ARBARELLO
et al., 2010, Appendix A, 17 and 18)). For an arbitrary irreducible curve C we have the
following definition, which was first considered in (YOSHIHARA, 2009).

Definition 5. Let C be a curve of degree d ≥ 3 and let P ∈ P2 be a Galois point with
respect to C, with Galois group GP . We will call the point P an extendable Galois point
if for any σ ∈ GP , the corresponding morphism σC (cf. (2.6)) of C extends to a projective
transformation of P2.

Remark 4. 1. As was noted in the beginning of this section, for a smooth curve of
degree d ≥ 4 any Galois point is extendable.
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2. It is also obvious that for d � 2 any automorphism is linear, once the curve is
rational in this case. That is why we considered only d ≥ 3 in Definition 5.

3. If C is a curve of degree d ≥ 2 and φ : C→ C is an automorphism that extends to
some projective transformation Tφ, then this projective transformation is unique.
Indeed let T1 and T2 be two projective transformations extending φ. Then T1T−1

2
extends φφ−1 � idC. But then, as idC fixes a set of four distinct points of C such
that no three of them are collinear, T1T−1

2 � Id, i.e., T1 � T2.

Our next result unifies, but in no way generalizes, a handful of results appearing
throughout distinct works; among them we cite (YOSHIHARA, 2001, Theorems 4, 4’ and
Propositions 5, 5’), (FUKASAWA, 2007, Theorem 2) and (YOSHIHARA, 2009, Lemma 1
and Proposition 1). If the curve C admits an extendable Galois point P, then its equation
and corresponding Galois group are characterized by the following

Theorem 3. Let C be a curve of degree d ≥ 3 in characteristic p ≥ 0. Suppose P is an
extendable Galois point for C with multiplicity m and Galois group GP . Then it holds
what comes below.

1. If p � 0 or p > 0 and p - (d −m), then GP is cyclic. Moreover, C is projectively
equivalent to the curve given by Gm(Y,Z)Xd−m +Gd(Y,Z) � 0, where Gm(Y,Z) and
Gd(Y,Z) are homogeneous polynomials of degree m and d, respectively, P � (1 : 0 : 0)
and a generator for GP is given by the matrix diag(ζd−m ,1,1). Conversely, if C is
given by an irreducible equation like the previous one, then (1 : 0 : 0) is an m-fold
extendable Galois point for C whose Galois group is cyclic and generated by
diag(ζd−m ,1,1).

2. If p > 0 and p | (d −m), then, writing d −m � pe l where p - l, GP is isomorphic
to (⊕eZ/pZ)oZ/lZ. Moreover, l | (pe −1) and C is projectively equivalent to the
curve given by Gm(Y,Z) f (X,Y,Z)l +Gd(Y,Z) � 0, where Gm(Y,Z) and Gd(Y,Z) are
homogeneous polynomials of degree m and d respectively, and f (T, y ,1) ∈ k[y][T]
is an additive separable polynomial of degree pe whose roots are linear polynomials
in y with coefficients in some finite extension of Fp , and P � (1 : 0 : 0). Conversely,
if C is given by an irreducible equation like the previous one, with l | (pe − 1),
then (1 : 0 : 0) is an m-fold extendable Galois point for C whose Galois group is
(isomorphic to) (⊕eZ/pZ)oZ/lZ.

Proof. After a projective transformation, we may suppose that P � (1 : 0 : 0). The projection
πP has degree d −m, so that the order of GP is, by assumption, d −m. Take σ ∈ GP .
Once P is extendable, let Aσ � (ai j) ∈ PGL(3, k) be a matrix representing the projectivity
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associated to σ (it is unique, cf. item 3 of Remark 4). By Lemma 3, we have that

Aσ �
©«

a11 a12 a13

0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬ (2.9)

Lemma 3 also tells us that a11 is a k-th root of 1, for some k | (d −m), by Lagrange’s
theorem. Consider the following map

ψ :

{
GP → k×

σ 7→ a11
(2.10)

It is well defined since the association σ 7→ Aσ is injective and we have fixed a22 � 1 � a33,
so that the a11 appearing in (2.9) is uniquely determined by σ. It is obvious that ψ is a
group homomorphism (ψ is simply the determinant of Aσ).

If char k � 0, then ψ is injective. Indeed, if a11 � 1, then

As
σ �

©«
1 s · a12 s · a13

0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬
and once the order of σ divides d−m, the same holds all the more so for Aσ, so that
(d−m) · a12 � 0� (d−m) · a13, which is possible, once char k � 0, if and only if a12 � 0� a13,
i.e., if and only if Aσ is the identity matrix. This same reasoning applies if char k � p > 0,
provided that p - (d−m). In both cases the group GP is cyclic, for it is isomorphic to a
finite subgroup of the multiplicative group of the field k. A generator for GP is σ ∈ GP

such that a11 � ζd−m is a primitive (d −m)-th root of unity. We note that in this case
Aσ is diagonalizable 1. Moreover, there exists a matrix Q that fixes P � (1 : 0 : 0) and
diagonalizes Aσ: just take

Q �
©«

1 −a12/(ζd−m −1) −a13/(ζd−m −1)
0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬
So, in item 1 we can suppose not only that the Galois point P is (1 : 0 : 0), but that a
generator for GP is given by the following matrix (recall that the elements of Aut(C) and
those of Aut(Q(C)) are conjugated, by Q, of one another):

Q−1AσQ �
©«
ζd−m 0 0

0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬
1 Recall that if λ1 , . . . , λk are the distinct eigenvalues of a matrix A, then A is diagonalizable if,

and only if, the matrix (A−λ1id) . . . (A−λkid) is the zero matrix.
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Hence, to the projection πP there corresponds a Kummer extension k(x , y)/k(y),
whose Galois group is generated by the automorphism σ(x) � ζd−m x. Therefore, xd−m �

f (y)/g(y), with f and g polynomials in y without common factors, and the curve has
(affine) equation

g(Y)Xd−m − f (Y) � 0 (2.11)

Indeed, the function g(y)xd−m− f (y) is regular and vanishes everywhere on C. Therefore
F(X,Y) divides g(Y)Xd−m − f (Y), where F(X,Y) � 0 is the (irreducible) equation of C.
But g(Y)Xd−m − f (Y) is itself irreducible, otherwise k(x , y)/k(y)would have degree less
than d−m. Hence (2.11) is the equation of C. Note that, since C has degree d, g(Y) has
degree ≤ m, f (Y) has degree ≤ d and at least one of the previous bounds is attained
(otherwise the curve would not be irreducible: it would contain the line Z � 0). As the
converse is just a matter of routine algebraic verifications, we are done proving item 1.

Back to the homomorphism in (2.10), if char k � p > 0 and p | (d−m), then ψ may,
and it most certainly will, have nontrivial kernel. We notice that any matrix belonging to
Ker(ψ) satisfies a11 � 1, i.e., it has the following form:

©«
1 a b
0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬
The set of all matrices having the above form constitute an abelian subgroup of
PGL(3, k), and they all have order p � char k. By the fundamental theorem on finitely
generated abelian groups we have that Ker(ψ) ' ⊕e′Z/pZ, for some e′ ≤ e (recall that
|GP | � d−m � pe l, with p - l). For σ ∈ GP , we have that σpe l � 1, hence Ape l

σ � 1, which
implies that ape l

11 � 1, and finally that a l
11 � 1. So, for any σ ∈ GP , we have that σl ∈ Ker(ψ).

This implies that Ker(ψ) is nontrivial, for otherwise all elements in GP would have order
l or a divisor of l, which is in contradiction with Cauchy’s theorem: p | |GP | implies that
there is an element whose order is p.

We also know that Im(ψ) ' GP/Ker(ψ) is cyclic because it is a finite subgroup of
k×. Therefore, there are at most l elements in the quotient group GP/Ker(ψ) ' Im(ψ).
Denote by l′ the order of Im(ψ). We have that pe l � |GP | � |Ker(ψ)| |Im(ψ)| � pe′ l′ ≤ pe′ l,
so that e′ ≥ e, and therefore e′ � e. It then follows that l � l′. Take σ ∈ GP such that the
powers of σ form a set of representatives for the cosets of Ker(ψ) in GP . We then have
that σi < Ker(ψ) for i � 1, . . . , l−1 and σl ∈ Ker(ψ). Consider the homomorphism

ι :

{
Z/lZ → GP

s̄ 7→ σs

The quotient homomorphism (which is induced by ψ) q : GP→ Z/lZ is simply given by
φ 7→ s, where s the unique positive integer ≤ l−1 such that φ ∈ σsKer(ψ). It is clear that
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q ◦ ι � id. Therefore the following exact sequence splits

1→⊕eZ/pZ ↪→ GP
q
→ Z/lZ→ 1

and we can finally conclude that

GP '
(

e⊕
i�1

Z

pZ

)
o
Z

lZ

If l , 1, we may proceed as we did in item 1 and suppose, without loss of
generality, that a generator τ for Cl

def
� Z/lZ ≤ GP is given by the following matrix

Dτ �
©«
ζl 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬ (2.12)

where ζl is a primitive l-th root of unity. Indeed, a generator for Cl is given by a matrix
of the following form:

Aτ �
©«
ζl aτ bτ
0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬
which is diagonalizable (cf. the footnote at page 26). As before, the projective transfor-
mation given by

Tτ �
©«

1 −aτ/(ζl −1) −bτ/(ζl −1)
0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬ (2.13)

fixes the Galois point P � (1 : 0 : 0) and diagonalizes Aτ. Moreover, once Tτ is a matrix of
the same form as those in Ker(ψ), and all the matrices of this particular form commute
with one another, it follows conjugation by Tτ leaves the matrices in Ker(ψ) unchanged.

The extension associated to πP is thus k(x , y)/k(y), with Galois group as above.
Notice that if l ≥ 2, then GP is not abelian. The subgroup Ker(ψ) has the following
Fp-vector space structure (cf. page 85): addition is given by matrix multiplication, and
scalar multiplication is given by multiplication of the off diagonal elements by the given
scalar, which is the same as exponentiating the matrix by the given scalar. We have
that dimFp Ker(ψ) � e. But we can actually define an Fp(ζl)-vector space structure in it.
Indeed, taking Dτ a generator for Z/lZ as before (cf. (2.12)) and Aσ ∈ Ker(ψ), we have
that

DτAσD−1
τ �

©«
1 ζla ζlb
0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬
which belongs to Ker(ψ). So that after defining addition and multiplication by a scalar
f (ζl) ∈ Fp(ζl) as before, Ker(ψ) is endowed with an Fp(ζl)-vector space structure. Let
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λ
def
� [Fp(ζl) : Fp], which coincides with the order of p in the group (Z/lZ)× (recall that

a finite extension of finite fields is always cyclic with Galois group generated by the
Frobenius automorphism). Let also s def

� dimFp(ζl)Ker(ψ). We have that

pe
� |Ker(ψ)| � |Fp(ζl)|s � (|Fp |λ)s � pλs

or, in other words, λ divides e. But once λ is the order of p in (Z/lZ)×, we have that
pλ ≡ 1 mod l, so that pe ≡ 1 mod l too. Equivalently: l | (pe −1). If l | (pe −1) it is obvious
that λ divides e.

Consider now the normal subgroup Ce
p

def
� ⊕e(Z/pZ)CGP , that is, Ker(ψ). By the

fundamental theorem of Galois theory, the extension k(x , y)Ce
p/k(y) is a Galois extension

with Galois group (isomorphic to) GP/Ce
p ' Cl .

k(y)

k(x , y)Ce
p

k(x , y)

Cl

Ce
p

Let us give an explicit description of the field k(x , y)Ce
p : the fixed field by Ce

p . We
will denote a matrix ©«

1 a b
0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬ ∈ Ce
p

and the associated automorphism of k(C) � k(x , y) by σa ,b . Its action is given by
σa ,b(x)� x+ a y+ b. As was noted before, Ce

p is an e-dimensional Fp-vector space. Choose
a basis σa1 ,b1 , . . . , σae ,be . Then, any element in Ce

p is uniquely written as

σa ,b � σ
µ1
a1 ,b1
◦ . . .◦ σµe

ae ,be

for some (µ1, . . . , µe) ∈ Fe
p . Remember that the σa ,b’s all commute, so the order of the

above composition is irrelevant. We can then write∏
σa ,b∈Ce

p

σa ,b(x) �
∏

(µ1 ,...,µe )∈⊕eFp

(σµ1
a1 ,b1
◦ . . .◦ σµe

ae ,be
)(x)

for the norm of x relative to the extension k(x , y)/k(x , y)Ce
p . But

(σµ1
a1 ,b1
◦ . . .◦ σµe

ae ,be
)(x) � x +

e∑
i�1
µi(ai y + bi)
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so that

f (x , y) �
∏

(µ1 ,...,µe )∈⊕eFp

(
x +

e∑
i�1
µi(ai y + bi)

)
is the norm of x. Note that f (T, y) ∈ k(y)[T] is an additive separable polynomial
of degree pe such that its roots are all linear polynomials in y with coefficients in
some finite extension of Fp . This also gives us the description we were looking for:
k(x , y)Ce

p � k( f (x , y), y). The automorphisms from the quotient group GP/Ce
p act by

taking x to ζi
l x. Hence the norm of f (x , y) relative to the extension k(x , y)Ce

p/k(y) is
simply

f̂ (x , y) �
l−1∏
i�0

f (ζi
l x , y)

Note that the element f̂ (x , y) is now fixed by all of GP : it is the norm of x relative to the
extension k(x , y)/k(y). We can simplify the above expression. As we already saw, there is
anFp(ζl)-vector space structure in Ce

p . In particular, the association σa ,b 7→ ζi
lσa ,b � σζi

l a ,ζ
i
l b

is an Fp(ζl)-automorphism of Ce
p for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l−1. Hence

f (ζ j
l x , y) �

∏
(µ1 ,...,µe )∈⊕eFp

(
ζ

j
l x +

e∑
i�1
µi(ai y + bi)

)
�ζ

jpe

l

∏
(µ1 ,...,µe )∈⊕eFp

(
x +

e∑
i�1
µi(ζ− j

l ai y + ζ
− j
l bi)

)
�ζ
(pe−1) j
l ζ

j
l

∏
(µ1 ,...,µe )∈⊕eFp

(
x +

e∑
i�1
µi(ai y + bi)

)
�ζ

j
l f (x , y)

for all 1 ≤ j ≤ l − 1. Therefore f̂ (x , y) �
(∏l−1

i�0 ζ
i
l

)
f (x , y)l � (−1)l−1 f (x , y)l . Note that,

once k(x , y)Ce
p/k(y) is a degree l cyclic extension, with l and char k coprime, it is a

Kummer extension. Being so, there exists an element x̃ ∈ k( f (x , y), y) \ k(y) such that
k( f (x , y), y) � k(x̃ , y) and x̃ l ∈ k(y). We just found such an x̃: f (x , y) itself! This gives
us a description for both the original curve C and for the quotient curve C/Ce

p . Let’s
see. Once f (x , y)l ∈ k(y), write f (x , y)l � α(y)/β(y)with α(y) and β(y) ∈ k[y]without
common factors. Then C has (affine) equation

β(Y) f (X,Y)l −α(Y) � 0 (2.14)

The reason is the same as before: the function β(y) f (x , y)l −α(y) vanishes everywhere
on C and is irreducible once f (T, y)l −α(y)/β(y) is the minimal polynomial of x in k(y).

We point out that, as in item 1, α(y), resp. β(y), has degree ≤ d, resp. ≤ m, and
either α(y) has degree d or β(y) has degree m. The quotient curve C/Ce

p , for its turn,
has affine equation
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β(y)x l
+α(y) � 0

Conversely, if C is given by the (2.14) above, with d −m � pe l and l | (pe − 1),
where β(y), α(y) and f (T, y) are as before, it is again a matter of (somehow cumbersome)
verification to see that the extension k(x , y)/k(y) is Galois whose automorphisms are, as
before, linear, hence the point (1 : 0 : 0) is an m-fold extendable Galois point.

�

We state the result just proved for the curve corresponding to the intermediate
field k(x , y)Ce

p more explicitly.

Proposition 2. For a curve C as in item 2 of Theorem 3, the quotient curve C/Ce
p , where

Ce
p ' ⊕eZ/pZ is the “kernel” of GP , is projectively equivalent to the curve given by the

following affine equation
gm(y)x l

+ gd(y) � 0

where gm(y) � Gm(y ,1) and gd(y) � Gd(y ,1).

Remark 5. We draw the reader’s attention to the following observations regarding
Theorem 3.

1. As we saw, for smooth curves of degree d ≥ 4 any Galois point is extendable, so
we can use Theorem 3 to decide whether C has Galois points if we also know
its automorphism group. More specifically, and restricting ourselves to p � 0, if
we know that Aut(C) does not have any cyclic subgroup of order d (resp. d−1),
then C cannot have any outer Galois point (resp. any inner Galois point). For
example, for any three distinct elements α, β and γ ∈ k the following quartic curve
in characteristic 0

X4
+Y4

+Z4
+αX2Y2

+ βX2Z2
+γY2Z2

� 0

is non-singular and has the Klein four-group as its automorphism group (cf.
section 2.5). Hence it does not have any Galois points at all.

2. In item 2, the divisibility condition l | (pe −1) can also be used to decide whether
C has an m-fold extendable Galois point: if d−m � pe l with p - l and l - (pe −1),
then there cannot exist an m-fold extendable Galois point for C. For instance, if
C is a degree 15 curve in characteristic 3, then, once 5 - (3−1), C does not have
any extendable outer Galois point. More generally, if d−m � p · l with l > p, then
no curve of degree d has a Galois point of multiplicity m. Nevertheless, for every
pair (e , l) ∈ Z≥0×Z≥1 such that p - l and l | (pe −1) there exist non-singular plane
curves C and C′ such that C has degree pe l +1 and an inner Galois point and C′

has degree pe l and an outer Galois point (cf. (FUKASAWA, 2007, Example 1)).
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3. It is necessary, but not sufficient, that the polynomials Gm(Y,Z) and Gd(Y,Z) be
coprime in order for the curves in Theorem 3 to be irreducible. As an example,
if we take G2(Y,Z) � Z2 and G20(Y,Z) � (Y + Z)20, then the following curve in
characteristic 3

Z2(X9−X(Y+Z)8)2 + (Y+Z)20
� 0

has equation like the one in item 2, and satisfies the divisibility condition l |(pe −1)
(which, in this case, reduces to 2|(32− 1)). But this curve is reducible (over F9),
once it is a difference of two squares, even though G2 and G20 do not share any
common factor. Indeed, denoting by s a square root of 2 in F9, we have that

Z2(X9−X(Y+Z)8)2 + (Y+Z)20
�

(Z(X9−X(Y+Z)8))2−(s(Y+Z)10)2 �
(Z(X9−X(Y+Z)8)− s(Y+Z)10) · (Z(X9−X(Y+Z)8)+ s(Y+Z)10)

The reader is invited to take a look at (DEOLALIKAR, 2002) for an irreducibility
criterion that contemplates the case l � 1.

4. There are curves admitting non-extendable Galois points; any such curve will nec-
essarily be singular. The following example is due to Kei Miura (cf. (YOSHIHARA,
2001, Remark 1)). Let k � C and Cn be the degree 2n +1 curve with the following
(affine) equation

Cn : yx2n
+ (yn+1

+1)xn
+ y(y2

+1)n � 0

This curve is singular (for example, the points (0 : ±i : 1) are singular). The point
(1 : 0 : 0) ∈ Cn is non-singular, and we now show that it is a Galois point for it. The
corresponding field extension is (cf. the discussion after Definition 2 at page 17)
k(x , y)/k(y), where x is a root of

p(T) def
� yT2n

+ (yn+1
+1)Tn

+ y(y2
+1)n ∈ k(y)[T]

The polynomial p(T) is separable. Its irreducibility will be shown after a few
considerations (it does not follow directly from the irreducibility criterion à
la Eisenstein given in (STICHTENOTH, 2009, Proposition 3.1.15)). Let r1 be
any of its roots. Then r2

def
� (y2 + 1)/r1 is also a root, and the set of all roots

of p(T) is {ζi
n r j | i � 0, . . . ,n − 1 and j � 1,2}, ζn being a primitive n-th root of 1

(ζn � exp(2πi/n), for instance). From these considerations we see that the extension
is normal (recall that k � C contains all roots of 1), and therefore Galois of degree
2n, provided that we show p(T) is irreducible. By what we just saw, it suffices
to show that p(T) does not have any root in k(y). Suppose, for us to obtain a
contradiction, that p(ϕ) � 0 for some ϕ ∈ k(y). Then

yϕ2n
+ (yn+1

+1)ϕn
� −y(y2

+1)n
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Considering the values on both sides of the equation above at P0, the place
corresponding to the zero of y in k(y), we obtain the contradiction we were
seeking: for the value (at P0) of the function on the right hand side is 1, while
the value of the function on the left hand side is , 1, no matter which ϕ ∈ k(y)
is taken. Hence k(x , y)/k(y) is a degree 2n Galois extension. The corresponding
Galois group is the dihedral group of order 2n. To see this, note that the maps σ
and ψ ∈ Gal(k(x , y)/k(y)) defined by

σ(r1)
def
� r2 and ψ(r1)

def
� ζn r1

are such that

• σ has order 2,

• ψ has order n and

• σψσ � ψ−1 (by the definitions of r2 and of ψ, ψ(r2) � ζ−1
n r2).

So that Gal(k(x , y)/k(y)) � 〈σ,ψ〉 ' D2n , where the first equality follows from the
two groups, Gal(k(x , y)/k(y)) and 〈σ,ψ〉, having the same order 2n. If P � (1 : 0 : 0)
was to be an extendable point, GP � Gal(k(x , y)/k(y)) would be cyclic and, in
particular, abelian, which is not the case. The reader may already have noticed
that the “lack of extendability” comes from σ, for ψ can clearly be extended to a
projective transformation. A similar example, but with a non-extendable outer
point, is given in (YOSHIHARA, 2009, Example 1).

5. This was said while we were proving item 2 of Theorem 3, and we say it once
again not so much as to attach it to the reader’s mind, but as to reference it in the
future if necessary: for those curves within the scope of item 2, if l ≥ 2 then GP is
not an abelian group.

The corollary below is an easy direct consequence of Theorem 3; nonetheless it
gives a tremendous restriction on the geometry of a curve with an inner extendable
Galois point. We recall that a non-singular point P of a curve C is called a flex of C
if IP(C∩TPC) ≥ 3; when this intersection multiplicity has the greatest possible value,
namely degC, P will be called a total flex of C.

Corollary 1. If P is an inner extendable Galois point for C, then all tangent lines to C at
P intersect C only at P. In particular, if P is non-singular this amounts to P being a total
flex of C.

Proof. We may suppose, after a suitable projective transformation, that P � (1 : 0 : 0) and
C has equation

Gm(Y,Z)Xd−m
+H(X,Y,Z) � 0
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where H(X,Y,Z) has degree > m when viewed as a polynomial in Y and Z. But then
the tangent lines to C at P are the factors of Gm(Y,Z). As the equation of C is either

Gm(Y,Z)Xd−m
+Gd(Y,Z) � 0 or Gm(Y,Z) f (X,Y,Z)l +Gd(Y,Z) � 0

and once Gm and Gd share no factor, the result follows. In fact, if Q � (x0 : y0 : z0) , P
(notice that this inequality implies that (y0, z0) , (0,0)) would be such that Q ∈ C∩ `,
where ` is a factor of Gm , then Gm and Gd would share the line ` � z0Y− y0Z.

�

2.4 The intermediate extension

We study in more detail the intermediate extension that appears in the proof of
item 2 of Theorem 3, that is, the extension k(x , y)/k(x , y)Ce

p where Ce
p is the elementary

abelian group of exponent p given by the matrices of the form

A(a ,b) �
©«

1 a b
0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬
where a and b ∈ k belong to some finite extension of Fp .

If (x : y : z) ∈ C corresponds to a ramified place of k(C) relative to the extension
under consideration, then it is fixed by at least one non-trivial element of Ce

p , say, A(a ,b).
But A(a ,b) takes the point (x : y : z) to (x + a y + bz : y : z); hence, (x : y : z) is fixed by
A(a ,b) if, and only if, a y + bz � 0, i.e., if, and only if, the point (x : y : z) lies on the line
aY+ bZ � 0 (cf. Remark 3: A(a ,b), being a transformation of type V, fixes all the points of
a line passing through (1 : 0 : 0), which is precisely aY+ bZ � 0). In this way we see that
the ramified points of the extension all lie on the union of the lines aY+ bZ � 0, where
(a , b) runs over the elements of Ce

p . But there are some redundant lines in the previous
union. Indeed, as we saw in the proof of Theorem 3, the group Ce

p has an Fp(ζl)-vector
space structure and hence, if A(a ,b) ∈ Ce

p , then we also have A(ζa ,ζb) ∈ Ce
p for all ζ ∈ Fp(ζl);

and the lines corresponding to A(a ,b) and A(ζa ,ζb) are the same, namely aY+ bZ � 0. So
if we take an Fp(ζl)-basis of Ce

p , say A(a1 ,b1), . . . ,A(as ,bs), then all ramification points of
the extension lie in the union of `i , where `i : aiY + biZ � 0. There may still be some
redundant lines among the `i , but the “redundancy factor” won’t belong to Fp(ζl).
Each of these lines contain the Galois point (1 : 0 : 0), which is a (d−m)-fold point of C.
Therefore each line `i intercepts C in at most bm/2c points different from (1 : 0 : 0) and
we see that there will be at most bm/2cs ramification points.

There is nothing much to say about the a’s and b’s that appear as entries in the
matrices of Ce

p . In fact, we can construct a “valid” group Ce
p whose matrices are such that
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their entries belong to any finite extension FpNk of Fpk � Fp(ζl) (from now on we make
no distinction between Fpk and Fp(ζl)) as long as N ≥ s/2 where s � e/k (remember
that s is the dimension of Ce

p as an Fpk -vector space). Let us see how this can be done.
Take a1, . . . , aN ∈ Fp such that they are linearly independent over Fpk . The 2N matrices
{A(ai ,0) | i � 1, . . . ,N} ∪ {A(0,ai) | i � 1, . . . ,N} are, therefore, linearly independent over
Fpk . Once 2N ≥ s, the space spanned (over Fpk ) by any s of them will give a valid group
Ce

p .

We will now attempt to find an expression for the element f (x , y) that appears
in item 2 of Theorem 3, i.e., for the norm of x relative to the extension we are studying.
For this, we start by picking an Fp basis of Ce

p , consisting of A(ai ,bi), i � 1, . . . , e. In order
to relieve a little bit the notation, we will denote the matrix A(a ,b) by (a , b). Remind that

f (x , y) �
∏

(µ1 ,...,µe )∈Fe
p

(
x +

e∑
i�1
µi(ai y + bi)

)
Consider for a moment a basis element, say, (a1, b1). The above product will

contain the following “sub-product”∏
(0,ν,0,...,0)∈Fe

p

(x + ν(a1 y + b1)) �
∏
ν∈F×p

(x + ν(a1 y + b1)) � xp−1−(a1 y + b1)p−1

It then follows that f (x , y) consists entirely of factors like the above one. In fact, there
will be one such a factor for every 1-dimensional subspace of Ce

p , and once every vector
of Ce

p lies in one and only one 1-dimensional subspace of Ce
p , we can write

f (x , y) � x
N∏

i�1
(xp−1−(Ai y +Bi)p−1)

where N � N(p , e) � (pe − 1)/(p − 1) is the total number of 1-dimensional subspaces
of Ce

p and {(Ai ,Bi) ∈ Ce
p | i � 1, . . . ,N} is a system of representatives for the classes

of 1-dimensional subspaces of Ce
p (i.e., the points of P(Ce

p), when Ce
p is viewed as an

Fp-vector space). The factor x comes from the trivial subspace.

This reasoning can be applied using the Fpk -vector space structure of Ce
p . It gives

f (x , y) � x
Ñ∏

i�1
(xpk−1−(Ãi y + B̃i)p

k−1)

where Ñ � N(k , s)� (pks−1)/(pk−1)� (pe−1)/(pk−1) is the total number of (non-trivial)
1-dimensional Fpk -subspaces of Ce

p and the pairs (Ãi , B̃i) are, mutatis mutandis, as before.

If e � k (which happens, for instance, for (p , e , l)� (3,2,4)), then the above product
will consist of only one factor, say xpe−1 + (Ay+B)pe−1. Therefore the curve will have the
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following equation

Gm(Y,Z)(Xpe
+ (AY+BZ)pe−1X)l +Gd(Y) � 0

which is projectively equivalent to

Gm(Y,Z)(Xpe
+Ype−1X)l + G̃d(Y) � 0

The lines `i defined earlier in this section will come back again in section 3.2,
where they will play a non-negligible role.

2.5 Non-singular plane quartics

Exploring further the first item in the previous Remark 5, we can use the
classification of non-singular plane quartics in characteristic 0 by their automorphism
group to decide whether or not a given plane non-singular quartic C has Galois points:
if the automorphism group does not contain any cyclic subgroup of order 4 (resp. 3),
then C has no outer (resp. inner) Galois points. For such classification, we recommend
the reader to check (BARS, 2005) and (DOLGACHEV, 2012).

The groups appearing as the automorphism group of a non-singular plane
quartic are listed below (cf. (BARS, 2005, p. 10)); but before showing the table, some
words concerning notation are necessary. The IdSmallGroup(G) pair corresponds to the
identification number of the group G in GAP’s Small Group Library. The group can then
be accessed in GAP by the fuction call SmallGroup(IdSmallGroup). More information
can be found in the embedded link here. The letters C, S, D and A appearing in the
second column are to be read as cyclic, symmetric, dihedral and alternating, respectively.
If its subindex is n, its order is n, n!, 2n and n!/2, with respect to the previous ordering.
The group PSL(3,2) is the projective special linear group of 3 by 3 matrices over F2. We
recall that GL(3,2)� PGL(3,2)� PSL(3,2) ' PSL(2,7), where this last isomorphism is well
known. Finally, A}B is a central extension of B by A. In the case of C4} (C2×C2), it also
has a D8oC2 structure. We will also give a description of C4} (C2×C2) and of C4}A4

as subgroups of PGL(3,C). (cf. (BARS, 2005, Theorem 29)). The group C4} (C2×C2) is
isomorphic to the subgroup of PGL(3,C) generated by

©«
−1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬ ,
©«

i 0 0
0 −i 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬ and
©«

0 −1 0
1 0 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬
and the group C4}A4 is isomorphic to the subgroup of PGL(3,C) generated by

©«
√

2
2 ζ8

√
2

2 ζ
3
8 0√

2
2 ζ8

√
2

2 ζ
7
8 0

0 0 ζ3

ª®®®¬ and
©«
√

2
2 ζ8

√
2

2 ζ
5
8 0√

2
2 ζ

3
8

√
2

2 ζ
3
8 0

0 0 ζ2
3

ª®®®¬

https://www.gap-system.org/Manuals/pkg/SmallGrp/doc/chap1.html
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where ζn � exp(2πi/n). And now the table can be made sense of.

|G | Structure of G IdSmallGroup(G)

2 C2 [2,1]
3 C3 [3,1]
4 C2×C2 [4,2]
6 C6 [6,2]
6 S3 [6,1]
8 D4 [8,3]
9 C9 [9,1]
16 C4} (C2×C2) [16,13]
24 S4 [24,12]
48 C4}A4 [48,33]
96 (C4×C4)oS3 [96,64]
168 PSL(3,2) [168,42]

Table 1 – Automorphism groups of non-singular plane quartics

It is also possible to characterize the equations of the curves for each of the
groups above. Such information, which will be implicitly used in the sequence, is to be
found in (BARS, 2005, Theorem 16) and (DOLGACHEV, 2012, Theorem 6.5.2).

In what follows, we analyze whether or not a plane non-singular quartic whose
automorphism group is G has or has not Galois points, for each and every one of
the groups above. We must check, at first, if G has cyclic subgroups of order 3 (for
the existence of inner points) or 4 (for the existence of outer points). This condition is
necessary for the existence of Galois points, but not sufficient, as it happens to happen
for some cases (for example that of S3). The following lemma guarantees that to each
cyclic subgroup there is at most one Galois point associated to it.

Lemma 4. Let P1 , P2 be two distinct extendable Galois points with respect to the curve
C. Then GP1 ∩GP2 � 1.

Proof. Suppose σ ∈ GP1 ∩GP2 . Then σ(`i) � `i for every line `i passing through Pi (cf.
the proof of Lemma 1). Taking `i , P1P2, we have that `1 , `2, and therefore `1∩ `2 � Q
consists of a unique point. Applying σ we obtain

σ(Q) � σ(`1∩ `2) � σ(`1)∩ σ(`2) � `1∩ `2 � Q

In other words: σ fixes every point not in P1P2. As it is a projective transformation, σ is
the identity.

�
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One last thing for which we draw the reader’s attention is that we will make use
of a few results to be proved in Chapter 3. More specifically, we will use propositions 4
through 7.

C2: These curves do not have any Galois point at all;

C3: These curves do not have outer Galois points and can have at most one inner
Galois point (cf. Lemma 4). Indeed, they have exactly one inner Galois point: their
equation is like the one from item 1 in Theorem 3 (cf. (BARS, 2005)).

C2×C2: These curves, as was noted in Remark 5, do not have any Galois points.

C6: Once C6 has exactly one subgroup of order 3 and no subgroup of order 4, these
curves do not have any outer Galois point and can have at most one inner Galois
point. Indeed, they have exactly one inner Galois point, as one may check in item 1,
Theorem 3 (and, of course (BARS, 2005), where its equation is given).

S3: the group S3 has no cyclic subgroup of order 4, hence it cannot have any outer
Galois point. On the other hand, it has just one cyclic subgroup of order 3. From
this and from Lemma 4, we can infer that the curves in this family can have at
most one inner Galois point. It turns out that the curves in this family have no
inner Galois point at all; this is what will now be shown. Suppose that a curve in
this family has an inner Galois point P. Then, as Theorem 3 (item 1) states, we can
suppose that the Galois point is (1 : 0 : 0), that the curve is projectively equivalent
to the one given by F1(Y,Z)X3 +F4(Y,Z) � 0, and that a generator for GP is given
by the projectivity whose matrix is diag(ζ3,1,1). There is no loss in generality in
supposing that F1(Y,Z) � Z also, i.e., that the tangent line of C at P is Z � 0. Indeed,
as F1(Y,Z) is a homogeneous linear polynomial in Y and Z only, it will suffice to
take a projective transformation such as

©«
1 0 0
0 a b
0 c d

ª®®¬
which fixes P, has inverse of the same type and commutes with diag(ζ3,1,1)
(there is a similar discussion in the proof of Theorem 3 at page 26). Now take an
involution in S3 and suppose that it is given by the matrix A � (ai j) (notice that
S3 \GP consists of involutions only). Once C has only one inner Galois point, the
involution A fixes the Galois point P (recall that A(P) is another inner Galois point
by Proposition 1), so that a21 � a31 � 0, and we can suppose that a11 � 1. So up to
now we have that

A �
©«

1 a12 a13

0 a22 a23

0 a32 a33

ª®®¬
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We also know that A must leave the equation of C invariant. But among the
possibilities for A given above, only those in with a12 � 0 � a13 can possibly be an
automorphism of ZX3 +F4(Y,Z) � 0, a straightforward assertion left to the reader
(cf. the proof of Proposition 3). So we have that

A �
©«

1 0 0
0 a22 a23

0 a32 a33

ª®®¬
But then A and diag(ζ3,1,1) commute, which is a contradiction once no transposi-
tion commutes with any 3-cycle in S3.

D4 : these curves can have only outer Galois points. In fact, they can have at most
one outer Galois point, since D4 has only one cyclic subgroup of order 4 (D4 has
three subgroups of order four: one cyclic and two isomorphic to the Klein four
group). The same reasoning used as before (for the case of S3) can be applied here
to conclude that any curve in this family has no Galois points at all. So suppose P
is an outer Galois point for a curve C in this family, whose Galois group we will
denote by C4 ≤ D4. Take any automorphism M of D4 not in C4. We know that M
has order 2 (hence M−1 � M) and fixes the Galois point (otherwise there would be
another outer Galois point), which we suppose to be (1 : 0 : 0). We also suppose
that C is given by X4 +F4(Y,Z) � 0 and that C4 is generated by diag(ζ4,1,1). Also,
denote by M � (ai j) the projectivity associated to the automorphism M; from the
fact that M fixes (1 : 0 : 0), we conclude that a21 � 0 � a31. It is clear also that, for M
to be an automorphism of C, we must have a12 � 0 � a13. So that

M �
©«

1 0 0
0 a b
0 c d

ª®®¬
But any matrix having the above form commutes with diag(ζ4,1,1), which is a
contradiction since the center of D4 has order 2.

C9 : the curves in this family can have at most one inner Galois point, since C9 has
only one cyclic subgroup of order 3. In fact, there is only one curve in this family
(up to projectivity), namely, the curve given by YX3 +Z4 +ZY3 � 0 (cf. (BARS,
2005)) which clearly has (1 : 0 : 0) as (its unique) inner Galois point, by item 1 of
Theorem 3.

C4} (C2×C2) : this group has IdSmallGroup (16,13) in GAP’s Small Group Library. More infor-
mation about this specific group can be obtained in The Group Properties Wiki.
For our purposes, it suffices to know that this group

https://groupprops.subwiki.org/wiki/SmallGroup(16,13)
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• has order 16, so that curves in this family can only have outer Galois points
and

• has only 4 cyclic subgroups of order 4. But any two of them intersect non-
trivially, so that the curves in this family can have at most one outer Galois
point (since the Galois groups at different Galois points intersect trivially; cf.
Lemma 4).

In fact, any curve in this family is projectively equivalent to a curve given by
X4 +Y4 +Z4 + δY2Z2 for some k 3 δ , 0,±2,±6,±(2

√
−3), and we see that (1 : 0 : 0)

is an outer Galois point for any of them by item 1 of Theorem 3, and the only by
what was just argued.

S4 : once S4 has cyclic subgroups of orders 3 and 4, it may have inner and outer Galois
points. We show that any curve in this family does not have any Galois point
whatsoever. First of all, we know that the number of inner Galois points is 0, 1 or 4,
and the curve with 4 inner Galois points is unique up to projective transformation:
it is the curve given by ZX3+Y4+Z4 � 0 (cf. Proposition 4 and Proposition 5). But
the automorphism group of this last curve has order 48 (cf. the next item C4}A4),
so no curve of the present family can have 4 inner Galois points: they can have at
most 1 of them. If there was only one inner Galois point, any other automorphism
of the curve not in the Galois group GP would commute with GP (to see this, just
proceed as in the previous cases of S3 and D4). But GP would be one of the four
3-Sylow subgroups of S4, none of which has as its centralizer the whole of S4, so
no curve in this family has inner Galois points. Similarly to the case of inner Galois
points, the number of outer Galois points can be 0, 1 or 3, and any curve having 3
outer Galois points would be projectively equivalent to a Fermat curve of degree
d (cf. Proposition 6 and Proposition 7). In our case, d � 4. So if any curve in this
family had 3 outer Galois points, it would be projectively equivalent to the Fermat
quartic, whose automorphism group has order 6 ·42 � 96 (cf. (TZERMIAS, 1995)).
Hence, no curve in this family can have 3 outer Galois points: they can have at
most one. But, as before, there cannot be any outer Galois point at all: if there was
one outer Galois point Q, GQ would commute with a 3-Sylow, which would imply
the existence of a non-existent element of order 12 in S4.

C4}A4 : there is only one curve in this family (up to projective transformation). Its equation
is given by ZX3+Z4+Y4 � 0 (cf. (BARS, 2005)), and it is well known that this curve
has exactly four inner Galois points and one outer Galois point (cf. Proposition 4
and Proposition 5). It may be worth noting that this group is a semi-direct product
(C4} (C2×C2))oC3, where C4} (C2×C2) is the earlier group of order 16 and the
only 2-Sylow of C4}A4.
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(C4×C4)oS3 : there is only one curve in this family (up to projective transformation): the Fermat
quartic (cf. (TZERMIAS, 1995)). It is well known that it has 3 outer Galois points
and no inner Galois point (cf. Proposition 7)

PSL(3,2) : the only curve in this family (up to projective transformation) is the Klein quartic
(cf. (BARS, 2005)). It is well known that PSL(3,2) is a simple group. It cannot have 4
inner Galois points, otherwise it would be projectively equivalent to a curve whose
automorphism group has order 48, as we saw previously. So it can have at most
one inner Galois point. Likewise, it cannot have 3 outer Galois points, otherwise
it would be projectively equivalent to the Fermat quartic whose automorphism
group has order 96. So it can have at most one outer Galois point. But it cannot have
one inner Galois point P, otherwise any element σ ∈ Aut(C) \GP would commute
with all elements in the Galois group GP , and therefore GP would be a normal
subgroup of order 3. Likewise, it cannot have one outer Galois point Q, otherwise
GQ would be a normal subgroup of order 4. So the Klein quartic has no Galois
points at all.

2.6 Automorphisms commuting with GP

We may generalize what happened in the cases where the automorphism group
of the curve was one of S3, D4, S4 and PSL(3,2).

Proposition 3. Let C be a non-singular plane curve of degree d ≥ 4. Suppose that

• C has just one inner Galois point P and d−1 . 0 mod p or

• C has just one outer Galois point Q and d . 0 mod p.

Then the centralizer of GP (or GQ) in Aut(C) is all of Aut(C).

Proof. We will restrict ourselves to the case where the first condition is met. The case of
an outer point is completely analogous and the reader will not face any difficulties in
proving it by himself. By Theorem 3, we can suppose that P � (1 : 0 : 0), C is projectively
equivalent to ZXd−1 +Fd(Y,Z) and a generator for GP is given by diag(ζd−1,1,1). Take
A ∈ Aut(C) \GP . We have that A fixes P, otherwise A(P) would be another inner Galois
point distinct from P (cf. Proposition 1), which cannot happen. It follows that

A �
©«

1 a12 a13

0 a22 a23

0 a32 a33

ª®®¬
But a12 and a13 must vanish as well, for otherwise the equation of the “transformed”
curve would contain monomials divisible by X t , for t < d−1, which cannot occur since
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A is an automorphism of C, i.e., the equations of the “transformed” and of the “original”
curve must be the same. Therefore, we may write:

A �
©«

1 0 0
0 α β

0 γ δ

ª®®¬
Once A and diag(ζd−1,1,1) commute, the result follows.

�

Corollary 2. Under the same conditions as in Proposition 3, if Aut(C) has order 2(d−1)
(if the first condition of Proposition 3 is met) or 2d (in case the second condition is met),
then Aut(C) ' Cd−1×C2 and, in particular, it is abelian.

We may weaken the smoothness condition in Proposition 3, if we otherwise
“strengthen” the group Aut(C): this would be replaced by the group LAut(C) consisting
of those morphisms that can be extended to projective transformations. The Galois
point would now have to be a unique extendable Galois point of multiplicity m and
d−m . 0 mod p. The conclusion would then be that the centralizer of GP (in LAut(C))
would be the whole of LAut(C).
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CHAPTER

3
SMOOTH CURVES

In the present chapter we will give an overview, as chronologically accurate as
possible, of the (main) results about Galois points for smooth curves that culminated
in their utterly classification up to projective transformation. Throughout this chapter,
curve is to be understood as non-singular of degree ≥ 4 (consequently strange curves
are not taken into account).

The sections comprising the chapter correspond (mainly) to the possible values
for the characteristic of the base field k, starting with zero characteristic. For curves over
a field of positive characteristic, a special family of curves arising in even characteristic
is considered separately.

The aforementioned classification was finished in (FUKASAWA, 2013), and was
mostly due to the work of the following Japanese mathematicians: Hisao Yoshihara,
Kei Miura, Masaaki Homma and Satoru Fukasawa. Apart from those special curves
in characteristic 2, the principal ingredients for the classification are (CHANG, 1978),
which guarantees that any automorphism of a smooth curve of degree ≥ 4 is linear,
and a counting formula for the number of flexes a curve under such hypotheses can
have, which can be found in (IITAKA, 1982, p. 294), in case char k � 0, and in (STöHR;
VOLOCH, 1986), for char k > 0.

From now on, we denote by ∆(C) the set of inner Galois points for the curve C,
and by δ(C) its cardinality. The same symbols with a ′ will be used for outer Galois
points. Since the curves under consideration in this chapter are all non-singular, the
Galois group of any P ∈ ∆(C) has order degC−1; similarly, if P ∈ ∆′(C), then GP has
order degC.

The following is a way to reword Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 and “mix” it with
(STICHTENOTH, 2009, Theorem 3.7.1 and Corollary 3.7.2). It requires no proof to
be given: simply recall that, once C is non-singular, GP acts transitively on the sets
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(C∩ `P) \ {P} (cf. the proof of Lemma 2), where `P is any line through P.

Lemma 5. Let P be a Galois point for a non-singular curve C. For a point Q ∈ C,
denote by GP(Q) ≤ GP the stabilizer of Q with respect to the (natural) action of GP

on C, i.e., GP(Q) � {σ ∈ GP | σ(Q) � Q}. Then #((C ∩ PQ) \ {P}) � [GP : GP(Q)] and
IQ(C∩PQ) � |GP(Q)|.

3.1 Zero characteristic

For char k � 0, the task of determining the possible values of δ(C) and δ′(C) as
well as that of classifying the curves with a given prescription of the previous values was
initiated in (MIURA; YOSHIHARA, 2000) and finished in the sequence (YOSHIHARA,
2001).

We are going to recover these results using Theorem 3; actually, some of them
are already stated in Theorem 3. Our approach has minor differences to that of (MIURA;
YOSHIHARA, 2000) and (YOSHIHARA, 2001); these differences are mostly (if not all)
with respect to form rather than to the mathematical essence of the thing.

Inner points are treated at first.

Proposition 4. Let C be a degree d curve. If δ(C) ≥ 2, then δ(C) ≥ d.

Proof. Suppose P, Q ∈ ∆(C)with P ,Q and P � (1 : 0 : 0). Take σ a generator for GP as
in Theorem 3 (item 1). We claim that σs(Q) ,Q for any 1 ≤ s ≤ d−2 � |GP | −1. Suppose
it is not so, and take s minimal with σs(Q) � Q; then the orbit of Q under the action of
GP consists of the s points Q , σ(Q), . . . , σs−1(Q), i.e., C∩PQ � {P,Q , σ(Q), . . . , σs−1(Q)}.
The line PQ cannot be TPC, for non-singular inner Galois points are total flexes (cf.
Corollary 1). Therefore IP(C ∩PQ) � 1, and consequently IQ(C ∩PQ) � (d − 1)/s (cf.
Lemma 1); but this cannot happen: Q, being also an inner Galois point, is also a
total flex, so that IQ(C ∩PQ) � 1 or d, which is never obtained as (d − 1)/s for any
1 ≤ s ≤ d−2. Therefore the orbit of Q is made up of d−1 (distinct) inner Galois points
(cf. Proposition 1). Taking P into account, it follows that δ(C) ≥ d.

�

It may be worthy to stress out that the d inner Galois points considered in the
preceding proof, viz. {P, σ(Q), . . . , σd−2(Q), σd−1(Q) � Q}, are all collinear.

The next proposition makes use of the formula, which will be used to count
flexes, that was mentioned in the beginning of the chapter. This formula, exactly as it is
in (IITAKA, 1982, p .294, last line), reads

W � 3r +6g−6−2R−α− β (3.1)
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Each of these letters represent values depending on the curve C; let us briefly explain
their meaning. The integer W � W(C) is the sum, over all non-singular points Q of C, of
IQ(C∩TQC)−2; regard that the sum is taken, effectively, only over the flexes of C. The
quantities R, α and β are positive and depend upon the singularities of the curve C.
Hence, we may rewrite (3.1) as

W(C) ≤ 3r +6g−6 (3.2)

The number r is just d, the degree of the curve, and g is its genus. Within our context,
g � (d−1)(d−2)/2, and, after substitution and rearrangement, we may finally rewrite
(3.2) in the “shape” we are going to use it:

W(C) �
∑

Q

(IQ(C∩TQC)−2) ≤ 3d(d−2) (3.3)

The ≤ in (3.3) is actually � in view that for non-singular curves the quantities R, α and
β vanish. However, the ≤ will be sufficient for our needs.

Proposition 5. If δ(C) ≥ d then d � 4 � δ(C). Moreover C is projectively equivalent to
ZX3 +Y4 +Z4 � 0.

Proof. Take the equation of C given by Theorem 3 (without loss of generality, we may
take Z � 0 to be the tangent line at (1 : 0 : 0)):

ZXd−1
+Gd(Y,Z) � 0

The intersection of C with the line X � 0 consists of d points, which correspond to the d
roots of Gd ; there are indeed d roots: if there was a repeated root, it would give rise to a
singularity of C. Moreover, each of these points is a flex of order d−1, i.e., their tangent
lines intersect the curve at them with multiplicity d−1. Notice that these same tangent
lines all pass through P.

For another inner Galois point Q , (1 : 0 : 0), we may invoke Theorem 3 again,
but this time for Q in place of P. Then, we again have that C is projectively equivalent to

ZXd−1
+ G̃d(Y,Z) � 0

from which we conclude that there will be other d flexes of C associated to Q, each of
them with multiplicity d − 1 as well. To sum up: for each inner Galois point P there
corresponds d flexes {RP,1, . . . ,RP,d}, and each of which satisfies IRP,i (C∩TRP,i C) � d−1.

We claim that to distinct inner Galois points P and Q there correspond disjoint
sets of flexes. Indeed, if it was RP,i � R � RQ , j , then P ∈ TRC∩C 3 Q; once there is only
one point in TRC∩C \ {R}, the only possibility is that P � Q, which is an impossibility.
Hence, if there are δ(C) inner points for C, there will be at least δ(C) total flexes (each one
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of the inner points) and at least δ(C) · d flexes of order d−1. As we supposed δ(C) ≥ d,
(3.3) gives us

d(d−2)+ d2(d−3) ≤δ(C)(d−2)+ δ(C)d(d−3) ≤W(C) ≤ 3d(d−2){
{ (d−2)+ d(d−3) ≤ 3(d−2)

(3.4)

This inequality holds for 1 ≤ d ≤ 4. But d ≥ 4, hence d � 4, and as d � 4 turns the above
inequality into an equality, we see that δ(C) � 4 as well.

Now, it remains to show that C is projectively equivalent to ZX3+Y4+Z4 � 0. To
begin with, we point out that the four inner points are all collinear, as can be seen in
the proof of Proposition 4. We can take Y � 0 to be such line, without losing generality.
Indeed, as P � (1 : 0 : 0) is one of the inner points and as C has equation

ZX3
+G4(Y,Z) � 0

we see that the line ` containing the other inner points is not the line TPC : Z � 0; hence
` : aY+ bZ � 0 for some a , 0. The projective transformation

©«
1 0 0
0 a−1 −a−1b
0 0 1

ª®®¬
takes ` to the line with equation Y � 0 and commutes with the generator diag(ζ3,1,1) of
GP , so that, after this transformation, the curve will still have equation

F(X,Y,Z) def
� ZX3

+ G̃4(Y,Z) � 0

but this time all the 4 inner points will be contained in Y � 0. Moreover, once Z does
not divide G̃4(Y,Z), the coefficient of Y4 in G̃4(Y,Z) does not vanish. Furthermore, if we
substitute Y � 0 in the equation for C, we get ZX3 + eZ4 � 0. The roots of this quartic
equation give all four inner Galois points, therefore it must be e , 0 as well (if not, the
equation would give us only two points). We are going to write

G̃4(Y,Z) � aY4
+ bY3Z+ cY2Z2

+ dYZ3
+ eZ4 (3.5)

By what we have just seen, it holds ae , 0.

To finish the proof, we will make use of an auxiliary-by-its-own-nature result:
the one to be found in (YOSHIHARA, 2001, Lemma 11); within our setup, it says that a
point (1 : α : β) ∈ C is an inner Galois point if, and only if,

g2
2 � 3g1 g3

where F(1, y +α, z + β) �
4∑

i�1
gi(y , z)

with gi(y , z) homogeneous of degree i
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The four inner points are (1 : 0 : 0) and (1 : 0 : rζi
3), for i � 0, . . . ,2, where r3 � −1/e. We

now use (YOSHIHARA, 2001, Lemma 11) with (1 : 0 : rζ3) in place of (1 : α : β), and
simplify a tiny bit the notation replacing R for rζ3. For F(1, y , z +R) �∑4

i�1 gi(y , z), the
gi’s are given as follows (recall (3.5))

g4(y , z) � a y4 + b y3z + c y2z2 + dyz3 + ez4

g3(y , z) � bRy3 +2cRy2z +3dRyz2 +4eRz3

g2(y , z) � cR2 y2 +3dR2 yz +6eR2z2

g1(y , z) � −d/e y−3z

The equation g2
2 � 3g1 g3 will give five equations, one for each of the five monomials

y i z4−i , i � 0, . . . ,4, which are listed below (a common −R was cancelled).

Coefficient of y4 { c2/e � 3db/e
Coefficient of y3z { 6cd/e � 3(2cd/e +3b)
Coefficient of y2z2 { (12ce +9d2)/e � 3(3d2/e +6c)
Coefficient of yz3 { 36de/e � 3 ·13d
Coefficient of z4 { 36e2/e � 36e

From these, it readily follows that d � c � b � 0. Hence G̃4(Y,Z) � aY4+ eZ4, with ae , 0.
After rescaling, the curve is projectively equivalent to the one with equation

ZX3
+Y4

+Z4
� 0

which finally concludes the proof.

�

Proposition 5 sets up the possible values for δ(C) when it is not zero: it can be 1
or 4 only. Moreover, it also tells that the curve attaining the most inner Galois points
is unique up to projective equivalence. For the curves having exactly one inner Galois
point, the characteristic equation given by item 1 of Theorem 3 cannot be “enhanced”.

Now we consider outer Galois points.

Proposition 6. With C as before, there can be at most three outer Galois points, i.e.,
δ′(C) ≤ 3.

Proof. Take again the equation given by Theorem 3; for an outer point, which we suppose,
as always, to be P � (1 : 0 : 0), it reads:

Xd
+Gd(Y,Z) � 0

The d points on the intersection of the curve with the line X � 0 are, all of them, total flexes
of the curve, and their tangent lines pass through P. We mention that this intersection
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consists indeed of d points, for the polynomial Gd has distinct roots (otherwise the curve
would be singular).

For another outer point Q , P, there will be yet another d total flexes. But,
contrasting the behavior of inner points, to distinct outer Galois points there does not
necessarily correspond disjoint sets of flexes. Nevertheless, there can be at most one
common flex associated to any two distinct outer points, and this is because the tangent
line at any common total flex will pass through both of the outer points.

Now take σ ∈ GP a generator for this group. Suppose that σ(Q) ,Q. Recall that
the projective transformation σ fixes all the points on the line X � 0 (cf. Remark 3);
therefore, we may write Q � (1 : y : z) and if it was y � 0 � z, it would be Q � P, which
is not the case. Hence, the points σk(Q) � (ζk

d : y : z), for k � 0, . . . , d−1, are all distinct
and we have, up to now, d +1 outer points (cf. Proposition 1): the d points on the orbit
of Q together with P. Moreover, they are all collinear, so that by a slightly different
version of what was said in the preceding paragraph there can be at most one common
point among all the flexes associated to all these outer points. Putting these information
altogether in (3.3) results in

(d +1)(d−1)(d−2)+ (d−2) ≤ 3d(d−2) (3.6)

This last inequality implies that d ≤ 3, in contradiction to our initial assumption that
d ≥ 4. Therefore, it must be σ(Q) � Q. For an outer point R let us call `R the line whose
points are all fixed by GR (for instance, `P : X � 0). The argument just given can be
rephrased as: if R , S are outer points, then R ∈ `S and S ∈ `R (notice that `S , `R).

Now it easily follows that there can be at most three outer points, for if there are
two, say P and Q, as before, any other outer point should be in the intersection `P ∩ `Q ,
which consists of a single point; and we are done.

�

Proposition 7. If δ′(C) ≥ 2 then C is projectively equivalent to the Fermat curve Xd +

Yd +Zd � 0. Consequently δ′(C) � 3.

Proof. Assume that P � (1 : 0 : 0), C is given by

Xd
+Gd(Y,Z) � 0

and keep in mind the other conclusions of Theorem 3. The other outer point Q will then
lie on the line X � 0 (cf. the proof of Proposition 6). There is no loss in generality in
supposing that Q � (0 : 1 : 0): if it was not, we could take a projective transformation of
the form ©«

1 0 0
0 a b
0 c d

ª®®¬ (3.7)
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which commutes with the generator diag(ζd ,1,1) of GP and takes C to a curve with
equation

Xd
+ G̃d(Y,Z) � 0

which has the same “type” as before.

If we look back at the proof of Lemma 3, we see that a generator τ for GQ has the
form

Aτ �
©«

1 0 0
α ζd β

0 0 1

ª®®¬
for some α and β. But P must be fixed by GQ , for the same reason why Q is fixed by
GP (cf. the proof of Proposition 6), and from this we conclude that α � 0. We may, then,
diagonalize Aτ without “messing up” our previous assumptions, i.e., there is no loss
in generality in assuming not only that Q � (0 : 1 : 0) but also that GQ is generated by
diag(1, ζd ,1). Indeed, there is a projectivity diagonalizing Aτ which fixes Q and has the
same form as that in (3.7) (cf. the discussion at page 26).

Now, from the “point of view” of P, i.e., using Theorem 3 for the Galois points P,
the curve has equation

Xd
+Gd(Y,Z) � 0

while from the point of view of Q the same curve (i.e., there is no projective transformation
involved) has equation

Yd
+Hd(X,Z) � 0

Therefore,
Xd

+Gd(Y,Z) � λ(Yd
+Hd(X,Z)) (3.8)

for some λ , 0. (3.8) now implies that the curve has equation

Xd
+ sYd

+ tZd
� 0

which is projectively equivalent to the Fermat curve. As any permutation of the variables
is a linear automorphism of this curve, from Proposition 1 it follows that (0 : 0 : 1) is
another, and the only other (cf. Proposition 6), outer Galois point.

�

Again, Proposition 7 establishes the possible non-zero values for δ′(C): they can
be either 1 or 3. Furthermore, for each d ≥ 4 there is one and only one curve, up to
projective equivalence, attaining 3 outer Galois points: the Fermat curve of degree d.
Note that the Fermat curve of degree d also attains the maximum possible number, viz.
3d , of total flexes among all degree d curves. Those curves having exactly one outer
Galois point cannot be “more characterized” than as they are by Theorem 3.
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3.2 Positive and mostly odd characteristic

In what follows we focus on the contents of (HOMMA, 2006), (FUKASAWA,
2007), (FUKASAWA, 2008) and (FUKASAWA, 2010). The results therein get very close
to conclude the classification we have been speaking of so far, the only remaining case
being that of curves in characteristic 2 attaining the second largest possible number
of inner points (as well as two “sporadic” curves, also in characteristic 2, of degree
d � 4 ≡ 0 mod 2, when outer points are under consideration; cf. (FUKASAWA, 2011,
Theorem 3, (II)(ii) and (II)(iv))). An equivalent version of (3.3) for char k > 0 must be
used. In order for us to be able to interpret it, a new notion must be introduced; the
details behind why this notion is well-defined may be encountered in (HOMMA, 1987).

Definition 6. For a curve C, the integer q(C) such that IR(C∩TRC) ≥ q(C) for all R ∈ C
is called the generic order of contact for it. If q(C) > 2, then it is a power of p � char k > 0
and, in any case, IR(C∩TRC) > q(C) for finitely many points, by which the “generic” is
explained. Obviously, q(C) ≤ degC.

Remark 6. The curves such that q(C) � d > 2 are totally known and they are all strange
curves (cf. (HOMMA, 1987, Theorem 3.4)). In particular, they are singular and not
to worry about here. Concerning the notation, in (STöHR; VOLOCH, 1986), the q(C)
corresponds to the ε2 order of the morphism Ĉ→ C ⊂ P2 given by (x : y : 1), where Ĉ is
the non-singular model of C and the affine equation for C is f (x , y) � 0.

There exists a divisor (cf. (STöHR; VOLOCH, 1986) and also (FUKASAWA, 2007,
Section 2))W(C) �∑

P∈C vP(W(C))P such that

• degW(C) � d((q(C)+1)d−3q(C)) and

• IP(C∩TPC)− q(C) ≤ vP(W(C))

From these, the equivalent form of (3.3) we were looking for is as stated below∑
P∈C

(IP(C∩TPC)− q(C)) ≤ degW(C) � d((q(C)+1)d−3q(C)) (3.9)

Notice that in the situations for which it holds q(C) � 2, char k � 0 for instance, the right
hand side of (3.9) turns into the right hand side of (3.3); however, it must be pointed
out that the divisorW(C) is not necessarily given by

∑
P∈C(IP(C∩TPC)−2). In fact, we

have the following (cf. (FUKASAWA, 2008, Section 2), (FUKASAWA, 2007, Section 2)
and (STöHR; VOLOCH, 1986, Theorem 1.5))

IP(C∩TPC)− q(C) � vP(W(C)) ⇔
(
IP(C∩TPC)

q(C)

)
. 0 mod p (3.10)
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3.2.1 The special case of the Hermitian curve

The first work on which the distribution of Galois points for curves over a field
of positive characteristic were considered is (HOMMA, 2006). We denote by Hq the
Hermitian curve of degree q +1, i.e.,

Hq : Xq+1
� YqZ+YZq

for some power q � pe ≥ 4 of the characteristic p of the base field.

The Galois points forHq are fully described in the following (cf. (HOMMA, 2006,
Theorem 1))

Theorem 4. Any Fq2-rational point of P2(k) is a Galois point forHq and conversely.

The Hermitian curve Hq is well-known for being a maximal curve, i.e., for
reaching the maximum possible number of (Fq2-) rational points given by the Hasse-Weil
bound. This number is q3 + 1. Theorem 4 then implies that δ(Hq) � q3 + 1. Since the
projective plane P2 has q4 + q2 +1 Fq2-rational points, we conclude, again by Theorem 4
and the preceding, that δ′(Hq) � q4− q3 + q2. These observations show that, contrary to
what happens for curves over a field of zero characteristic, the number of Galois points a
smooth curve in positive characteristic can have can be as large as one desires, if only the
degree is taken large enough. As we will see in the sequence,Hq together with another
family of curves for p � 2 are the only “unbounded curves”: any other smooth curve is
such that δ(C) and δ′(C) are bounded.

There is yet another equivalent way to state Theorem 4 without mentioning the
field on which the curve is defined; it, instead, uses purely geometric terms and is given
below, for the sake of completeness (cf. (HOMMA, 2006, Theorem 2)).

Theorem 5. A point P ∈ Hq is an inner Galois point if, and only if, P is a total flex; and a
point Q ∈ P2 \Hq is an outer Galois point if, and only if, there exist two total flexes P1

and P2 ∈ Hq such that Q � TP1 C∩TP2 C.

3.2.2 Inner points when d . 1 mod p

When d . 1 mod p, Proposition 4 still holds no matter what the characteristic of
the field is: the proof does not even mention it. Also, the d points that are guaranteed to
exist are collinear.

Now, when it comes to Proposition 5 it happens that it is still true for “any” p,
but the proof differs only when p � 2. We wrote “any” because for p � 2 the curve with
equation ZX3 +Y4 +Z4 � 0 is singular: the polynomial Y4 +Z4 � (Y+Z)4 has only one
root (with YZ , 0), giving rise to the singular point (0 : 1 : 1), which has multiplicity 3.
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So the proper way to state the analogous of Proposition 5 for positive characteristic is as
follows.

Proposition 8. If C is a non-singular curve of degree d in characteristic p ≥ 5, such
that d . 1 mod p, then δ(C) ∈ {0,1,4}. Moreover, δ(C) � 4 only if d � 4, in which case
C is projectively equivalent to the curve given by ZX3 +Y4 +Z4 � 0. If p � 2 or 3, then
δ(C) ∈ {0,1}.

We did not mention anything about p � 3 before stating Proposition 8. But note
that for d � 4, we have d ≡ 1 mod 3, even though the conclusion “δ(C) � 4 implies d � 4”
still holds for p � 3; hence, those double quotation marks in that “any” above are there
to quote both p � 2 and 3. There is another observation to be made in what regards
p � 3. For the proof of the last part of Proposition 5, (YOSHIHARA, 2001, Lemma 11)
was invoked, and then the proof was concluded after some calculations. The fact is:
(YOSHIHARA, 2001, Lemma 11), may it be coincidence or not, is valid exactly for all
p , 3.

The proof of Proposition 8 for p ≥ 3 is exactly the same as that for char k � 0,
Proposition 5. This is because a non-singular curve given by ZXd−1 +Gd(Y,Z) � 0, is in
Theorem 3, still has generic order of contact equal to 2, allowing us to use (3.3) as in (3.4).
That these curves have q(C) � 2 is a consequence of their dual map being separable1,
which can be seen by writing the equation locally as xd−1 +Gd(y ,1) � 0 and showing
that d

dx

(
dy
dx

)
, 0 in k(C). The reader may consult (FUKASAWA, 2008, Section 2) and a

similar computation that is done in the next section.

If p � 2, the dual map is no longer separable, but it can be shown that the generic
order of contact is still 2. This is done by showing not that d

dx

(
dy
dx

)
, 0 but thatD(2)y (x), 0,

whereD(l)y is the l-th Hasse derivative with respect to y, and using the fact that q(C) is
the smallest integer l ≥ 2 such thatD(l)y (x) , 0 in k(C) (cf. (FUKASAWA, 2007, Section 2)
and (STöHR; VOLOCH, 1986, Theorem 1.1)) The details are given in (FUKASAWA, 2007,
p. 135) (cf. also (HIRSCHFELD; KORCHMáROS; TORRES, 2013, Remark 1.37)).

3.2.3 Outer points when d . 0 mod p

If we try to repeat the proof of Proposition 6 when the characteristic is positive,
we must assume two conditions for the same sequence of implications to hold. First, we
need that d . 0 mod p, for C to be in item 1 of Theorem 3, and in second place, we need
the generic order of contact to be 2, for (3.3) to be used as in (3.6). The former is assumed
all through this (sub)section. Now, for the second condition to be valid, it is sufficient to
1 Separability of the dual map implies finiteness of the number of flexes, and consequently that

the generic order of contact is 2.
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assume also that d . 1 mod p (which will imply that the dual map is separable), or that
d ≡ 1 mod p and the dual map of C is separable. Let us show, in the interest of being
instructive, that d . 1 mod p really implies separability of the dual map.

The equation of C can be written as

Xd
+Gd(Y,Z) � 0

where Gd(Y,Z) does not have repeated roots (otherwise C would be singular). Without
loss of generality, suppose the coefficient of Yd in Gd(Y,Z) is not zero; suppose also it is
1. The rational functions x � X/Z and y � Y/Z then satisfies

xd
+Gd(y ,1) � 0 (3.11)

We write
g(y) def

� Gd(y ,1) � yd
+ ad−1 yd−1

+ . . .+ a1 y + a0

The dual map of C is separable if, and only if, y′′ def
�

d
dx

(
dy
dx

)
, 0 in k(C). Differentiating

(3.11), we obtain
dxd−1

+ g′(y)y′ � 0 (3.12)

where y′ def
�

(
dy
dx

)
and g′ is the usual derivative of the polynomial Gd(T,1), in case there

were any doubts about it. As g′(y) , 0, we can write

y′ � −dxd−1

g′(y)

Differentiating (3.12) now gives

d(d−1)xd−2
+ g′′(y) · (y′)2 + g′(y)y′′ � 0 (3.13)

If d . 1 mod p (recall that d . 0 mod p also) but y′′ � 0, then (3.13) would read

d(d−1)xd−2
� −g′′(y)(y′)2 � −g′′(y)d

2x2d−2

g′(y)2 {

{ dxd g′′(y) � −(d−1)g′(y)2{
{ dg(y)g′′(y) � (d−1)g′(y)2

Notice we used (3.11): xd �−g(y). From this last equation, viz. dg(y)g′′(y)� (d−1)g′(y)2,
it follows that g(y) and g′(y) have common zeroes. Actually, it follows that any zero
of g(y) is a zero of g′(y). But this contradicts the separability of the polynomial
g(T) � Gd(T,1), which has to do with the smoothness of C. Hence, it cannot be y′′ � 0;
and we are done.

Thus, in these cases where the generic order of contact is 2, the proof of Propo-
sition 6 still holds. Likewise, the proof of Proposition 7 also applies, but it should be
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observed that if d ≡ 1 mod p, the dual map of the Fermat curve Xd +Yd +Zd � 0 is
inseparable; therefore in case d ≡ 1 mod p and C has separable dual map, we conclude
that δ′(C) ∈ {0,1}.

The remaining instances to consider are those for which d ≡ 1 mod p and C has
inseparable dual map. Putting aside the Hermitian curve, the conclusions stated in
Proposition 6 and Proposition 7 are still true for these curves, and only the proof of
Proposition 6 needs to be modified: that of Proposition 7 can be copied exactly as it is
there. This modification includes using (3.9) as well as a couple of facts concerning the
generic order of contact within this setup, namely: that q(C) | d−1 (cf. (HOMMA, 1989,
Corollary 2.4)) and if q(C) � d − 1 then C is projectively equivalent to the Hermitian
curve (this follows easily from (HOMMA, 1989, Corollary 2.5)). Once we have put the
Hermitian curve away from our current considerations, we then have that 2< q(C)< d−1,
and since q(C) | d−1, we conclude that d > 2q. The analogous of (3.6) (the d−2 is to
be replaced with a d − q(C) and the right hand side of the inequality in (3.6) is to be
replaced by the right hand side in (3.9)) is:

(d +1)(d−1)(d− q(C))+ (d− q(C)) ≤ d((q(C)+1)d−3q(C)) (3.14)

It is left to the reader to check that (3.14) implies d ≤ 2q(C) (cf. also the proof of
Proposition 11), contrary to the inequality derived a few lines above. The considerations
made in this section were taken from (FUKASAWA, 2008) and (FUKASAWA, 2007),
wherein any details we skipped are sure to be found.

A concise statement of what was done is given below.

Proposition 9. Let C be a non-singular curve of degree d in characteristic p > 0 such
that d . 0 mod p. If d . 1 mod p, then δ′(C) ∈ {0,1,3} and δ′(C) � 3 if, and only if, C
is projectively equivalent to Xd +Yd +Zd � 0. If d ≡ 1 mod p and the dual map of C is
separable, then δ′(C) ∈ {0,1}. If d ≡ 1 mod p, the dual map of C is inseparable and C is
not projectively equivalent to the Hermitian curve, then δ′(C) ∈ {0,1,3} and δ′(C) � 3 if,
and only if, C is projectively equivalent to Xd +Yd +Zd � 0 .

Notice that in the last case of Proposition 9, d−1 will not be a power of p, for
otherwise Xd +Yd +Zd � 0 would be the Hermitian curve.

3.2.4 Inner points when d ≡ 1 mod p

When dealing with inner points on curves whose degree is ≡ 1 mod p, we must
use item 2 of Theorem 3, rather than item 1 of the same theorem. In this case, the Galois
group of a Galois point will no longer be cyclic, unless d � p (it will not even be abelian
in “most” cases; cf. item 5 of Remark 5). Still, we will be able to estimate the number of
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inner Galois points in this case, and, except for p � 2, we will have that δ(C) is either 0
or 1.

The statement of this estimate is given below (cf. (FUKASAWA, 2010, Theorem 1)),
and the proof will be done in a not-so-few number of intermediate steps.

Proposition 10. Let C be of degree d such that d − 1 � pe l for some e ≥ 1 and l not
divisible by p. Suppose also that C is not projectively equivalent to the Hermitian curve.
Then the following holds:

1. If p ≥ 3 or l ≥ 2, then δ(C) ∈ {0,1}.

2. If p � 2 and l � 1, then δ(C) ∈ {0,1, d}.

The curves in item 2 of Proposition 10 for which δ(C) � d will be treated and
thoroughly described later in this chapter.

Before beginning to prove Proposition 10, we bring back to memory a handful of
facts concerning item 2 of Theorem 3, and also establish some notational conventions
(cf. (FUKASAWA, 2010, Section 2)).

Given a smooth curve C of degree d � pe l +1 as before, we suppose throughout
here that P � (1 : 0 : 0) is an inner point for it and that its equation is

Z f (X,Y,Z)l +Gd(Y,Z) � 0 (3.15)

Remind that f (X,Y,Z) is an additive polynomial of degree pe with respect to the
variable X, and its roots are all linear forms in Y and Z. In particular X | f (X,Y,Z), i.e.,
f (0,Y,Z) � 0. Moreover the polynomial Gd(T,1) is separable: if t? was a repeated root,
(0 : t? : 1) would be a singular point. We also have Z - Gd(Y,Z), for otherwise (3.15)
would be reducible (we do not lose generality in assuming that the G1(Y,Z) that appears
in item 2 of Theorem 3 is Z; cf. the discussion in pages 49 and 26). The Galois group
will be denoted by GP � Ce

p oCl , where Ce
p ' ⊕eZ/pZ and Cl ' Z/lZ, as in item 2 of

Theorem 3. A generator for Cl is

τ
def
�

©«
ζl 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬
and any element ©«

1 a b
0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬ ∈ Ce
p
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will be denoted by (a , b). For any γ ∈ GP there are unique i ∈ {0, . . . , l−1} and (a , b) ∈ Ce
p

such that

γ � (a , b) · τi
�

©«
ζi

l a b
0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬
Back in the last chapter, we pointed out some geometrical aspects of the automorphisms
of the plane associated to a Galois point for a curve; these are the contents of Remark 3
and they will play a significant role in what comes next. The reader is asked to take a
look there. Any transformation γ ∈ GP will be either of type IV or of type V. These two
types of transformations fix the Galois point P and all the points in a line, which we
denote by `γ. More specifically, the reader may easily show that if γ � (a , b)τi , 1 then

`γ : (ζi
l −1)X + aY+ bZ � 0 (3.16)

Note that P ∈ `γ ⇔ γ ∈ Ce
p , in accordance with any γ ∈ Ce

p being of type V. Also,
`γ : X � 0 for any γ ∈ Cl , and this line does not contain P, in accordance with any
γ ∈ Cl being of type IV. For γ , 1, if R ∈ (C∩ `γ) \ {P}, then TRC � PR. Indeed, the
condition R ∈ `γ implies that R if fixed by γ, and therefore that 1 , γ ∈ GP(R); hence
IR(C∩PR) � |GP(R)| ≥ 2 (cf. Lemma 5), and it must be PR � TRC by the smoothness of
C.

Finally, the generic order of contact q(C) will be denoted simply by q, and for
R ∈ C we will say that it is an (r− q)-flex if IR(C∩TRC) � r > q.

The first step towards Proposition 10 is the following analogue of Proposition 4
(cf. (FUKASAWA, 2010, Lemma 1)).

Lemma 6. If δ(C) ≥ 2, then δ(C) ≥ d. Moreover, if we denote by RP � {QP,1, . . . ,QP,s}
the set of points Q for which IQ(C∩PQ) > 1 (i.e., the ramification points of πP), then for
any two inner Galois points P and P′ there is a bĳection ψ : RP→RP′ preserving the
ramification indices, i.e., such that

IQP,i (C∩PQP,i) � Iψ(QP,i)(C∩P′ψ(QP,i)) ∀ i � 1, . . . , s

Proof. Let P′ , P be two distinct inner Galois points. The intersection of the line PP′

with C consists of exactly d points. Indeed, if it was not we would have IP′(C∩PP′) > 1,
from which it follows that PP′ � TP′C; but since P′ is also an inner Galois point, it is a
total flex (cf. Corollary 1): TP′C∩C consists only of P′; and this is in contradiction with
P ∈ C∩PP′ also. The first conclusion now follows from the fact that GP acts transitively
on (C∩PP′) \ {P} together with Proposition 1.

For the remaining, take 3 distinct inner Galois points P, P′ and P′′ on the same
line. This is possible because any line joining two distinct inner Galois points will
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intersect the curve in exactly d ≥ 4 points, as was just proved above. Now from the
transitiveness of the action of GP′′ on (C∩PP′) \ {P′′}, there exists ψ ∈ GP′′ such that
ψ(P) � P′. This ψ is the bĳection we sought.

�

The next proposition has the same “spirit” of the discussion around (3.14), i.e.,
they are mathematically quite similar (cf. (FUKASAWA, 2010, Proposition 1)).

Proposition 11. If δ(C) ≥ d and C is not projectively equivalent to the Hermitian curve,
then δ(C) � d and all these inner points are collinear.

Proof. Lemma 6 allows us to suppose that there are d inner points P1
def
� P,P2, . . . ,Pd ∈

δ(C) all contained on the same line `. Note that {P1, . . . ,Pd} � C ∩ `, so that if R ∈
∆(C) \ {P1, . . . ,Pd} then R does not lie on `. We suppose such a point R exists and will
derive a contradiction using (3.9).

By Lemma 6 again, each line RPi contains d inner Galois points, for i � 1, . . . , d.
Once R is the only point these lines share, we will then have that δ(C) ≥ d(d−1)+1, and
recall that, by Corollary 1, they are all total flexes, i.e., (d− q)-flexes.

R

P1 Pd. . .

`

RP1 RPd

d−2 inner
points

d−2 inner
points

Applying (3.9), we get

(d(d−1)+1)(d− q) ≤ d((q +1)d−3q) (3.17)

At the end of the previous section, we saw that 2 < q < d−1 implies that d > 2q. Under
the hypotheses of the present section, q � 2 can happen, so the inequality must now be
written as d ≥ 2q, as the reader may check. We now show that from (3.17) it follows that
d < 2q, giving the contradiction we wanted and, thus, finishing the proof. First, let us
rewrite (3.17) as

h(d) def
� d3−(2q +2)d2

+ (4q +1)d− q ≤ 0 (3.18)
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where h is to be seen as a function h : R≥4→R in the variable d. We have that h′(d) > 0 for
all d > q + 1

2 . In particular h is (strictly) increasing for all d ≥ 2q, and since h(2q) � q > 0
we see that in order for (3.18) to be true it is necessary that d < 2q, and we are done.

�

From now on, we will denote the d inner Galois points that a curve under the
conditions of Proposition 11 has by P def

� P1, . . . ,Pd , and the line joining all them by
`Gal. The next result shows that δ(C) � d cannot happen if l ≥ 3 (cf. (FUKASAWA, 2010,
Proposition 2)).

Proposition 12. If l ≥ 3, then δ(C) ≤ 1.

Proof. Suppose δ(C) ≥ 2. Then by Lemma 6 and Proposition 11 we have that δ(C) � d
(notice that l ≥ 2 implies that C cannot be a Hermitian curve). We do not yet suppose
l ≥ 3 for what comes next, just l ≥ 2. It will be emphatically stated when the assumption
l ≥ 3 should be done. As l ≥ 2, the cyclic subgroup Cl of GP is not trivial, and hence the
line `τ exists (recall it is given by X � 0). We claim that there exists a point R0 ∈ C∩ `τ
such that it is fixed by Cl and by no other σ ∈ GP \Cl . Indeed, all points of `τ are fixed
by Cl , by the mere definition of this line. Note that C∩ `τ consists of d distinct points:
they correspond exactly to the roots of Gd(T,1) � 0 (cf. (3.15)), which has d distinct roots.
If R ∈ C∩ `τ if fixed by some γ � (a , b)τi < Cl , then it is clearly also fixed by (a , b) ∈ Ce

p ,
from which it follows that R ∈ `(a ,b) too. Note that the line `τ is different from any of
the lines `(a ,b): P < `τ while P ∈ `(a ,b). From all that has been said, we can conclude that
there can be as many points R ∈ C∩ `τ that are also fixed by some γ ∈ GP \Cl as there
are elements (a , b) ∈ Ce

p , but no more. Once there are pe elements in Ce
p and d points in

C∩ `τ, from the last assertion there are at least d− pe points on C∩ `τ that are fixed only
by Cl . But

d−1 � pe l{ d− pe
� pe(l−1)+1 ≥ 1

and therefore there is at least one element in C∩ `τ fixed by Cl only (actually, there will
be at least pe +1 such points, for it holds that l ≥ 2). The claim is thus proved.

Recall also that for any R ∈ C∩ `τ we have PR � TRC. For the point R0 as above,
it then holds that

IR0(C∩PR0) � IR0(C∩TR0 C) � |GP(R0)| � |Cl | � l (3.19)

(3.19) implies that l ≥ q. Now we must assume that l ≥ 3. In this case (3.19) implies the
stronger inequality l > q: if q � 2, then clearly l ≥ 3⇒ l > q, and if q > 2, q is a power of
p while l is not divisible by it, and we get l > q again (note also that if l � 2, then it must
be q � 2).
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Take any R ∈ C∩ `τ and suppose |GP(R)| � pa · l for some a ≥ 0. By Lemma 5 it
follows that the intersection of C \ {P} with the line PR � TRC consists of pe−a points,
and all of them are (pa l − q)-flexes. Since pe−a(pa l − q) ≥ pe(l − q), these points will
contribute with at least pe(l − q) to the degree of the divisor W(C), as in (3.9). Let
FP

def
� {(C∩PR) \ {P} | R ∈ C∩ `τ}. It should be clear that if P , P′ are distinct inner

Galois points, then FP ∩FP′ � ∅, otherwise, for Q ∈ FP ∩FP′, we would have

PQ � P′Q { PQ � TQC � PP′ � `Gal

But `Gal intersects C in exactly d points, while TQC, being a tangent line to C, intersects
C in fewer than d points.

Recall that for each point R ∈ C∩`τ, the points C∩PR\{P}will give a contribution
of at least pe(l− q) to the degree ofW(C). Since there are d points in C∩ `τ we conclude
that the contribution, to the same quantity, of all points in FP will be at least dpe(l− q)
(note that if R , R′ are both in C∩ `τ, then (C∩PR)∩ (C∩PR′) � {P} only). Taking into
account the contribution coming from the inner point P itself, which is a total flex (cf.
Corollary 1), we get a total contribution of at least (d− q)+ dpe(l− q) associated with
FP and P. But as we saw in the previous paragraph, FP ∩FP′ � ∅, and once there are d
inner Galois points, (3.9) finally gives

d((d− q)+ dpe(l− q)) ≤ d((q +1)d−3q)

which we rewrite as
d(pe(l− q)− q)+2q ≤ 0 (3.20)

By the inequality l > q, we have pe(l− q) ≥ pe . We also have that l |(pe −1) (cf. item 2 of
Theorem 3), from which we obtain pe > pe −1 ≥ l > q. Combining pe(l− q) ≥ pe with
pe > q results in pe(l − q) − q > 0. But then d(pe(l − q) − q)+ 2q is a (strictly) positive
integer, contrary to (3.20). And the proof is finally finished.

�

The lemma below, albeit being trivial, will prove to be of great value in making
the proof of Proposition 13 less intricate.

Lemma 7. Let T , id be a projective transformation of P2 which fixes all points of a line
`T . Let ` , `T be any line not fixed by T, i.e., T(`) , `. Then

Q`
def
� `∩T(`) ∈ `T

and, in particular, Q` is fixed by T, i.e., T(Q`) � Q` .

Proof. Take R � `∩`T . Then T(R)� R, since R ∈ `T . But T(R) ∈ T(`), since R ∈ `. Therefore
T(R) � R ∈ T(`)∩ `T ; and with R ∈ ` and R ∈ T(`), we conclude that R ∈ `∩T(`) � Q`.
The following may help visualize the situation.
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`T

`

R

{ Applying T {
`T

T(`)
T(R)

Then:

`T`

T(`)
Q`

�

The next proposition corresponds to (FUKASAWA, 2010, Proposition 3) and it
will be used to complete Proposition 10 for the cases p > 2 and l � 1.

Proposition 13. Suppose δ(C) � d and also that there exists (a , b) ∈ Ce
p \ {id} ⊂ GP \ {id}

such that `(a ,b) , TPC. Then there exist at least d−2 tangent lines T to C such that

1. each T pass through Pd and

2. IQ(C∩T) is divisible by p for any Q ∈ (C∩T) \ {Pd}.

In particular, these imply that l � 1 and p � 2.

Remark 7. As will become clear in the proof, and as is expected, Proposition 13 holds
no matter what inner point Pi , P we take in place of Pd . However, this will be of no
importance for what comes.

Proof. Let (a , b) ∈ GP \ {id} be as above. Remind that, once (a , b) ∈ Ce
p , we have that

P ∈ `(a ,b) and also that the line `(a ,b) is a tangent line to C such that the intersection
multiplicity IQ(C∩ `(a ,b)) is divisible by p for any Q ∈ (C∩ `(a ,b)) \ {P} (cf. (3.16) and the
discussion following it). Take γ2 ∈ GP2 and γ3 ∈ GP3 such that γ2(P) � Pd � γ3(P); this
is possible because δ(C) � d ≥ 4 and because GPi acts transitively on ∆(C) \ {Pi}. Items
1 and 2 will be proven if we show that γ2(`(a ,b)) , γ3(`(a ,b)). Indeed, by showing that
γ2(`(a ,b)) , γ3(`(a ,b)) it follows, by repetition of argument, that the d−2 lines γi(`(a ,b))
are all distinct, where γi ∈ GPi , i � 2, . . . , d−1, takes P to Pd . It is clear that item 1 and
item 2 will hold: all γi are projective transformations: they take tangent lines to tangent
lines and leave invariant all intersection multiplicities. Hence, we go on to show that
γ2(`(a ,b)) , γ3(`(a ,b)).

The first thing to notice is: `γ2 , `γ3 . Suppose not, and take any R ∈ C∩`γ2 � C∩`γ3 .
From R ∈ C ∩ `γ2 we have that P2 ∈ TRC, and from C ∩ `γ3 , that P3 ∈ TRC. But then
TRC � P2P3 � `Gal, which is a contradiction, for `Gal is not a tangent line to C: it intersects
the curve exactly in the d inner points (cf. below).
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C

R

P2

P3

TRC

`Gal

`γ2 � `γ3

TRC is tangent to C

WHEREAS

`Gal is not

Recall that inner Galois points are total flexes, so that TPC , TPd C and thus the
point Q1

def
� TPC∩TPd C is well-defined. Since γ2(TPC) � TPd C, Lemma 7 implies that

Q1 ∈ `γ2 , and also that Q1 ∈ `γ3 , because γ3(TPC)�TPd C as well; hence Q1 �TPC∩TPd C �

`γ2 ∩ `γ3 . Suppose, for us to derive a contradiction, that it was γ2(`(a ,b)) � γ3(`(a ,b)), and
denote this line by `?. Let Q2 � `(a ,b)∩ `?. Using Lemma 7 again (notice that `(a ,b) and
γ2(`(a ,b)) are distinct lines: the former pass through P and not through Pd while the latter
pass through Pd and not through P), we conclude that Q2 � `γ2∩ `γ3 . Since Q2 ∈ `(a ,b) and
`(a ,b) , TPC, by our initial hypothesis, it follows that Q2 < TPC (note: `(a ,b)∩TPC � {P}).
But Q1 � `γ2 ∩ `γ3 too, and Q1 ∈ TPC. The points Q1 and Q2 are, therefore, distinct:
Q1 ∈ TPC while Q2 < TPC; on the other hand, and simultaneously, they are equal, once
Q1 � `γ2 ∩ `γ3 � Q2, and `γ2 , `γ3 (cf. below).

P Pd

Q1 Q2

TPC

TPd C `(a ,b)

`?

This contradiction finishes, therefore, item 1 and item 2; now we proceed to
show that p � 2 and l � 1. The d − 2 lines we just proved to exist are, all of them, of
the form `(s ,t) for some id , (s , t) ∈ Ce

p ≤ GPd . In fact, each of these d−2 lines is given
by γi(`(a ,b)) for some γi ∈ GPi , as was just proved in the lines above; once `(a ,b) is the
line associated to (a , b) ∈ Ce

p ≤ GP , the reader can easily check that γi(`(a ,b)) is the line
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associated to γi(a , b)γ−1
i ∈ Ce

p ≤ GPd . And from the fact that these d − 2 lines are all
distinct, we conclude that there are at least d−2 elements in Ce

p \ {1}, hence

d−1 � |GPd | ≥ |Ce
p | ≥ d−1

Therefore GPd ' Ce
p , from which it follows that l � 1. With this new information in mind,

it now follows that those d − 2 lines are exactly all of the lines `σ, for σ ∈ GPd \ {id}.
Moreover, there are no more tangent lines to C passing through Pd apart from those
just cited: any tangent line to C passing through Pd would necessarily be of the form `γ
for some γ ∈ GPd . Hence, where it is written “there exist at least d−2 tangent lines T to
C such that. . . ” we must now read “there exist exactly d−2 tangent lines T to C such
that. . . ”. In particular, `σ , `σ′ for σ , σ′. Take σ ∈ GPd and suppose σ2 , id. It is then
clear that `σ � `σ2 : if P ∈ `σ then σ2(P) � σ(σ(P)) � σ(P) � P, and hence all points in `σ
are also fixed by σ2; therefore we have `σ ⊂ `σ2 , and the equality clearly follows. But
σ , σ2 (otherwise σ � id), so that the lines `σ and `σ2 should be distinct, as observed
earlier. This contradiction leads us to conclude that σ2 � id for all σ ∈ GPd . Therefore the
exponent of GPd , which is p, is exactly 2. The proof is thus finished.

�

We are now going to show item 1 of Proposition 10 for p ≥ 3 and l � 1 (cf.
(FUKASAWA, 2010, p. 14)). We note that, in such cases, the group GP reduces to Ce

p , and
(3.15) to

Z f (X,Y,Z)+Gd(Y,Z) � 0 (3.21)

Also within this situation, and under the assumption δ(C) � d, Proposition 13 implies
that `(a ,b) � TPC for any (a , b) ∈ GP ' Ce

p . But TPC is given by Z � 0 (cf. (3.21)). So in
order for `(a ,b) : aY+ bZ � 0 to be Z � 0 the “first coordinates” of all elements GP must
vanish, i.e., we must have a � 0 for all (a , b) ∈ GP . Looking back at the proof of item 2 of
Theorem 3, we have that the polynomial f (X,Y,Z) is given by

f (X,Y,Z) �
∏
(a ,b)∈Ce

p

(X− aY− bZ) (3.22)

We just saw that, under the present hypotheses, a � 0 for all (a , b) ∈ Ce
p ; hence (3.22)

becomes
f (X,Z) �

∏
(0,b)∈Ce

p

(X− bZ) (3.23)

which does not depend on Y. We now claim that the tangent lines at all of the d inner
Galois points are concurrent. To see this, take Q def

� TPC∩TP2 C. Since, by Proposition 13,
`(a ,b) � TPC for all (a , b) ∈ GP (the following does not make use of a � 0), we have,
from the definition of `(a ,b), that (a , b)(Q) � Q. But once GP acts transitively on the set
C∩ `Gal � {P1, . . . ,Pd}, we have that

Q � (a , b)(Q) � (a , b)(TPC∩TP2 C) � (a , b)(TPC)∩ (a , b)(TP2 C) � TPC∩TPi C
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where (a , b)(P2) � Pi . Thus, Q � TPi C∩TP j C for any i , j, i.e., the lines TPi C, i � 1, . . . , d,
are concurrent, which is what was claimed. As TPC : Z � 0, and as Q is not one of
the inner Galois points, it follows that Q is given by Q � (x? : 1 : 0) for some x? ∈ k.
We may suppose, with no loss of generality, that x? � 0. Indeed, take the projective
transformation

Tx?
def
�

©«
1 −x? 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬
which corresponds, in our notation, to (−x?,0); its inverse is, therefore, (x?,0). This
transformation Tx? takes Q to (0 : 1 : 0), and it fixes P � (1 : 0 : 0); it also leaves GP

unchanged: (−x?,0) ◦ (a , b) ◦ (x?,0) � (a , b). Finally, it takes C to the curve given by the
following equation

Z f (X + x?Y,Y,Z)+Gd(Y,Z) � Z f (X,Y,Z)+Gd(Y,Z)+ f (x?Y,Y,Z) �
� Z f (X,Y,Z)+ G̃d(Y,Z) � 0

which is an equation of the same type of (3.21). Notice that in the equation above we
used the “additiveness” of f (X,Y,Z)with respect to the variable X. Summing up the
preceding considerations, we have that C is given by (cf. (3.23))

Z f (X,Z)+Gd(Y,Z) � 0 (3.24)

with Z - Gd(Y,Z), i.e., the coefficient of Yd in Gd(Y,Z) does not vanish, and Q � (0 : 1 : 0)
is the common point of the tangent lines to all of the d inner Galois points. Consider
now the projection πQ : C→ `Y from Q to (Q =)`Y : Y � 0. Notice that Q < C: any
line TPi C intersects C only at Pi . From Q < C, we see that πQ has degree d which
is . 0 mod p. Notice also that each inner Galois point Pi is totally ramified with
respect to πQ : the smoothness of C guarantees that its ramification index is exactly
IPi (C∩PiQ) � IPi (C∩TPi C) � d. Once the ramification indices associated to the inner
Galois points are equal to d, which is. 0 mod p, and once δ(C)� d, the different divisor of
πQ , Diff(πQ), will have degree at least d(d−1) (cf. (STICHTENOTH, 2009, Theorem 3.5.1
and Definition 3.4.3)). Applying Hurwitz’s genus formula (cf. (STICHTENOTH, 2009,
Theorem 3.4.13)) for πQ gives (remind that the genus of C is (d−1)(d−2)/2: it is a degree
d non-singular curve)

2 · (d−1)(d−2)
2

−2 � d(2 ·0−2)+degDiff(πQ) { degDiff(πQ) � d(d−1)

Hence, the only ramified points with respect to πQ are the inner Galois points, and
they are all totally ramified. Now, the ramified points of C with respect to πQ are exactly
the points of C whose tangent lines pass through Q. Any line through Q is given by
tzX − txZ � 0 for some tz and tx ∈ k (not both of them vanishing), and its points are
thus (tx : T : tz) and (0 : 1 : 0), for T ∈ k a parameter. Let us exclude, for the moment,
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the point P from the discussion: it is the only point of C in the line Z � 0; as we will
only consider lines through Q different from Z � 0, we have that tz , 0, and we can
describe the points of the line `tx : tzX− txZ � 0 that are contained in the affine chart
Z � 1 by (t̃x : T : 1), for T ∈ k. We will denote t̃x � tx/tz by tx only. Let g(T) def

� Gd(T,1).
Substituting the preceding parametrization on (3.24) gives

f (tx ,1)+ g(T) � 0 (3.25)

which is a degree d polynomial on T. Its roots give the (y coordinates of the) points on
C∩ `tx ; any repeated root corresponds to a point R for which `tx is tangent to C at it,
and the multiplicity of the root (as root of the polynomial (3.25)) corresponds exactly to
the intersection multiplicity IR(C∩ `tx ). This implies that if `tx is the tangent line to a
total flex of C, (3.25) will admit only one root T � ytx . As it turns out, this happens to be
the case for the points P2, . . . ,Pd . For the point Pi , (3.25) will therefore read

f (txi ,1)+ g(T) � ci · (T − yi)d (3.26)

where we write yi instead of ytxi
. Taking the (formal) derivative, with respect to T, of

both sides of (3.26), we get (recall that d ≡ 1 mod p)

g′(T) � ci · (T − yi)d−1 ∀ i � 2, . . . , d (3.27)

The left hand side of (3.27) does not depend on i. From this we conclude that yi � y?

and ci � c? for all i � 2, . . . , d. The following must be pointed out: the fact that yi � y?

for all i � 2, . . . , d tells us that the Y coordinates of the inner Galois points contained in
the affine chart Z � 1 are all the same, namely y?; this should already had been clear:
`Gal, being a line through P distinct from Z � 0, is given by αY− βZ � 0, for some α , 0.
Consequently, the line `Gal is given by Y− y?Z � 0.
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Y � 0

X � 0

`Gal
(Y � y?)

TP2 CTPd C

y?

Q

P

P2Pd

Z � 0
(TPC)

πQ(P2)πQ(Pd)

C C

Hence we may rewrite (3.26) as

g(T)− c? · (T − y?)d � f (txi ,1) (3.28)

Again, the left hand side of (3.28) does not depend on i, so we must have f (txi ,1) � c0

for all i � 2, . . . , d, and we may finally write

g(T) � c? · (T − y?)d + c0 { Gd(Y,Z) � c?(Y− y?Z)d + c0Zd

The following projective transformation

©«
1 0 0
0 1 y?

0 0 1

ª®®¬
does not affect at all our previous assumptions. In fact, it leaves Z f (X,Z) unchanged,
and it also leaves GP unchanged:

©«
1 0 0
0 1 y?

0 0 1

ª®®¬ ·
©«

1 0 b
0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬ ·
©«

1 0 0
0 1 −y?

0 0 1

ª®®¬ �
©«

1 0 b
0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬
But it takes Gd(Y,Z) to c?Yd + c0Zd . After another projective change of the Y coordinate
only, we may assume that C has equation

Z f (X,Z)+Yd
+ c0Zd

� 0 (3.29)
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One last projective transformation, this time given by (cf. a similar discussion in page 63)

©«
1 0 −s0

0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬
where s0 is such that f (s0,1) � −c0, and we may finally assume that C is given by (cf.
(3.29))

Z f (X+ s0Z,Z)+Yd
+ c0Zd

� Z f (X,Z)+Yd
+Zd( f (s0,1)+ c0)� Z f (X,Z)+Yd

� 0 (3.30)

Note that, since ∆(C) � C∩ `Gal and `Gal : Y � 0, all the inner Galois points are given by
the roots of Z f (X,Z) � 0, i.e., they are (1 : 0 : 0) and (b : 0 : 1) for every (0, b) ∈ GP . For
b � 0, which corresponds to the identity element of GP , this means that P′ def

� (0 : 0 : 1) is
one of the inner Galois points that are distinct from P; recall that the tangent line at any
inner Galois point pass through Q, so that we have that TP′C is given by X � 0. We will
consider now the projection πP′ from P′. If we remind that the lines `(0,b) for (0, b) ∈ GP

are all equal to the line TPC, and that any ramified point with respect to πP should lie in
one of those lines, we conclude that the only ramified place with respect to πP is P itself
and it is totally ramified, because TPC∩C � {P} only. Lemma 6 then implies that P′ is
the only ramified point with respect to πP′. In complete analogy with what was done in
the case of πQ (cf. page 63), we have that any ramified point with respect to πP′ lying in
the affine chart X � 1 will be associated to a repeated root of

T f (1,T)+ td
y � 0 (3.31)

The converse is also true. But if (3.31) has any repeated root r, then r is also a root of the
derivative of the polynomial (considered as a polynomial in the variable T) in the left
hand side of (3.31). Now, observe that this derivative is independent of the parameter
ty : it is just the derivative of the polynomial h(T) def

� T f (1,T). Suppose that h′(T) has
roots, i.e., that h′(T) is not a non-zero constant. Take r to be such a root. It is, then, clearly
possible to find ty ∈ k such that r is also a root of (3.31): it suffices to take it such that
−td

y � h(r). Therefore, it holds that the ramified points under consideration (i.e., those in
the affine chart X � 1) are all given by the roots of h′(T), and conversely. However, as we
have already seen, the only ramified point with respect to πP′ is P′ itself, and it is not
contained in affine chart X � 1. From this, we conclude that h′(T) has no roots at all: it is
a non-zero constant. Let us take a closer look at this polynomial h(T) � T f (1,T). The
polynomial f (X,Z), being an additive polynomial in the variable X of degree d−1 � pe ,
and homogeneous when both variables are considered, may be written as (cf. (GOSS,
1998, Proposition 1.1.5 and Theorem 1.2.1))

f (X,Z) � Xpe
+ ae−1Xpe

Zpe−pe−1
+ . . .+ a1XpZpe−p

+ a0XZpe−1 (3.32)
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from which we may write (recall that h(T) � T f (1,T))

h′(T) � a1Tpe−p
+ . . .+ ae−1Tpe−pe−1

+1

So in order for h′(T) to be a non-zero constant, we must have a1 � . . . � ae−1 � 0. Recall
that f (X,Z) is separable, a condition equivalent to a0 , 0 (cf. (3.32)). Summing all up,
we have that C is given by the following equation (cf. (3.30))

ZXpe
+ a0Zpe

X +Ype+1
� 0, for some a0 , 0

whose projective equivalence to the Hermitian curve is left to the reader to check. What
we just showed is: for p ≥ 3 and l � 1, if δ(C) ≥ 2 then C is projectively equivalent to the
Hermitian curve. This, together with Lemma 6 allows us to state (cf. (FUKASAWA, 2010,
Proposition 4))

Proposition 14. Suppose p ≥ 3 and l � 1. If C is not projectively equivalent to the
Hermitian curve then δ(C) ≤ 1.

It now remains, for the proof of Proposition 10 to be completed, to consider
the case l � 2 (cf. (FUKASAWA, 2010, p. 14)). The first thing to notice is that if l � 2
then p cannot be 2; thus, the curves considered in what comes have degree 2pe +1 for
p ≥ 3 and e ≥ 1. Suppose δ(C) � d; Proposition 13 again implies that `(a ,b) � TPC for
all (a , b) ∈ Ce

p ≤ GP , with (a , b) , (0,0). Therefore, as happened with the case l � 1 (cf.
(3.23)), we again have that the first coordinates of the elements (a , b) ∈ Ce

p must vanish,
so that f (X,Y,Z) does not depend on Y; (3.15) can then be written as

Z f (X,Z)2 +Gd(Y,Z) � 0 (3.33)

In analogy with what we did previously in the case l � 1, let us consider the set
{TPC∩TPi C | 2 ≤ i ≤ d}. There are two cosets of Ce

p in GP 'Ce
poC2; we denote C2 � {1,−1}

and, therefore, these two cosets just mentioned by ±Ce
p . Let us consider the orbit of P2

by the action of GP . The action of GP in the set ∆(C) \ {P} is transitive, hence the orbit
of P2 by the elements in the coset Ce

p will consist of |GP |/2 � (d −1)/2 � pe elements,

which we denote by Q def
� {Q1

def
� P2, . . . ,Qpe }. The other pe elements, those in the orbit

of P2 under the action of −Ce
p , will be denoted by Q′ def

� {Q′1, . . . ,Q′pe } in such a way that
Q′k � (−1)(Qk) for all k � 2, . . . , pe , where the symbol −1 just used is to be understood as
being the non-identity element of C2. The important thing to notice here is this: any two
elements in Q are taken into one another by an element in Ce

p , and the same holds for Q′.

Q Q′
−1

Ce
p Ce

p
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Since any (a , b) ∈ Ce
p fixes all the points in the line `(a ,b) � TPC, we have that

TPC∩TQi C � (a , b)(TPC∩TQi C) � TPC∩TQ j C

and also that
TPC∩TQ′i

C � (a , b)(TPC∩TQ′i
C) � TPC∩TQ′j

C

With all this in hand, it is now clear that the set {TPC∩TPi C | 2 ≤ i ≤ d} can consist
of at most 2 points: one associated with the inner points in Q, which we denote by
Q, and another associated with those in Q′, which we denote by Q′. Suppose Q , Q′;
and note that, by what we defined just now, Q � TPC∩TQ1 C and Q′ � TPC∩TQ′1 C. Let

Q0
def
� TQ1 C∩TQ′1 C, and note that Q0 < TPC (otherwise Q � Q′). Consider the group

Ce
p ≤ GQ1 . For any σ , id in such group, `σ � TQ1 C, by Proposition 13; in particular σ

fixes Q0. The point Qσ
def
� σ(Q′1) is an inner Galois point different from Q1 and from Q′1,

because the GQ1 acts transitively on ∆(C)\ {Q1}. By Lemma 7 we have that Q0 ∈ TQσC; in
particular Qσ , P: if not, it would be Q0 ∈ TPC, which is not the case, as was just seen a
few lines above. Thus, either Q � TPC∩TQσC or Q′ � TPC∩TQσC, but in both scenarios
we get a contradiction; let us see why. If Q � TPC∩TQσC, then TQσC � Q0Q � TQ1 C,
which implies Qσ � Q1 (because inner points are total flexes); but Qσ � σ(Q′1) (recall
σ ∈ GQ1) cannot be Q1, unless it was Q′1 � Q1, which is not. If Q′ � TPC∩TQσC, then in
the same way we would conclude that Qσ � Q′1, which, again, is not since σ , id and the
action of GQ1 in ∆(C) \ {Q1} is transitive.

Q

Q′Q0

TPC
TQ1 C

TQ′1 C

Hence, Q � Q′, i.e., the tangent lines to all inner Galois points are concurrent, like they
were in the case of l � 1. Considering the projection πQ from Q like we did in the case
of l � 1 (cf. page 63), we are led to conclude that C is projectively equivalent to the curve
given by (cf. (3.29) and (3.33))

Z f (X,Z)2 +Yd
+ cZd

� 0 (3.34)

where, again, we may write f (X,Z) like in (3.32):

f (X,Z) � Xpe
+ ae−1Xpe

Zpe−pe−1
+ . . .+ a1XpZpe−p

+ a0XZpe−1 (3.35)
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with a0 , 0, since f (X,Z) is separable. The considerations to be done in the sequence
make up the contents of (FUKASAWA, 2010, Proposition 5). In the affine chart X � 1,
the point P � (1 : 0 : 0) is the origin, and we may write the local equation of C in this
chart as (where z � Z/X and y � Y/X)

φ(z) def
� z f (1, z)2 + czd

� −yd (3.36)

Once Z � 0 is the tangent line to C at P, the function z will not be a uniformizing
parameter for C at P; we take the function y to be such parameter, and we write vP for
the (discrete) valuation, the order function of the local ring at P; hence vP(y) � 1. As
Z � 0 is the tangent line to C at P and as IP(C∩TPC) � d, we have that vP(z) � d. This
equality could also be derived from (3.36). Indeed, we have that

vP(z f (1, z)2 + czd) � vP(z)+ vP( f (1, z)2 + czd−1) � vP(z) (3.37)

where we used vP( f (1, z)2 + czd−1) � 0, which holds since P is not a zero of the function
f (1, z)2 + czd−1: f (1,0) � 1 , 0. Therefore, (3.37) together with (3.36) gives

vP(z) � vP(−yd) � d · vP(−y) � d (3.38)

Let z′ and z′′ be the derivatives dz/dy and d2z/dy2, respectively. The usual derivatives
of φ(z) and f (1, z), as polynomials in z, will be denoted in the same way. Taking the
derivative d/dy on both sides of (3.36) we get (it will be shown that φ′ , 0)

φ′ · z′ � −yd−1 { z′ � −yd−1/φ′ (3.39)

And doing the same with (3.39) gives (recall that d−1 ≡ 0 mod p)

φ′′ · (z′)2 +φ′z′′ � 0 (3.40)

Using (3.39) in the above (3.40), we have that

z′′ � −
φ′′y2(d−1)

(φ′)3 (3.41)

Let us consider now the functions φ′(z) and φ′′(z). Recalling (3.36), we have that

φ′(z) � f 2
+2 · z · f · f ′+ czd−1 (3.42)

From this we see that the function φ′(z) does not vanish at P (because f (1,0) , 0),
thus vP(φ′(z)) � 0; in particular φ′(z) , 0 (cf. (3.39) and (3.40) where we divided by φ′).
Deriving (3.42) once again, we obtain

φ′′ � 4 f · f ′+2z(( f ′)2 + f · f ′′) � 2 f · (2 f ′+ z f ′′)+2z( f ′)2 (3.43)
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And we are now led to consider the functions ( f (1, z))′ and ( f (1, z))′′. By (3.35), we have
that

f (1, z)′ � −a0zpe−2 and therefore f (1, z)′′ � 2a0zpe−3 (3.44)

From (3.44), it follows that 2 f ′+ z f ′′ � 0; we can then rewrite (3.43) as

φ′′ � 2z( f ′)2 � 2a2
0z2pe−3 (3.45)

Finally, plugging (3.45) into (3.41) gives

z′′ �
−2a2

0z2pe−3 y4pe

φ′3
(3.46)

(3.46) tells that z′′ , 0, hence the dual map of C is separable and, in particular, the generic
order of contact for C is 2 (cf. Definition 6 as well as the footnote in page 52). Therefore
the right hand side of (3.9) reduces to 3d(d−2) (cf. the discussion at the beginning of
section 3.2). The d inner Galois points are total flexes, and thus IPi (C∩TPi C)−q(C)� d−2
for each one of them; then, if we use (3.9) the way we were using it before, we will get

d(d−2) ≤ 3d(d−2) (3.47)

which is not useful at all. What happens is that(
IPi (C∩TPi C)

q(C)

)
�

(
d
2

)
�
(2pe +1)(2pe)

2
≡ 0 mod p

and therefore, by (3.10) and the fact that IR(C∩TRC)− q(C) ≤ vR(W(C)) for any R ∈ C,
we conclude that IPi (C∩TPi C) < vPi (W(C)), so that the left hand side of (3.47) can, and
will, be sharpened. The divisorW(C) is explicitly given by (cf. (FUKASAWA, 2008,
Section 2), (FUKASAWA, 2007, Section 2) and references therein)

W(C) � 3D +div(z′′)+3div(dy) (3.48)

where D is the divisor corresponding to C∩ `∞, where `∞ is the line at infinity with
respect to the affine chart X � 1, i.e., `∞ : X � 0. Once P < `∞, we have that vP(3D) � 0.
Also vP(div(dy)) � 0, since y is a uniformizing parameter at P. Hence, from (3.48), we
have that

vP(W(C)) � vP(div(z′′)) � vP(z′′) (3.49)

Now, using (3.46) and (3.38) we can write, for the quantity appearing in (3.49),

vP(W(C)) � 4pe
+ (2pe −3)(2pe

+1) � 4p2e −3 (3.50)

(3.50) holds also for the other inner Galois points: GPi , which consists entirely of projective
transformations, acts transitively on the set ∆(C) \ {Pi} and vP(W(C)) � vT(P)(W(T(C)),
for any projective transformation T. Therefore, from the preceding and from (3.50), there
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will be a contribution of d(4p2e −3) to the degree ofW(C), which is 3d(d−2), and thus
(3.9) allows us to finally write (recall that d � 2pe +1)

d(4p2e −3) ≤ 3d(d−2) { 4pe ≤ 6

which does not hold for any pair (p , e) with p ≥ 3 and e ≥ 1. This last contradiction
finishes the proof of Proposition 10.

3.3 Even characteristic

We now investigate those non-singular curves, whose existence is possible only if
p � 2, for which d � degC � δ(C) (cf. item 2 of Proposition 10). The results contained in
this section are essentially the same as those in (FUKASAWA, 2013) and in (FUKASAWA,
2014), but the approach given here is our own and may, therefore, differ with the one
given there in minor aspects.

Recall that the degree of any such curve is a unit more than a power of two, i.e.,
d � 2n +1. Our aim is to completely classify such curves. More specifically, we will give
explicit equations, for any n ≥ 2, of all non-singular plane curves of degree 2n +1 with
exactly 2n +1 inner Galois points, up to projective transformation.

Recall Lemma 6 and Proposition 11: for a degree d curve in this setup to have d
inner Galois points, it is necessary (and also sufficient) that it has 2 of them and that it is
not projectively equivalent to the Hermitian curve.

So suppose C is a non-singular plane curve of degree d � 2n +1 � q +1 (from
now on, we will write q and 2n interchangeably), with n ≥ 2, over an algebraically
closed field k of characteristic 2 that has 2 inner Galois points. We keep the notation we
used throughout subsection 3.2.4 (cf. what comes after Proposition 10). Under these
circumstances, GP ' Cn

2 and each σ ∈ GP is its own inverse. Recall also (3.15): P � (1 : 0 : 0)
is one of the inner points, its tangent line has equation Z � 0 and C has equation

Z · ©«
∏

(α,β)∈GP

(X +αY+ βZ)ª®¬+Gd(Y,Z) � 0 (3.51)

Let Q , P be another inner Galois point. Once Q < TPC, we may write Q � (x : y : 1).
Consider the following projective transformation

T1
def
�

©«
1 0 −x
0 1 −y
0 0 1

ª®®¬ ; note that T−1
1 �

©«
1 0 x
0 1 y
0 0 1

ª®®¬
We have that T1
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• takes Q to (0 : 0 : 1),

• fixes P � (1 : 0 : 0),

• fixes all the points in the line TPC : Z � 0 and

• takes (α, β) ∈ GP to T1 ◦ (α, β) ◦T−1
1 � (α, αy + β).

Therefore, after applying T1, we may suppose the same we supposed before and,
additionally, that (0 : 0 : 1) is another inner Galois point. Note that the type of equation
C satisfies will not change, only the roots of the additive polynomial appearing in (3.51)
will do. Indeed, the equation for T1(C)will be something like

Z · ©«
∏

(α̃,β̃)∈G̃P

(X + α̃Y+ β̃Z)ª®¬+ G̃d(Y,Z) � 0 (3.52)

where, as before, G̃P � T1GPT−1
1 : the matrices of the elements GP are of the same type of

those of G̃P , i.e., they are given by a matrix like the one below

©«
1 a b
0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬
for some a and b ∈ k. We will then write only GP for the Galois group associated to P.

Now that we have (1 : 0 : 0) and (0 : 0 : 1) as inner points, we know that the line
joining them, viz. `Gal, is given by Y � 0; by Proposition 11, ∆(C) � C∩ `Gal. In particular,
TQC : X+ bY � 0 for some b ∈ k. We can go one step further and also apply the projective
transformation below

T2
def
�

©«
1 −b 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬
This transformation T2

• fixes Q and P,

• does not fix all the points in the line TPC : Z � 0, but leaves this line unchanged,

• takes TQC : X + bY � 0 to X � 0 and

• leaves GP unchanged after conjugation.

After all these considerations, we may finally suppose that C has equation like (3.51),
and that two of the inner Galois points are (1 : 0 : 0) and (0 : 0 : 1), with tangent lines
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given by Z � 0 and X � 0, respectively. The additive polynomial in (3.51) will be denoted
by what we have been denoting it hitherto, by f (X,Y,Z).

From the fact that Q � (0 : 0 : 1) is also an inner Galois point with respect to C
with tangent line given by X � 0, and recalling that inner Galois points are total flexes
(cf. Corollary 1), we conclude that

Z f (0,Y,Z)+Gd(Y,Z) � 0

must have (X : Y : Z) � (0 : 0 : 1) as its unique root. Noting that f (0,Y,Z) � 0, once
X | f (X,Y,Z), this leads us to conclude that (afterwards a rescaling transformation)

Gd(Y,Z) � Yd

We put this altogether in the following

Lemma 8. Let C be a non-singular plane curve of degree 2n +1 � q+1, for n ≥ 2, defined
over a field k of characteristic 2 with (at least) 2 inner Galois points. Then C is projectively
equivalent to the curve given by

Z
∏

(α,β)∈GP

(X +αY+ βZ)+Yq+1
� 0

where the pairs (α, β) constitute an elementary abelian group of order q and exponent 2.

Lemma 8 represents the first step towards the classification we have spoken
about: it will be of great importance in subsection 3.3.4.

3.3.1 An example

The following is an example of a degree 5 � 22 +1 non-singular curve, defined
over F4, which is not projectively equivalent to the Hermitian curve and which attains
the maximum possible number of inner Galois points that a curve in such conditions
can attain, viz. 5. Its affine equation is (cf. (FUKASAWA, 2010, pp. 10, 15)):

C : g(x , y) def
� x(x + a y +1)(x + y + a)(x + a2 y + a2)+ y5

� 0 (3.53)

Here, a ∈ F4 is a primitive element for the extension F4/F2, i.e., a is a root of the
polynomial T2 +T +1 ∈ F2[T]. We claimed that C is non-singular; to see this, let us take
the “projective” equation for C:

G(X,Y,Z) def
� X4Z+ aX2YZ2

+XY3Z+XZ4
+Y5

� 0 (3.54)

The derivatives of G(X,Y,Z) are as follows

GX(X,Y,Z) � Z(Y3 +Z3)
GY(X,Y,Z) � aX2Z2 +XZY2 +Y4

GZ(X,Y,Z) � X(Y3 +X3)
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From the above expressions, together with (3.54), we see that there are no singular
points lying on the lines X � 0 or Z � 0. At this point it is worth noting that the projective
transformation corresponding to the permutation of X and Z is an automorphism of C.
In other words, G(X,Y,Z) � G(Z,Y,X). So, without loss of generality, we may search for
singular points lying in the affine chart Z � 1. From GX(x , y ,1) � 0 it follows that y3 � 1,
therefore we can have y � 1, a or a2. Now, from y3 � 1 and GZ(x , y ,1) � 0 it also follows
that x3 � 1, i.e., x � 1, a or a2, so we have 9 possibilities for the pair (x , y) of a singular
point. Let us see which of these 9 possible pairs vanishes the other derivative, GY .

(x , y) GY(x , y ,1)
(1,1) a

(1, a) a2

(1, a2) a2

(a ,1) a

(a , a) a

(a , a2) 1

(a2,1) 1

(a2, a) a2

(a2, a2) 1

Since the derivative GY does not vanish for any “candidate” for singular point, C
is indeed smooth.

The reader may easily check that the polynomial (cf. (3.53))

f (X,Y,Z) def
� X(X + aY+Z)(X +Y+ aZ)(X + a2Y+ a2Z) (3.55)

is additive with respect to the variable X: its roots {0, aY +Z,Y + az , a2Y + a2Z} are
closed under addition (we also remind the reader that a +1 � a2). It is now quite clear
from (3.55) that P � (1 : 0 : 0) is an inner Galois point for C: the conditions of item 2 of
Theorem 3 are met (the condition l | pe −1 is trivially satisfied whenever l � 1). From
now on, and until the next chapter, when we say Galois point we always mean inner
Galois point.

As was formerly observed, G(X,Y,Z) is invariant after swapping X and Z (i.e.,
G(X,Y,Z)� G(Z,Y,X)), whereupon we deduce that P′ � (0 : 0 : 1) is another Galois point,
for any permutation of the variables is a projective transformation (cf. also Proposition 1).
It follows from Lemma 6 that there are at least d � 5 Galois points for C. These 5 points
we know for sure to be Galois all lie in the line Y � 0 (cf. Proposition 11) and correspond,
apart from P, to one linear factor of G(X,0,1) � f (X,0,1) each.
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X { (0 : 0 : 1)
X + a { (a : 0 : 1)
X +1 { (1 : 0 : 1)
X + a2 { (a2 : 0 : 1)

We thus see that these 5 Galois points are exactly the five F4-rational points of
the line Y � 0. According to Proposition 11, to show that C has exactly 5 Galois points,
it suffices to show that C is not projectively equivalent to the Hermitian curve. This is
done by showing that the generic order of contact for C is exactly 2. From this, and also
from the fact that q(C) is invariant under projective transformations, we can conclude
that C is not projectively equivalent to the Hermitian curve because the generic order of
contact for the Hermitian curveHq (whose degree is q +1) is q ≥ 4.

There are two ways to visualize that 2 is the generic order of contact for C, and
we show both of them. First of all, Definition 6 applied to our setting, namely of a degree
5 curve in characteristic 2, says that either q(C) � 2 or q(C) � 4, the last integer being the
only power of 2 strictly between 2 and 5.

Take the line `(a2 ,a2) : Y+Z � 0. Any point R in `(a2 ,a2)∩C, with R , P, is such that
TRC � `(a2 ,a2), and we also have that P ∈ `(a2 ,a2) (cf. subsection 3.2.4, after Proposition 10).
It then follows that for all points in `(a2 ,a2)∩C the intersection multiplicity of their tangent
line (which is the same for all, namely `(a2 ,a2)) with C (at them) is the same number. If
we show that the set `(a2 ,a2)∩C consists of three points, P, R1 and R2, Bézout’s theorem
will imply that IRi (TRi C∩C) � 2, and we will be done. Without loss of generality, we
will look for the points of `(a2 ,a2)∩C lying in the affine chart Z � 1 (once the only point
of C lying in the line Z � 0 is P). Making Y � Z � 1 in the polynomial G we obtain

(X(X + a2)+1)2

But the above polynomial has 2 distinct roots (in a degree 2 extension field of F4, i.e., in
F16). And we are done.

Next we consider the another mentioned way of showing that the generic order of
contact for C is 2. The lines `σ for σ ∈ GP are explicitly given by the following equations

`(a ,1) : aY+Z � 0, `(1,a) : Y+ aZ � 0 and `(a2 ,a2) : Y+Z � 0

Recall that all these lines contain P, so that the tangent line TRC is equal to `σi for any
point R ∈ `σi ∩C with R , P.

The crucial feature about these lines, in the sense that it is the sufficient condition
for C not being projectively equivalent to the Hermitian curve, is that they are pairwise
distinct. Actually, it is sufficient just 2 of them to be distinct for us to reach the same
conclusion; this will become clear after the following arguments. We suppose C is
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projectively equivalent to the Hermitian curve, so that q(C) � 4. Take R ∈ `(a ,1) ∩C
different from P (such a point exists once none of the `σi is Z � 0, the tangent line to C at
P). Then, as was mentioned above, TRC � `(a ,1). Once q(C) � 4, we have IR(`(a ,1)∩C) ≥ 4.
By Bézout’s theorem, it follows that IR(`(a ,1) ∩C) � 4, because C has degree 5 and
IP(`(a ,1)∩C) � 1. But then the stabilizer of R in GP has order at least 4, and hence is
all of GP . If R is fixed by all of GP , then it is also fixed by, say, (1, a) and we have that
either R ∈ `(1,a) or R < `(1,a). If we show that R ∈ `(1,a), then we will be done since R,
P ∈ `(a ,1)∩ `(1,a) with R , P implies that `(a ,1) � `(1,a), a contradiction. So we must show
that R ∈ `(1,a). Suppose not. Then (1, a) fixes all the points in the line `(1,a) and also
the point R, which is not in that line (the point R is fixed because its stabilizer is all
of GP). According to (MITCHELL, 1911, p. 212) (cf. also Remark 3), (1, a) is, then, a
transformation of type IV, and therefore it can be written, in suitable coordinates, as

©«
α 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬
In particular, (1, a) would be diagonalizable. But one can easily verify that none of
the matrices representing the σi’s is diagonalizable (no transformation of type V is
diagonalizable whatsoever). Hence, it must be R ∈ `(1,a), with which we finish.

Are there any other non-singular curves of degree 5 defined over F4 with exactly
5 Galois points? Remind that the first row of the matrix representation of each element
in GP corresponds to one linear factor in the factorization of f (X,Y,Z): if (σ11 σ12 σ13)
is the first row of σ ∈ GP , then f (X,Y,Z) has the linear factor σ11X + σ12Y+ σ12Z. If we
start with an order 4 subgroup S of PGL(3,4)whose matrices are of the form

Mσ �
©«

1 σ12 σ13

0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬
we can then construct the polynomial fS(X,Y,Z) � Z

∏
σ∈S(X + σ12Y+ σ13Z), and then

consider the curve
CS : fS(X,Y,Z)+Y5

� 0

which is easily seen to have the Galois point P � (1 : 0 : 0), by virtue of Theorem 3 (item 2).
The question that arises is: will this curve CS be non-singular and have exactly 5 Galois
points? If we take, for example, the subgroup

©«
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬ ,
©«

1 a2 1
0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬ ,
©«

1 1 a2

0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬ ,
©«

1 a a
0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬


the corresponding curve will be given by the following equation

ZX(X + a2Y+Z)(X +Y+ a2Z)(X + aY+ aZ)+Y5
� 0
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which looks pretty much like the curve we considered in this section (cf. (3.53)), the
only difference being the choice of primitive element for the extension F4/F2. It is then
obvious that this curve is also non-singular and have exactly 5 Galois points, because all
arguments above hold for any choice of primitive element for F4/F2. Later on, we will see
that the original curve and this one are not projectively equivalent (cf. Proposition 16).
Next, we will generalize this construction.

3.3.2 Generalizing the previous example to “arbitrary” degree

We are now going to consider curves of degree 2n +1. The arbitrariness of the
degree comes from the arbitrariness of n ≥ 2. An example where n � 2 was considered
in the previous section and the idea here is to generalize it, i.e., we want to construct a
non-singular curve of degree 2n +1 (over F2n ) with exactly 2n +1 inner Galois points.
We do this by “reverse engineering” the example considered previously, just as was
discussed at the end of the last section.

We are interested in subgroups of PGL(3, q) whose matrices are of the following
form (it will later be clear that there is no loss of generality in considering only matrices
of this form, instead of those in the bigger group PGL(3, k); cf. Theorem 6)

(α, β) �
©«

1 α β

0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬ (3.56)

Let us denote the subgroup of PGL(3, q) of all matrices of the above form by R1. We can
define an F2 vector space structure in R1 (cf. the proof of item 2 of Theorem 3): we sum
two matrices by multiplying them in the usual way and we multiply M ∈ R1 by a scalar
ν ∈ F2 simply by multiplying it “ν times”:

(α, β) ⊕ (α′, β′) def
�

©«
1 α β

0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬ ·
©«

1 α′ β′

0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬ �
©«

1 α+α′ β+ β′

0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬ � (α+α′, β+ β′)
and

ν � (α, β) def
�

©«
1 α β

0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬
ν

�
©«

1 να νβ

0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬ � (να, νβ)
Hence, the multiplicative structure of R1 (in PGL(3,2n)) has, in fact, an additive structure
(the additiveness coming from the linear space structure just defined) and we can write,
once the order of R1 is q2 � 22n , R1 ' ⊕2n

i�1F2. We then see that R1 is an elementary abelian
group.
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Let G ≤ R1 be a subgroup of order q. Once R1 has order q2, the existence of such
a subgroup is guaranteed. We can construct a degree q+1 curve over Fq using the given
subgroup G by letting its equation be

gG(X,Y,Z)
def
� Z

∏
(α,β)∈G

(X +αY+ βZ)+Yq+1
� 0 (3.57)

The curve given by equation (3.57) will be denoted by CG, and fG(X,Y,Z)will denote
the polynomial Z

∏
(α,β)∈G(X +αY+ βZ), so that gG(X,Y,Z) � fG(X,Y,Z)+Yq+1.

The curves constructed in this way, i.e., those given by (3.57), always have
P � (1 : 0 : 0) as a Galois point: they satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3 (item 2).
Moreover, the subgroup G is exactly the Galois group GP , and we will write only G in
place of GP .

Notice that Theorem 3 (item 2) also guarantees that P is a non-singular point of
CG. If (α,0) ∈ G for some α , 0, then the polynomial fG has the linear factor (X +αY).
But then, it is not difficult to check that (0 : 0 : 1) is a singular point of CG. Now, if
there is some β ∈ Fq such that (α, β) and (α′, β) are in G, with α , α′, then (α+ α′,0)
would also be in G , from which we also conclude that the curve is singular for such
G. So in order for G to give rise to a non-singular curve, it is necessary (although not
necessarily sufficient) that the projection onto the second coordinate gives all of Fq , i.e.,
it is necessary for the map

ρG :

{
G → Fq

(α, β) 7→ β
(3.58)

to be surjective (or, equivalently, injective, once the domain and codomain are finite of
the same cardinality). We are not interested in curves that are projectively equivalent to
the Hermitian curve, so we exclude GHq

def
� {(0, α) | α ∈ Fq} from the discussion. From

now on, we will only consider groups which satisfy this condition: the map ρG as in
(3.58) is surjective, i.e., the second coordinate “covers” all of Fq .

We have already seen that for every order q subgroup of R1, the corresponding
curve has P � (1 : 0 : 0) as inner Galois point. In order to guarantee the existence of
another Galois point (and, hence, of at least 2n +1 of them) it is sufficient to show that
the projective transformation

ψ
def
�

©«
0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0

ª®®¬
corresponding to the permutation of the variables X and Z, is an automorphism of the
curve CG, for then ψ(1 : 0 : 0) � (0 : 0 : 1)would also be a Galois point. But ψ will be an
automorphism of CG if, and only if, fG(X,Y,Z) � fG(Z,Y,X) (notice that ψ−1 � ψ). If this
happens, then there will be at least 2n +1 inner Galois points, all of them lying in the
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line Y � 0, which is the line joining (1 : 0 : 0) and (0 : 0 : 1). Note also that they will be all
the q +1 Fq-rational points of Y � 0, thanks to our choice of G.

Let us now see what kind of restriction has to be imposed on the group G in
order for fG(X,Y,Z) � fG(Z,Y,X) to hold. From (3.57), we have that

fG(Z,Y,X) � X
∏
(α,β)∈G

(Z+αY+ βX) � XZ ©«
∏
β,0

β
ª®¬

∏
(α,β),(0,0)

(X +αβ−1Y+ β−1Z) (3.59)

Now, once the elements appearing as second coordinate (the β’s) “cover” all of Fq (cf.
page 78), we have that

∏
β,0 β � 1. So, by (3.59), the equality fG(X,Y,Z) � fG(Z,Y,X)

turns into the following∏
(α,β),(0,0)

(X +αY+ βZ) �
∏

(α,β),(0,0)
(X +αβ−1Y+ β−1Z) (3.60)

With (3.60), we see that fG(X,Y,Z) � fG(Z,Y,X) is equivalent to

(α, β) ∈ G \ {(0,0)} ⇔ (αβ−1, β−1) ∈ G \ {(0,0)} (3.61)

The condition stated in (3.61) will be called simply by change condition.

With all we did so far in mind, it is quite natural to search for groups G

whose elements are given by Gθ,λ
def
� {(λg , θ(g)) | g ∈ Fq}, where θ : Fq→ Fq is a field

automorphism of Fq and λ ∈ F×q (we do not consider λ � 0: Gθ,0 � GHq ) is a fixed
element: the set Gθ,λ certainly has q elements, and the fact that θ is an automorphism
of Fq implies that Gθ,λ has indeed a group structure (cf. the considerations made after
(3.56)) and also that ρGθ,λ is surjective (cf. (3.58)). Once ρGθ,λ is surjective, CGθ,λ may be
non-singular. Now the change condition for Gθ,λ reads (here we use the fact that θ is a
field automorphism)

g ·θ(g−1) � g−1 ∀ g ∈ F×q { θ(g) � g2 ∀ g ∈ Fq

i.e., for the change condition to hold for Gθ,λ, θ must be the Frobenius automorphism
that generates the Galois group of the extension Fq/F2. The converse is easily seen to be
true too. Once θ will be fixed from now on, we denote Gθ,λ by Gλ only.

So for every λ ∈ F×q , the subgroup Gλ
def
� {(λα, α2) | α ∈ Fq} satisfies the change

condition and is such that the projection onto the second coordinate gives us all of Fq .
Let us call by Cλ the curve CGλ , and by fλ and gλ the corresponding polynomials. We
claim that fλ(x , y ,1) ∈ k(y)[x] is given by

x2n
+

n−1∑
i�1
(λy)2n−2n−i+1+1x2n−i

+ (y2n−1
+1)x (3.62)
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Indeed, it suffices to show that the roots of the above polynomial (in the variable x) are
λαy +α2 for every α ∈ Fq , once fλ(x , y ,1)was “constructed” in such a way that those
are exactly its roots. If we evaluate the sum in the middle of (3.62) at x � λαy +α2 we
get

n−1∑
i�1
(λy)2n−2n−i+1α2n−i

+ (λy)2n−2n−i+1+1α2n−i+1
�

n−1∑
i�1
(λy)2n−2n−i+1α2n−i

+

n−1∑
i�1
(λy)2n−2n−i+1+1α2n−i+1

(3.63)

Noting that n− i +1 � n−(i−1), we can rewrite (3.63) as (after changing i−1 to j)

n−1∑
i�1
(λy)2n−2n−i+1α2n−i

+

n−2∑
j�0
(λy)2n−2n− j+1α2n− j

(3.64)

Now for each k between 1 and n−2, the term (λy)2n−2n−k+1α2n−k appears in both of the
sums in (3.64), so that they cancel out (once we are in characteristic 2). It thus remains
the term corresponding to n−1 in the sum indexed by i plus the term corresponding to
0 in the sum indexed by j, which gives

α2 y2n−1
+λαy

So, evaluating x � λαy +α2 in (3.62) gives

λαy2n
+α2

+α2 y2n−1
+λαy + (y2n−1

+1)(λαy +α2) � 0

and proves the claim.

The curve Cλ is thus given by the following equation (in the affine chart Z � 1)

Cλ : y2n+1
+ x2n

+

n−1∑
i�1
(λy)2n−2n−i+1+1x2n−i

+ (y2n−1
+1)x � 0 (3.65)

Changing variables (y 7→ y/λ), (3.65) gets the much nicer aspect (recall: λ ∈ F2n )

Cλ : λ−2 y2n+1
+ x2n

+

n−1∑
i�1

y2n−2n−i+1+1x2n−i
+ (y2n−1

+1)x � 0 (3.66)

We now claim the following: Cλ is non-singular if, and only, if λ , 1. We already
saw that there does not exist singular point in the line Z � 0: the only point of the curve
contained in this line is the Galois point P, and it is smooth. So we restrict our search
for singular points in the affine chart Z � 1. On the one hand, the derivative of the
polynomial in (3.66) with respect to x gives

y2n−1
+1
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which vanishes if, and only if, y ∈ F×q (remind that +1 � −1 in characteristic 2). On the
other hand, the derivative of (3.66) with respect to y gives

λ−2 y2n
+

n−1∑
i�1

y2n−2n−i+1
x2n−i

+ y2n−2x (3.67)

Suppose (x : y : 1) is a singular point of Cλ. Then (3.67) vanishes, as well as (3.66).
Multiplying the above expression by y ∈ F×q , we get the following expression, which is
still 0:

λ−2 y2n+1
+

n−1∑
i�1

y2n−2n−i+1+1x2n−i
+ y2n−1x (3.68)

Substituting (3.66) in the above (3.68), we get

x2n
+ x

and this last expression vanishes if, and only if, x ∈ Fq . So if (x : y : 1) is a singular point
of Cλ, then it is an Fq-rational point. Moreover, y is non-zero. Still under the assumption
that (x : y : 1) is a singular point, we can rewrite equation (3.68) as

λ−2 y2
+

n−1∑
i�1

y2−2n−i+1
x2n−i

+ x � 0 (3.69)

Dividing both sides of (3.69) by y2 we get

λ−2
+

n−1∑
i�1
(x y−2)2n−i

+ x y−2
� TrFq/F2(x y−2)+λ−2

� 0 (3.70)

But TrFq/F2(x y−2) ∈ F2, and once λ , 0, we conclude that for (x : y : 1) to be a singular point
of Cλ it is necessary and sufficient that λ � 1. Note that the condition TrFq/F2(x y−2)+1� 0
implies that x is also non-zero. By the reasoning we made above, we can also conclude that,
for λ � 1, every point (x : y : 1) ∈ P2(Fq) satisfying (x , y) ∈ F×q ×F×q and TrFq/F2(x y−2) � 1
is a singular point of C1. The trace map TrF2n /F2 : F2n → F2 is F2-linear and surjective,
once the extension F2n/F2 is separable. The rank-nullity theorem then gives

dim Ker(TrF2n /F2) � n−1

Now let {σ1, . . . , σn} be a basis for F2n as F2-vector space such that TrF2n /F2(σ1) � 1 and
TrF2n /F2(σi) � 0 for i ≥ 2. Writing s �

∑n
i�1 νiσi ∈ F2n , we have that

TrF2n /F2(s) � TrF2n /F2

(
n∑

i�1
νiσi

)
�

n∑
i�1
νiTrF2n /F2(σi) � ν1

With this, we see that TrF2n /F2(s) � 1 if, and only if, ν1 � 1. Hence, there are 2n−1 elements
in F2n with trace 1, one for each list (ν2, . . . , νn) ∈ Fn−1

2 . In this way, if we fix x ∈ F×2n , there
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will be 2n−1 different values for y ∈ F×2n such that TrF2n /F2(x y−2) � 1. Thus, there are
(2n −1)2n−1 distinct singular points for C1. But then, it is a matter of simple calculations
to check that its genus is zero. In particular its automorphism group is isomorphic to
PGL(2, k).

For λ , 1, we now show that no Cλ is projectively equivalent to the Hermitian
curve Hq . The argument given below is similar to the second one we used to show
the same for the curve of the previous section, i.e., we show that the generic order
of contact for Cλ is 2 because the lines `(λα,α2) are pairwise distinct (cf. page 75). We
know that for each α , 0, all points on the line `(λα,α2) : λy + αz � 0 are fixed by the
automorphism corresponding to (λα, α2); also: `(λα,α2) contains P and is the tangent
line to Cλ at every R ∈ `(λα,α2)∩C, with R , P. Note that `(λα,α2) , `(λβ,β2) for α , β. If
Cλ was to be projectively equivalent to the Hermitian curveHq , whose generic order of
contact is q, then for R ∈ `(λα,α2)∩C, with R , P, we would have IR(TRC∩C) � q (such
a point R exists, because no line `(λα,α2) is TPC : Z � 0). But then, the stabilizer of R in
GP would have order at least q, and hence would be all of GP , since GP has order q;
in particular, R would be fixed by (λβ, β), with β , α. But then, as in the case of the
previous section, R ∈ `(λβ,β2) as well, from which it follows that `(λα,α2) � PR � `(λβ,β2), a
contradiction.

We summarize all we did in the following

Proposition 15. Let n ≥ 2 and q � 2n . Then, for every λ ∈ F×q , with λ , 1, the curve with
affine equation

Cλ : λ−2 y2n+1
+ x2n

+

n−1∑
i�1

y2n−2n−i+1+1x2n−i
+ (y2n−1

+1)x � 0

is a degree q +1 non-singular curve with exactly q +1 inner Galois points, namely, all
Fq-rational points of the line Y � 0. For λ � 1, the curve C1 is rational.

We finish this section with an observation. The curve C1, being rational, can be
parametrized as (tq+1 : tq + t : 1) for t ∈ k (cf. (FUKASAWA, 2013, Remark 3)).

3.3.3 The group of automorphisms and the Hasse-Witt invariant of Cλ

We now turn our attention to the group of automorphisms of the family of curves
Cλ, which Proposition 15 treats of. First of all, any automorphism of Cλ, for λ , 1, is
linear, because Cλ is non-singular of degree ≥ 4 for any λ ∈ F×q (cf. (CHANG, 1978)).
Moreover, any automorphism φ ∈ Aut(Cλ)must give a permutation of the set of Galois
points. Once all q +1 ≥ 2 Galois points lie on the line Y � 0, this means that φ fixes the
line Y � 0. Moreover, the Galois points are exactly all the q +1 Fq-rational points of the
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line Y � 0. So φ is represented by a matrix Mφ in PGL(3, k) of the following form

Mφ �
©«

a11 a12 a13

0 1 0
a31 a32 a33

ª®®¬
The second row of Mφ is precisely (0 1 0) for this is the necessary and sufficient condition
for φ to fix the line Y � 0. Recall that Cλ is given by the following equation

fλ(X,Y,Z)+Yq+1
� 0

Once φ−1 is an automorphism of Cλ it must leave the above equation unchanged, so
that we must have

fλ(X,Y,Z) � fλ(a11X + a12Y+ a13Z,Y, a31X + a32Y+ a33Z) (3.71)

The following table shows the coefficients of each variable, X, Y and Z, for each linear
factor of fλ(X,Y,Z); the first line corresponds to the linear factor Z, the second line to
the linear factor X and the third line corresponds to the linear factors X +λαY +α2Z,
for each α ∈ F×q .

Coeffs. of X Coeffs. of Y Coeffs. of Z

0 0 1

1 0 0

1 λα α2

The next table shows how each of the lines of the above one transforms after φ−1,
i.e., after X 7→ a11X + a12Y + a13Z, Y 7→ Y and Z 7→ a31X + a32Y + a33Z. In other words,
the following table is the same as the above one, but for the polynomial fλ(φ(X,Y,Z)).

Coeffs. of x Coeffs. of y Coeffs. of z

a31 a32 a33

a11 a12 a13

a11 +α2a31 a12 +λα+α2a32 a13 +α2a33

It is clear that in order for (3.71) to hold, the lines of the second table must be
a permutation of the lines of the first one (and possibly multiplied by some suitable
constants). We now go on to show that φmust be defined over Fq , i.e., that Mφ ∈ PGL(3, q).

Suppose that, for some α , β ∈ Fq , we had

(a11 +α
2a31)X + (a12 +λα+ a32α

2)Y+ (a13 +α
2a33)Z � rX (3.72)
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and
(a11 + β

2a31)X + (a12 +λβ+ a32β
2)Y+ (a13 + β

2a33)Z � sZ (3.73)

where r and s ∈ k×, i.e., φ takes the line X +λαY+α2Z � 0 to the line X � 0 and the line
X +λβY+ β2Z � 0 to the line Z � 0. We will call any such φ an automorphism of type one.
Note that our assumptions do not contemplate the case where a31X + a32Y+ a33Z � rX
(φ takes the line Z � 0 to the line X � 0) or a31X + a32Y + a33Z � sZ (φ fixes the line
Z � 0). These cases will be considered later on. The above equations (3.72) and (3.73)
may be rewritten, respectively, as

a11 +α2a31 � r
a12 +λα+α2a32 � 0

a13 +α2a33 � 0

and 
a11 + β2a31 � 0

a12 +λβ+ β2a32 � 0
a13 + β2a33 � s

which give, for their turn, the following

a11 � β2r/(α+ β)2
a12 � λαβ/(α+ β)
a13 � α2s/(α+ β)2
a31 � r/(α+ β)2
a32 � λ/(α+ β)
a33 � s/(α+ β)2

(3.74)

We then have, using the data listed in (3.74), that

fλ(a11X + a12Y+ a13Z,Y, a31X + a32Y+ a33Z) �

rX · sZ ·
∏
γ,α,β

( [
r(β+γ)2
(α+ β)2

]
X +

[
λ(α+γ)(β+γ)
(α+ β)

]
Y+

[
s(α+γ)2
(α+ β)2

]
Z
)
· `∞

rq−1sXZ · ©«
∏
γ,α,β

(β+γ)2
(α+ β)2

ª®¬ ·
∏
γ,α,β

(
X +

[
λ(α+ β)(α+γ)

r(β+γ)

]
Y+

[
s(α+γ)2
r(β+γ)2

]
Z
)
· `∞

(3.75)

The factor `∞ in the above expressions is

`∞
def
�

r
(α+ β)2 X +

λ

(α+ β)Y+
s

(α+ β)2 Z

which comes from the factor Z in fλ(X,Y,Z). The product
∏
γ,α,β

(β+γ)2
(α+β)2 is simply∏

δ∈F×q \{1} δ, which is 1. Substituting these into (3.75), we are then left with

fλ(a11X + a12Y+ a13Z,Y, a31X + a32Y+ a33Z) �
rqs
(α+ β)2 XZ ·

∏
γ,α,β

(
X +

[
λ(α+ β)(α+γ)

r(β+γ)

]
Y+

[
s(α+γ)2
r(β+γ)2

]
Z
)
·
(
X +

λ(α+ β)
r

Y+
s
r

Z
)
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So, in order for (3.71) to hold, we must have

rqs
(α+ β)2 � 1 (3.76)

and
(α+ β)2(α+γ)2

r2(β+γ)2 �
s(α+γ)2
r(β+γ)2 ⇒ rs � (α+ β)2 (3.77)

Finally, (3.76) and (3.77) leads us to conclude that rq−1 � 1, i.e., r ∈ F×q and, consequently,
that (α+ β)2/r � s ∈ F×q also. And this shows that the automorphism (of type one) φ is
in PGL(3, q). The analysis of the other two kinds of automorphisms, namely those that
satisfy

1. a31X+ a32Y+ a33Z � rX and (a11+α2a31)X+ (a12+λα+α2a32)Y+ (a13+α2a33)Z �

sZ, which will be called automorphisms of type two, and

2. a31X+ a32Y+ a33Z � sZ and (a11 +α2a31)X+ (a12 +λα+α2a32)Y+ (a13 +α2a33)Z �

rX, which will be called automorphisms of type three,

for some α ∈ Fq and r, s ∈ k×, are completely analogous to the previous one and lead us
to conclude also that r and s ∈ F×q and r � s−1. So we have shown that any automorphism
of Cλ, for any λ ∈ F×q is defined over Fq .

Let us explicitly write the matrices associated with the automorphisms of Cλ of
each type. We will denote the set of automorphisms of type one by Tλ,1, and analogously
for the other types. Thus, we have

Tλ,1 �


©«

β2r
(α+β)2

λαβ
(α+β)

α2

r
0 1 0
r

(α+β)2
λ
(α+β)

1
r

ª®®¬ | r ∈ F×q , α , β ∈ Fq


Tλ,2 �

©«
α2r λα 1

r
0 1 0
r 0 0

ª®¬ | r ∈ F×q , α ∈ Fq


Tλ,3 �

©«
r λα α2

r
0 1 0
0 0 1

r

ª®¬ | r ∈ F×q , α ∈ Fq


Note that the matrices of Tλ,3 can be decomposed, for r , 1 as

©«
r λα α2r−1

0 1 0
0 0 r−1

ª®®¬ �
©«

r 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 r−1

ª®®¬ ·
©«

1 λαr−1 (αr−1)2

0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬ (3.78)
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The rightmost matrices in (3.78) are exactly those that make up the Galois group at the
Galois point P � (1 : 0 : 0). The matrices in the middle of (3.78) all have order q−1, as
r ∈ F×q , and they fix the Galois points P � (1 : 0 : 0) and Q � (0 : 0 : 1) and permute the
other q−1 Galois points cyclically. We will denote the set constituted by them as Cq−1.
Note that the set Tλ,3 is the only one amongst the Tλ,i which is a subgroup.

Our analysis shows that any automorphism of Cλ is either an automorphism of
type one, two or three. The converse, which states that any automorphism of type one,
two or three is an automorphism of Cλ, is clearly true. Notice that the automorphisms
of type one, two and three are pairwise distinct: no automorphism of type one is of
type two or three, none of type two is of type one or three and none of type three is of
type one or two. Any automorphism of type two or three is determined by r ∈ F×q and
α ∈ Fq , so there are (q−1)q automorphisms of type two and (q−1)q of type three. For
those of type one, they are determined by r ∈ F×q and α, β ∈ Fq , with α , β. So there are
(q−1)q(q−1) automorphisms of type one. Therefore, the full group of automorphisms
of Cλ has cardinality (q−1)q+ (q−1)q+ q(q−1)(q−1) � (q+1)q(q−1). Remind that any
automorphism of Cλ fixes the line Y � 0. The projective transformations in PGL(3, q)
that fix a line form a subgroup of PGL(3, q) isomorphic to PGL(2, q) (the group of
automorphisms of a projective line that are defined over Fq). Noting that the cardinality
of PGL(2, q) is (q +1)q(q−1), we can conclude that the full automorphism group of Cλ

is isomorphic to PGL(2, q), “realized” as the group of automorphisms of the line Y � 0
acting on the set of its Fq-rational points, and whose structure is well known. We are
now in a position to prove the following (cf. (FUKASAWA, 2013, Lemma 7))

Proposition 16. If λ and λ′ ∈ F×q with λ , λ′, then Cλ is not projectively equivalent to
Cλ′.

Proof. Suppose there was a projective transformation ψ taking Cλ to Cλ′. Then, as ψ
preserves Galois points, and as the Galois points of both Cλ and Cλ′ are the Fq-rational
points of the line Y � 0, we see that ψ should permute these points. The equation of Cλ

may be written, after a projective transformation that does not affect the positions of the
inner Galois points at all, as (cf. (3.57), (3.66) and also Proposition 15)

Z
∏
α∈Fq

(X +αY+α2Z)+λ−2Yq+1
� 0 (3.79)

From (3.79) above, it is readily seen that the tangent line to the inner point Pα � (α2 : 0 : 1)
is X +αY+α2Z � 0, which does not depend on λ (the tangent line to P � P1 � (1 : 0 : 0)
is still given by Z � 0). Indeed, the line X + αY + α2Z � 0 intersects Cλ only at Pα,
henceforth it must be its tangent line. In other words: for any λ, the Galois points
for Cλ as well as their tangent lines are the same geometric objects in P2. Therefore,
the projective transformation ψ also permutes these lines. Let R def

� (1 : 0 : 1). Suppose
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ψ(P1) � Pi for some i , 1. Take j ∈ {1, . . . , d} \ {1, i} and σ ∈ GP j (Cλ′), where GP j (Cλ′)
denotes the group associated to the Galois point P j with respect to the curve Cλ′, such
that σ(Pi) � P1 (such σ exists for the action of GP j (Cλ′) in ∆(Cλ′) \ {P j} is transitive).
Consider the projective transformation σ◦ψ. It is also a projective transformation taking
Cλ to Cλ′ since σ is an automorphism of Cλ′; however, this new transformation fixes
the point P1 since σ ◦ψ(P1) � σ(Pi) � P1. Thus, the existence of ψ : Cλ→ Cλ′ implies
the existence of ψ1 : Cλ→ Cλ′ fixing P1 � P. Suppose now that ψ1(Q) � Pl for some Pl

distinct from Q (and from P, obviously). It then exists η ∈ GP(Cλ′) such that η(Pl) � Q,
again because GP(Cλ′) acts transitively on the set ∆(Cλ′), from which both Pl and Q
are elements. Taking ψ2 to be η ◦ψ1, we once more conclude that the existence of
ψ : Cλ→ Cλ′ implies the existence of ψ2 : Cλ→ Cλ′ fixing both P and Q. Finally, we
suppose ψ2(R) � Ps , with Ps , R, P and Q. To repeat what we did in the preceding lines,
we need an automorphism γ of Cλ′ fixing both P and Q and taking Ps to R. This γ we
seek is to be found in the group Cq−1 (cf.the paragraph immediately following (3.78)).
Thus, considering ψ3

def
� γ◦ψ2, we can finally conclude that the existence of ψ : Cλ→ Cλ′

implies the existence of ψ3 : Cλ→ Cλ′ fixing the three points P, Q and R. By what we
saw some lines above, ψ3 also fixes the tangent lines TPC, TQC and TRC, from which
it follows that the points A def

� (0 : 1 : 0) � TPC∩TQC and B � (1 : 1 : 0) � TPC∩TRC are
also fixed by ψ3. Let Mψ3 ∈ PGL(3, k) be a matrix representing ψ3. From the fact that ψ3

fixes P, Q and A, it follows that

Mψ3 �
©«

s1 0 0
0 s2 0
0 0 s3

ª®®¬
for some si ∈ k×. From the fact that ψ3 fixes B, it follows that s1 � s2, and, finally, from
it fixing R it follows that s1 � s3. Therefore ψ3 � id and, consequently, the existence of
ψ : Cλ→ Cλ′ implies that Cλ � Cλ′. But then, from (3.79) it follows that λ � λ′; and the
proof is finished.

�

We now compute the Hasse-Witt invariant, also known as p-rank, of Cλ; we will
denote the Hasse-Witt invariant of a curve C by γ(C). To this end, we will make use of
the Deuring-Shafarevich formula (cf. (HIRSCHFELD; KORCHMáROS; TORRES, 2013,
Theorem 11.62) and also (NAKAJIMA, 1987, Equation 2.2)), which can be thought of as
being to the p-rank the same that the Hurwitz genus formula is to the genus. In order
to use such formula, we need to identify which points of Cλ are ramified with respect
to the map πP ; the ramification index of R ∈ Cλ will be denoted, as usual, by eR. The
point P itself is totally ramified, so that we have eP � degπP � d−1 � q. It is also known
that the line `(λβ,β2) : λY+ βZ � 0 is the tangent line to Cλ at any R ∈ Cλ∩ `(λβ,β2), where
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R , P, hence any of these points is ramified with respect to πP , and its ramification
index equals the order of contact IR(Cλ∩ `(λβ,β2)) (cf. Lemma 5). The ramification index
is also equal to q/|o(R)|, where o(R) denotes the orbit of R by the action of GP , i.e.,
o(R) � (Cλ ∩PR) \ {P}. Thus, to compute the ramification index, we can compute the
size of the orbits, which is equivalent to us computing the number of distinct solutions,
in x, of gλ(x , β/λ,1) � 0 for a fixed β ∈ F×q (just take a parametrization for the line `(λβ,β2)
and substitute it in the equation of Cλ, which is, by definition, gλ � 0). The equation
g(x , β/λ,1) � 0 gives us

x ·
∏
α,0
(x +α(α+ β))+ β2/λ2

� 0 (3.80)

Consider the map

Tβ :

{
Fq → Fq

α 7→ α(α+ β)

Tβ is easily seen to be F2-linear (remind the Freshman’s dream), whose kernel, which
consists of {0, β} only, has dimension 1. The rank-nullity theorem then gives n−1 for
the dimension of its image, so that #Im(ψ) � q/2. From this it follows that the number
of distinct solutions, in x, of (3.80) is q/2; therefore, the ramification index for any of the
points in Cλ∩`(λα,α2) is exactly 2. Recall that, for α , β, it holds that `(λα,α2)∩`(λβ,β2) � {P},
from which it follows that the sets C∩ `(λα,α2) \ {P} and C∩ `(λβ,β2) \ {P} are disjoint.
The Deuring-Shafarevich formula then gives

γ(Cλ)−1 � |GP | · (γ(P1)−1)+
∑

R∈Cλ

(eR −1) (3.81)

Replacing |GP | � q, γ(P1) � 0 and

∑
R∈Cλ

(eR −1) ≥ (q−1)+
∑
α∈F×q

q/2∑
i�1
(2−1) � (q−1)+

q(q−1)
2

(3.82)

in (3.81) we obtain

γCλ ≥
q(q−1)

2
(3.83)

But the genus g(Cλ) of Cλ is exactly q(q − 1)/2, once Cλ is non-singular, and it is
known that for any curve C it holds that 0 ≤ γ(Cλ) ≤ g(Cλ). This and (3.83) lead us to
conclude that γ(Cλ) � g(Cλ), i.e., the curves Cλ are all ordinary (cf. (HIRSCHFELD;
KORCHMáROS; TORRES, 2013, Definition 11.87)). This also implies that the inequality
in (3.82) is actually an equality, therefore the set of ramified points with respect to the
map πP is precisely the set of points Cλ∩ `(λα,α2) for every α ∈ F×q .

Below, we state all that was done in this section.
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Proposition 17. For the curves Cλ as in Proposition 15, it holds that Aut(Cλ) ' PGL(2, q)
and γ(Cλ) � q(q−1)/2 � g(Cλ).

It is worth noting, en passant, that the size of the automorphisms group of Cλ

grows like g(C)3/2; henceforth, the Hurwitz bound Aut(C) ≤ 84(g(C)−1) does not hold
for no one of the Cλ (provided that q ≥ 64). However their “ordinariness” implies that it
holds Aut(Cλ) ≤ 84g(C)(g(C)−1) (cf. (HIRSCHFELD; KORCHMáROS; TORRES, 2013,
Theorem 11.88) and also (NAKAJIMA, 1987)).

3.3.4 Complete classification of “2-Galois maximal” curves

What we call by “2-Galois maximal” curves are the curves in item 2 of Propo-
sition 10 for which δ(C) � d. In subsection 3.3.2, we exhibited a family of curves of
degree q +1, for every q � 2n ≥ 4, in which each curve of the family is 2-Galois maximal
(cf. Proposition 15). Our objective now is to show that any 2-Galois maximal curve is
projectively equivalent to a curve “almost like” one in that family. More precisely, it
will be shown that for any 2-Galois maximal curve C of degree q +1, C is projectively
equivalent to Cλ, not for some λ ∈ F×q \ {1}, but rather for some λ ∈ k× such that λ is not
a (q +1)-th root of 1.

So let C be a 2-Galois maximal curve. Lemma 8 states that C is projectively
equivalent to the curve given by

Z
∏

(α,β)∈GP

(X +αY+ βZ)+Yq+1
� 0 (3.84)

where the group GP is elementary abelian of order q and exponent 2, and where two of
the inner Galois points are P � (1 : 0 : 0) and P0 � (0 : 0 : 1). The set ∆(C) \ {P} is given
by the points Pβ � (β : 0 : 1) for each β such that (α, β) is in GP : these are precisely the
points in the intersection C∩PP0 that are contained in the affine chart Z � 1 (recall that,
by Proposition 11, all inner Galois points are collinear). From this, we can see that all β’s
are pairwise distinct: if not, there would not be exactly q Galois points apart from P (cf.
the discussion at page 78). We will denote P0 by Q.

Let β , 0. The Galois group at Pβ, GPβ , acts transitively on the set ∆(C) \ {Pβ}.
In particular, once β , 0, there will be an automorphism φβ ∈ GPβ (which is also an
automorphism of C) such that φβ(P)� Q. But since all automorphisms of GPβ have order
two (because the groups GPβ have exponent two) we also have that P � φ−1

β (Q) � φβ(Q).
So if we have the knowledge of φβ, we can obtain valuable informations about the α’s
and β’s (the ones appearing in the matrices corresponding to GP) once we must have

Z
∏

(α,β)∈GP

(X +αY+ βZ)+Yq+1
� φβ

©«Z
∏

(α,β)∈GP

(X +αY+ βZ)+Yq+1ª®¬ (3.85)
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Before we begin our search for the automorphisms φβ, let us point out a few other
things. Looking carefully at what we did in section 3.3 (before stating Lemma 8), we see
that we can change the roles of P � (1 : 0 : 0) and Q � (0 : 0 : 1) and conclude that C is
also given by the following equation

X
∏

(µ,ν)∈GQ

(Z+µY+ νX)+Yq+1
� 0 (3.86)

where, again, the group GQ is elementary abelian of order q and exponent 2. But then,
as (3.84) and (3.86) are two equations for the same curve C, we are led to conclude that

Z
∏

(α,β)∈GP

(X +αY+ βZ)+Yq+1
� c · ©«X

∏
(µ,ν)∈GQ

(Z+µY+ νX)+Yq+1ª®¬ (3.87)

for some c ∈ k×. Comparing the coefficients of the monomial Yq+1 on both sides of (3.87),
we see that it must be c � 1. Finally, (3.87) leads to the following∏

(α,β),(0,0)
(X +αY+ βZ) �

(∏
ν,0

ν

) ∏
(µ,ν),(0,0)

(X +µν−1Y+ ν−1Z)

Thus,
∏
ν,0 ν must equal 1, and the sets

GP and {(µν−1, ν−1) | (µ, ν) ∈ GQ \ {(0,0)}}∪ {(0,0)} (3.88)

must be the same group. Swapping X and Z in the preceding considerations, we can
also conclude that

∏
β,0 β must equal 1 and that the sets

GQ and {(αβ−1, β−1) | (α, β) ∈ GQ \ {(0,0)}}∪ {(0,0)} (3.89)

must be the same group as well. If we knew the involution X 7→ Z, Y 7→ Y and Z 7→ X
was an automorphism of C, the previous conditions related to (3.88) and (3.89) would
be exactly the change condition of subsection 3.3.2 (cf. (3.61)).

Now we find the automorphisms φβ, for β , 0. From (3.84), it is easy to see
that the tangent line at Pβ � (β : 0 : 1) is given by TPβC : X + αY + βZ � 0. Indeed, the
line `β : X +αY + βZ � 0 contains Pβ and is such that C∩ `β � {Pβ}, so that it must be
`β � TPβC. The Galois group GPβ is known to satisfy the following

1. it fixes the line Y � 0 (the line passing through all Galois points);

2. it fixes the point Pβ;

3. it fixes the tangent line TPβC : X +αY+ βZ � 0;

4. every one of its elements has order two;
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We also know, once C is non-singular of degree ≥ 4, that all its automorphisms are given
by projective transformations. Let, then, φ ∈ GPβ be such that its matrix representation
in PGL(3, k) is

φ �
©«
φ11 φ12 φ13

φ21 φ22 φ23

φ31 φ32 φ33

ª®®¬
From item 1 above, we conclude that φ21 � 0 � φ23: the line φ21X +φ22Y+φ23Z � 0 has
to be the line Y � 0. Now item 2 tells us that©«

φ11 φ12 φ13

0 φ22 0
φ31 φ32 φ33

ª®®¬
©«
β

0
1

ª®®¬ �
©«
φ11β+φ13

0
φ31β+φ33

ª®®¬ must be equal to
©«
λβ

0
λ

ª®®¬
for some λ , 0. Hence, φ13 � β(φ11 +λ) and φ31 � β−1(φ33 +λ). Using now item 3, we
obtain that the linear form

φ(X +αY+ βZ) � (φ11 +φ33 +λ)X + (φ12 +αφ22 + βφ32)Y+ β(φ11 +φ33 +λ)Z

has to be the linear form sX+ sαY+ sβZ, for some s , 0; this implies that s � φ11+φ33+

λ , 0 and
φ12 +αφ22 + βφ32 � α(φ11 +φ33 +λ) (3.90)

Finally, from item 4 we infer that the matrix

φ2
�

©«
φ11 φ12 β(φ11 +λ)
0 φ22 0

β−1(φ33 +λ) φ32 φ33

ª®®¬
©«

φ11 φ12 β(φ11 +λ)
0 φ22 0

β−1(φ33 +λ) φ32 φ33

ª®®¬ �©«
φ2

11 + (φ11 +λ)(φ33 +λ) φ12(φ11 +φ22)+ βφ32(φ11 +λ) β(φ11 +λ)(φ11 +φ33)
0 φ2

22 0
β−1(φ33 +λ)(φ11 +φ33) φ32(φ22 +φ33)+ β−1φ12(φ33 +λ) φ2

33 + (φ11 +λ)(φ33 +λ)

ª®®¬
must be equal to some non-zero multiple of the identity matrix, say ω · Id. Comparing
the elements in the diagonal, we obtain

φ2
11 + (φ11 +λ)(φ33 +λ) � φ2

33 + (φ11 +λ)(φ33 +λ) { φ2
11 � φ

2
33 { φ11 � φ33

and then,
φ2

22 � φ
2
11 + (φ11 +λ)(φ33 +λ) � λ2 { φ22 � λ

Substituting φ11 � φ33 and φ22 � λ in (3.90), we obtain φ12 � βφ32. Therefore we have
φ2 � λ2Id. Since all matrices under consideration are in PGL(3, k), we may take λ to be
1, and if we denote φ11 � a and φ32 � b for some a , b ∈ k, we can finally infer that GPβ

consists of automorphisms whose matrix representation have the following form

〈a , b〉 def
�

©«
a βb β(a +1)
0 1 0

β−1(a +1) b a

ª®®¬
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Notice that these matrices are closed under taking products: 〈a , b〉 · 〈a′, b′〉 � 〈a + a′+
1, b + b′〉 and that 〈1,0〉 � Id. We note also that

(γ : 0 : 1)
〈a ,b〉
7→ (a(β+γ)+ β : 0 : γβ−1(a +1)+ a) (3.91)

i.e., the image of the Galois point Pγ by 〈a , b〉 does not depend on the second coordinate
of the pair (a , b). Once GPβ , whose order is q, must act transitively on the set ∆(C) \ {Pβ},
which has cardinality q, we conclude that all numbers appearing as first coordinates of
〈a , b〉 must be distinct.

From (3.91) we see that the automorphism in GPβ that takes P to Q and Q to P
corresponds to 〈0, b〉, for some appropriate b. But this same automorphism must also
swap the tangent lines TPC : Z � 0 and TQC : X � 0. But 〈0, b〉 takes the line Z � 0 to the
line β−1X + bY � 0, and so in order for 〈0, b〉 to take TPC to TQC, we must have b � 0 as
well.

Summing up, the automorphism φβ we were searching for is given by the
following matrix.

φβ �
©«

0 0 β

0 1 0
β−1 0 0

ª®®¬
For every β , 0 the equation of the curve must be invariant by the above automorphism,
which maps X 7→ βZ, Y 7→ Y and Z 7→ β−1X. Substituting this into (3.85) we get:∏

(α,γ),(0,0)
(x +αy +γz) �

∏
(α,γ),(0,0)

(β−1γx +αy + βz)

(β−1)q−1 ©«
∏
γ,0

γ
ª®¬

∏
(α,γ),(0,0)

(x +αβγ−1 y + β2γ−1z)
(3.92)

As we saw earlier,
∏
γ,0 γ � 1, so we conclude that (β−1)q−1 � 1, which implies, for its

turn, that β ∈ F×q . Consequently, the inner Galois points are precisely the Fq-rational
points of the line Y � 0. From (3.92) it also follows that

(α, γ) ∈ GP \ {(0,0)} ⇔ (αβγ−1, β2γ−1) ∈ GP \ {(0,0)} ∀β ∈ F×q (3.93)

The condition in (3.93) is somehow a strengthened version of the previous change
condition (cf. (3.61)): for β � 1, (3.93) is precisely the change condition (3.61), which is
equivalent to say that the involution X 7→ Z, Y 7→ Y and Z 7→ X is an automorphism
of C. Now that we know that the elements appearing as second coordinates of the
automorphisms (α, γ) ∈ GP span all of Fq , we can take γ to be 1 and vary β ∈ Fq in (3.93)
to conclude that the group is given exactly by {(αβ, β2) | β ∈ Fq}. We must have α , 0,
otherwise we would get the Hermitian curve. The curve C we thus obtained, and which
we will denote by Cα is just like the curves Cλ we studied in subsection 3.3.2: the only
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difference is that it does not necessarily hold that α ∈ Fq . The expression given back then
by (3.62) still holds for the more general λ ∈ k×. (3.66) in the current context reads:

Cα : (α−1)2n+1 y2n+1
+ x2n

+

n−1∑
i�1

y2n−2n−i+1+1x2n−i
+ (y2n−1

+1)x � 0 (3.94)

Repeating the analysis of singularity conditions we did for Cλ (the one following (3.66)),
but now using (3.94) instead (the only difference will come from λ−2 being replaced by
(α−1)q+1), we obtain that in order for Cα to be non-singular it is necessary and sufficient
that (α−1)q+1 , 1 (cf. (3.70)). In other words: α cannot be a (q + 1)-th root of 1. Let us
denote the group of (q +1)-th roots of 1 by µq+1. Proposition 17 still holds under the
present conditions, the only difference is the following: once α ∈ Fq is not necessarily
true, the automorphisms of Cα will not necessarily be defined over Fq ; nonetheless,
these automorphisms will be given exactly by the sets Tα,1, Tα,2 and Tα,3 as in page 85.
Also, Proposition 16 still holds for α and α′ ∈ k \µq+1 with α , α′. Their proofs need no
modification. Finally, the argument, given before the statement of Proposition 15, used
to show that Cλ is not projectively equivalent to the Hermitian curve can also be used to
show the same for Cα.

All this being said, we can state the complete classification of 2-Galois maximal
curves as below.

Theorem 6. Let C be a 2-Galois maximal curve of degree q +1. Then C is projectively
equivalent to the curve given by

Cα : Z
∏
s∈Fq

(X +αsY+ s2Z)+Yq+1
� 0

for some α ∈ k× that is not a (q + 1)-th root of 1. The converse also holds. Moreover,
we have that Aut(Cα) ' PGL(2, q) and also that Cα is an ordinary curve, i.e., its 2-rank
equals its genus (which equals q(q−1)/2).
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CHAPTER

4
EXTENDABLE POINTS FOR SINGULAR CURVES

In this last chapter we are going to consider extendable Galois points for singular
curves. Its contents are, in the author’s best knowledge, novel, i.e., nowhere to be found
in the literature at the time this thesis was submitted. The condition of the point being
extendable is essential for us to make use of Theorem 3, which not only characterizes
the equation of the curve but also gives the structure of the corresponding Galois group.

Throughout the chapter, we will say only Galois point instead of extendable
Galois point. As we will consider only outer points and non-singular inner points, we
maintain the notation used in Chapter 3 and denote the set of inner non-singular and
outer (extendable!) Galois points of C by ∆(C) and ∆′(C), and their cardinalities by δ(C)
and δ′(C), respectively.

For the case of outer points, which is to be studied the most, we will be able to
determine the set∆′(C)when degC . 0 mod p (cf. Theorem 7) and when degC is a power
of p (with p , 2; cf. Theorem 8). For inner non-singular points with degC . 1 mod p,
we will show that δ(C) ≤ 1 (cf. Theorem 9).

4.1 Outer points when d . 0 mod p

As the title of this section says, we will consider outer Galois points for curves of
degree d . 0 mod p, and, as usual, d ≥ 4. Let C be such a curve and P such a point; we
invoke Theorem 3 (item 1) to assume that C is given by the following equation

Xd
+Gd(Y,Z) � 0 (4.1)

and also that P � (1 : 0 : 0). Contrary to what happened entirely throughout Chapter 3,
the polynomial Gd can now have multiple roots. Actually, it must have multiple roots
in order for C to be singular. Indeed, considering the derivative of Xd +Gd(Y,Z)with
respect to X, we see that any singular point of C must be contained in the line X � 0.
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Making X � 0 in (4.1), it follows that any singular point (0 : y : z)must be a root of Gd ,
i.e., Gd(y , z) � 0. But the derivatives of Xd +Gd(Y,Z) with respect to Y and Z are simply
the derivatives of the polynomial Gd , with respect to the same variables. Summing up,
we conclude that any singular point S � (x : y : z) of the curve given by (4.1) must satisfy

• x � 0,

• Gd(y , z) � 0 and

• Gd ,Y(y , z) � 0 and Gd ,Z(y , z) � 0.

Therefore, S will give rise to a repeated root of Gd . The converse obviously holds true.

We write Gd(Y,Z) as a product of linear factors:

Gd(Y,Z) � `n1
Q1
· . . . · `ns

Qs
(4.2)

In the above, `Qi

def
� ziY− yiZ and Qi

def
� (0 : yi : zi), i � 1, . . . , s, are the roots of Gd(Y,Z).

We will also denote by `Qi the line given by `Qi � 0, since there is no way this can cause
confusion. Note that all lines `Qi pass through the point P � (1 : 0 : 0), and each one of
them, say `Q j , intercepts C at Q j with multiplicity IQ j (C∩ `Q j ) exactly d. The point Qi

will be a singular point of C if, and only if, the ni that appears in (4.2) is ≥ 2. Moreover,
if Qi is such a singular point, then it has only one tangent line: `Qi itself. By our initial
assumption, that which tells C is singular, there is at least one such point, which we set
to be Q1.

Suppose that C has another singular point, Q2, and also that C has another
outer Galois point R. For a suitable projective transformation, we may suppose that
R � (1 : 0 : 0) and that C has equation

Xd
+ G̃d(Y,Z) � 0

Once projective transformations take singular points to singular points, the same
considerations we made in the last paragraph are true for R in place of P. Consequently,
the tangent line (which we saw to be unique) at each singular point pass through R too.
As there are two distinct singular points, Q1 and Q2, whose tangent lines intersect the
curve only at them, their tangent lines are also distinct, and therefore R � `Q1 ∩ `Q2 � P.
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Q1 Q2

R � P

`Q1`Q2

C C

The considerations we just made are summarized in the following.

Lemma 9. If C has at least two singular points, then it has at most one outer Galois
point, i.e., δ′(C) ≤ 1.

From now on, let us assume that Q1 is the only singular point of C. Looking back
at (4.2), we see that it cannot be n1 � d: otherwise Gd(Y,Z) � `d

Q1
, from which it follows

that C would be reducible: Xd + `d
Q1

�
∏d−1

i�0 (X− ζi
dµ`Q1), where ζd is a primitive d-th

root of 1 and µd � −1. Therefore the multiplicity of Q1 satisfies 2 ≤ n1 ≤ d−1. The other
points Q2, . . . ,Qd−n1 are total flexes of C. As was observed before Lemma 9, any other
extendable outer point R , P for C must lie on the line `Q1 , and not on the line X � 0 since
`Q1 intersects X � 0 only at Q1. In other words: the coordinates of R must be (α : y? : z?),
for some α , 0. Hence, for σ � diag(ζd ,1,1) a generator of GP (cf. Theorem 3), we have
that σ(R) � (ζdα : y? : z?), σ2(R), . . . , σd−1(R) are d−1 distinct outer Galois points for C,
so that C has at least d +1 outer points: P∪ {σi(R) | i � 0, . . . , d −1} (cf. Proposition 1
and the proof of Proposition 6). All these points lie in the line `Q1 , i.e., they are collinear.
Recall that the multiplicity of Q1 is n1. For each of these d +1 extendable outer points,
there are d− n1 total flexes, and they are all distinct. Indeed, if there was a total flex Q
associated to the extendable outer points Pi and P j , as TQC contains both Pi and P j , we
see that TQC � PiP j � `Q1 . But `Q1 ∩C � {Q1}, the only singular point of C. This way,
we see that C has at least (d +1)(d− n1) total flexes.

Q1

P

σi(R)

`Q1

d− n1
total flexes
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Let us make the following additional hypothesis on the degree of the curve:
d−1 . 0 mod p (in particular p , 2, once we already assumed d . 0 mod p).

4.1.1 d . 1 mod p

We will show that the dual map of C is separable; from this it will follow that the
generic order of contact q(C) (cf. Definition 6) for C is 2, and therefore we will be able to
count the total flexes of C using (3.3), in the same way we did back in Chapter 3.

Remark 8. Actually, since we are dealing with singular curves, the most accurate form
of (3.3) and (3.9) that must be used is the following (cf. (FUKASAWA, 2007, Section 2)
and (STöHR; VOLOCH, 1986, p. 6))∑

P

IP(C∩TPC)− q(C) ≤ 3d + (q(C)+1)(2g(C)−2)

where g(C) denotes the genus of C and the sum in the left hand side is taken over
the non-singular points of C. If we replace g(C) ≤ (d−1)(d−2)/2, we recover and (3.9);
moreover, if q(C) � 2 we recover (3.3).

What we are now going to do is similar to what we did in the beginning of
subsection 3.2.3 (cf. also the end of subsection 3.2.2). First of all, we may suppose that
Q1 � (0 : 1 : 0) and Q2 � (0 : 0 : 1), and still maintain generality: for this it suffices to take
a suitable projective transformation. Under this assumption, we have that C has no
singular point in the affine chart Z , 0. Henceforth, the polynomial g(T) def

� Gd(T,1)
has no repeated roots (otherwise there would be a singular point with Z , 0; cf. the
beginning of this section). We may then write (4.1) locally as

xd
+ g(y) � 0 (4.3)

From (4.3) it follows that
dxd−1

+ g′(y)y′ � 0 (4.4)

Since Q2 is non-singular and TQ2 C � PQ2 : Y � 0, we have that x is a uniformizing
parameter at Q2. In particular, x, and consequently xd−1 too, is not zero. Since d . 0 mod p,
we have that dxd−1 , 0, and from (4.4) it follows that g′(y)y′ , 0, and, subsequently, that
g′(y) � 0. (4.4) then allows us to write

y′ � −dxd−1

g′(y) (4.5)

Differentiating one last time, we get from (4.4) (remind that we assumed d−1 . 0 mod p):

d(d−1)xd−2
+ g′′(y)(y′)2 + g′(y)y′′ � 0 (4.6)
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If it was y′′ � 0, then we would obtain from (4.6) and (4.5) (and also the equation of C,
(4.1))

(d−1)xd−2
� −

dg′′(y)x2d−2

(g′(y))2 { (d−1)g′(y)2 � g′′(y) · g(y) (4.7)

But (4.7) is telling that any root of g(T) is also a root of g′(T), or, in other words, that g(T)
has repeated roots, a contradiction to what was formerly observed. Thus, y′′ , 0, which
implies that the dual map of C is separable, which for its turn implies that q(C) � 2.

Using the fact that C has at least (d +1)(d− n1) total flexes, (3.3) gives

(d +1)(d− n1)(d−2) ≤ 3d(d−2) { (d +1)(d− n1) ≤ 3d (4.8)

Since 2 ≤ n2 ≤ d−1, in order for (4.8) to hold, it must be n1 � d−1 or n1 � d−2. We will
show that in both cases we get a contradiction with the number of total flexes that the
curves in either case can have, therefore concluding that C cannot have more than one
outer Galois point.

We begin with n1 � d−1. In this case s � 2 and there is no loss in generality in
assuming that Q1 � (0 : 0 : 1) (this is a bit different from what we supposed a few lines
above), so that `Q1 � Y, and that Q2 � (0 : 1 : 0), so that `Q2 � Z; in other words: we may
suppose, without losing generality, that C has equation Xd +Yd−1Z � 0. Our analysis
shows that there are at least (d+1)(d−(d−1)) � d+1 ≥ 5 total flexes. We will show that,
actually, the curve Xd +Yd−1Z � 0 has only one total flex, namely Q2. Indeed, the point
Q2 is a total flex and lies in the line Z � 0, which is its tangent line; hence, if there are
any other flexes, they must lie on the affine chart Z , 0. We will denote by f (x , y) the
dehomogenization of Xd +Yd−1Z, i.e., f (x , y) def

� xd + yd−1. The equation for the Hessian
curve of C in the affine chart Z , 0 reads:

(d−1) fx( fx y fy − fy y fx)− (d−1) fy( fxx fy − fyx fx)+ d f ( fxx fy y − fx y fyx) � 0 (4.9)

Once f (x , y) � xd + yd−1, the mixed derivatives, fx y � fyx , vanish. If we are looking for
flexes (and/or singular points) for the curve C, we can also make f � 0 in (4.9). After
doing so we are left with

fxx f 2
y + fy y f 2

x � 0 and f � 0

We list the derivatives we are going to use below.

• fx � dxd−1 { f 2
x � d2x2d−2

• fxx � d(d−1)xd−2

• fy � (d−1)yd−2 { f 2
y � (d−1)2 y2d−4

• fy y � (d−1)(d−2)yd−3
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Substituting these into fxx f 2
y + fy y f 2

x � 0 we get

d(d−1)3xd−2 y2d−4
+ d2(d−1)(d−2)x2d−2 yd−3

� 0 (4.10)

The two summands above share the factor xd−2 yd−3, and hence we can rewrite (4.10)
(we also cancel out the common constant d(d−1), which is, never too much to recall,
. 0 mod p)

xd−2 yd−3((d−1)2 yd−1
+ d(d−2)xd) � 0 (4.11)

Plugging x � 0 (resp. y � 0), (4.11) is satisfied; then, in order for f � xd + yd−1 to also
vanish, we must have y � 0 (resp. x � 0). This gives us the point Q1 � (0 : 0 : 1), which is
the only singular for C, and does not come into play, for we are accounting only flexes.
The only other possibility is, thus, (d−1)2 yd−1 + d(d−2)xd � 0 and f � 0, with x y , 0.
But (d−1)2 � d(d−2)+1, so that the factor inside parentheses in (4.11) is

d(d−2)(xd
+ yd−1)+ yd−1

� d(d−2) f + yd−1
� yd−1 , 0

which shows that C has no other flex than Q2. Next, we treat the case n1 � d−2. The
treatment is similar to the preceding one, only the computations are insignificantly more
complicated.

Now we have s � 3 and, as above, there is no loss in generality in supposing that
Q1 � (0 : 0 : 1), Q2 � (0 : 1 : 0). We write Q3

def
� (0 : −β : α), with αβ , 0. The curve C has,

therefore, the following equation: Xd +Yd−2Z(αY+ βZ) � 0; also, since n2 � d−2, C has
at least (d+1)(d−(d−2)) � 2d+2 ≥ 10 > 2 total flexes. Let us count the number of flexes
of C in the affine chart Y , 0, for the line Y � 0 intersects C only at the singular point Q1.
We will show that C has 2d +2 flexes but only 2 total flexes: Q2 and Q3. The equation of
C in the affine chart Y , 0 is

xd
+ z(α+ βz) � xd

+ βz2
+αz � 0 (4.12)

We now apply, to (4.12), the projective transformation given by the following matrix

T �

©«
1 0 0
0 α

2
√
β

√
β

0 1 0

ª®®®¬ ; note that T−1
�

©«
1 0 0
0 0 1
0 1√

β
− α

2β

ª®®®¬
to then get the (projectively equivalent) curve C′ given by the following (affine) equation

f (x , y) def
� xd

+ y2− α
2

4β
� 0 (4.13)

The points Qi are taken to the following

T(Q1) � (0 : 1 : 0)
T(Q2) � (0 : α/2

√
β : 1)

T(Q3) � (0 : −α/2
√
β : 1)
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Recall that T(Q1) is the only singular point of C′. Note also that, for `X : X � 0 and
UZ : Z , 0 we have C′∩ `X ∩UZ � {T(Q2),T(Q3)}, so that any other (i.e., other than
T(Q2) or T(Q3)) flex (x0 : y0 : 1) for C′ will satisfy x0 , 0. Indeed, the fxx f 2

y + fy y f 2
x � 0

equation for C′ reads (cf. (4.13))

2dxd−2(dxd
+2(d−1)y2) � 0 (4.14)

The solutions to equations (4.13) and (4.14) corresponding to x � 0 give the points T(Q2)
and T(Q3). There are no solutions with y � 0 and x , 0, and there are 2d solutions with
x y , 0. Take one of these latter solutions, say P0

def
� (x0 : y0 : 1)with x0 y0 , 0. The tangent

line to C′ at P0 is given by

dxd−1
0 (x− x0)+2y0(y− y0) � 0

and is parametrized as {
x � 2yo t + x0

y � −dxd−1
0 t + y0

t ∈ k (4.15)

Substituting the parametrization (4.15) into (4.13) we obtain

QP0(t)
def
� (2y0t + x0)d + (−dxd−1

0 t + y0)2−
α2

4β
� 0

The highest power of t dividing QP0(t) is exactly the order of contact IP0(C′∩TP0 C′). It
then suffices to show that this order of contact is less than d in order to show that P0 is
not a total flex. The constant term of QP0(t) is xd

0 + y2
0 −α2/4β, which vanishes because

P0 ∈ C′. The coefficient multiplying the monomial t is:(
d

d−1

)
2y0xd−1

0 −2dxd−1
0 y0

which, again, vanishes, meaning simply that P0 ∈ TP0 C′. For the coefficient multiplying
the monomial t2, it is given by:(

d
d−2

)
4y2

0xd−2
0 + d2x2d−2

0 � 2d(d−1)y2
0xd−2

0 + d2x2d−2
0 � dxd−2

0 (2(d−1)y2
0 + dxd

0 )

and the factor 2(d−1)y2
0 + dxd

0 vanishes once P0 is a flex (cf. (4.14)). Then, we can finally
write

QP0(t) �
d−3∑
i�0

(
d
i

)
(2y0)d−i x i

0 · t
d−i (4.16)

The coefficient corresponding to i � 1 in (4.16) is(
d
1

)
(2y0)d−1x0 � 2d−1dyd−1

0 x0 , 0
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because x0 y0 , 0 and d(d−1) . 0 mod p (recall that this last condition implies that p , 2).
But this implies that the highest power of t diving QP0(t) is ≤ d−1 and ≥ 3, so that P0 is
a flex but not a total one. And we are done.

In the sequence, we consider the remaining, and far more delicate, case where
d ≡ 1 mod p.

4.1.2 d ≡ 1 mod p and p , 2

The reader may want to check (HIRSCHFELD; KORCHMáROS; TORRES, 2013,
Equation 1.8 and Remark 1.37) for some pertinent remarks concerning the Hessian curve
for curves whose degree is ≡ 1 mod p, and for curves in characteristic 2, whence the
usual second derivatives have to be replaced with the Hasse second derivatives. We do
not consider p � 2 until subsection 4.1.3.

Let us take some steps back and look again at (4.6). With d ≡ 1 mod p and p , 2,
it becomes

g′′(y)(y′)2 + g′(y)y′′ � 0 (4.17)

The things that were said between (4.4) and (4.5) can be said in the present scenario
with the exact same words used there; in particular we have g′(y) , 0. However, it is
not possible now to infer that y′′ , 0 from (4.17): it could well be the case that g′′(y) � 0
(if p � 2 this is always the case). But suppose, for the moment, that it is y′′ , 0, i.e.,
that C has finitely many flexes. Then, (4.8) would again be valid and, consequently,
we would have n1 � d − 1 or n1 � d − 2. If n1 � d − 1, C would again be given by
Xd +Zd−1Y � 0. But for this curve, it cannot be made more clear to see that it holds
g′′(y) � 0, i.e., that y′′ � 0, which is contrary to our assumption. Hence n1 cannot be d−1.
If n1 � d−2, C is given by Xd +Zd−2Y(Y+ cZ) � 0, for some c , 0, so that g(y) � y2+ c y.
The condition g′′(y) , 0, which is equivalent to y′′ , 0, is trivially satisfied, since p , 2.
Letting f (x , y) � xd + y2 + c y, the mixed derivative fx y still vanishes and the equation
fxx f 2

y + fy y f 2
x � 0 simplifies to fy y f 2

x � 0 ( fxx vanishes because d−1 ≡ 0 mod p), which
is

2d2x2(d−1)
� 0 (4.18)

From (4.18), it follows that any flex of C must be contained on the line X � 0; replacing
this into f (x , y) � 0, we obtain y(y + c) � 0, an equation admitting only two roots. Thus,
C has only two flexes. But, if C was to have at least two outer Galois points, it would
have at least (d +1)(d− n1) � 2(d +1) ≥ 10 > 2 total flexes. This shows, therefore, that if
d ≡ 1 mod p and y′′ , 0 (and p , 2), C cannot have more than one outer Galois point.

Suppose now that y′′ � 0, i.e., that C has infinitely many flexes. Since y′′ � 0 is
equivalent to g′′(y) � 0 (cf. (4.17)), we can “integrate” this latter equation and obtain
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(recall that g is a polynomial)

g′(y) � a(yp) � a(y)p (4.19)

for some polynomial a(T) ∈ k[T]. Integrating once more, (4.19) gives

g(y) � a(y)p · y + b(y)p (4.20)

for some other polynomial b(T) ∈ k[T]. (4.20) therefore allows us to write

xsp+1
+ a(y)p y + b(y)p � 0 (4.21)

for the (affine) equation of C, where s ≥ 1. We need not worry about the points contained
in the line Z � 0, for they reduce to the single singular point Q1 (remind what point
we assumed Q1 to be when we started the computations in (4.3): it was assumed to be
(0 : 1 : 0)). Now we show that the curve given by (4.21) has no total flexes outside the
line X � 0, which is a sufficient condition for us to conclude that C has at most one outer
Galois point. First of all, notice that in order for Q1 to be a singular point, which it is, it
is necessary that deg ap � p ·deg a < sp and deg bp � p ·deg b < sp. From this, it follows
the following: there is no monomial of degree sp in a(y)p · y + b(y)p .

Take a point P0 � (x0 : y0 : 1)with x0 , 0. Its tangent line, TP0 C is given by

TP0 C : xsp
0 (x− x0)+ a(y0)p(y− y0) � 0 (4.22)

Suppose a(y0) � 0. Then, from (4.22) we see that TP0 C reduces to x � x0, which has the
parametrization {

x � x0

y � t
t ∈ k (4.23)

Substitution of (4.23) into (4.21) gives

g0(t)
def
� xsp+1

0 + a(t)p t + b(y)p (4.24)

If P0 was to be a total flex, the polynomial g0(t) above would have t � y0 as its unique
root, whose multiplicity would have to be sp + 1, the degree of the curve. In other
words: if P0 is a total flex, we can write g0(t) � c(t − y0)sp+1 for some c ∈ k×. But then,
(4.24), together with the observation made above, would lead to a contradiction with
the degree of the polynomial (in the variable t) xsp+1

0 + a(t)p t + b(y)p that appears in its
right hand side. Therefore a(y0) , 0 must hold for P0 to be a total flex, and under these
circumstances TP0 C may now be parametrized as{

x � x0 + a(y0)p · t
y � y0− xsp

0 · t
t ∈ k (4.25)
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Substitution of (4.25) into (4.21) now gives

g0(t) � (x0 + a(y0)p t)sp+1
+ a(y0− xsp

0 t)p · (y0− xsp
0 t)+ b(y0− xsp

0 t)p (4.26)

Again, if P0 was to be a total flex, the polynomial g0(t) above would have t � 0 (notice
that this is the value of the parameter which corresponds to P0) as its unique root, with
multiplicity sp+1, the degree of the curve. In particular, the coefficient of the monomial
tsp in the polynomial in the right hand side of (4.26) would have to vanish. However, the
earlier observation implies that the only “contribution” for such coefficient comes from
the term (x0 + a(y0)p t)sp+1, and is exactly x0 · (a(y0)p)sp which is , 0 since both x0 , 0
and a(y0) , 0. Hence the only total flexes of the curve given by (4.21) are those in the
line X � 0, therefore this curve cannot have more than one outer Galois point.

And to characteristic two we are now going to.

4.1.3 d ≡ 1 mod p and p � 2

The “right way” to consider flexes for a curve with affine equation f (x , y) � 0
in characteristic 2 is using the following “modified” equation for the Hessian (cf.
(HIRSCHFELD; KORCHMáROS; TORRES, 2013, Equation 1.9)):

h̃(x , y) � f 2
xDy y f + f 2

yDxx f − fx fy fx y (4.27)

where Dy y f and Dxx f are the Hasse second derivatives of f with respect to y and
x, respectively; writing f (x , y) � ∑

i , j ai jX iY j they are given by (cf. (HIRSCHFELD;
KORCHMáROS; TORRES, 2013, Remark 1.37)):

Dy y f �
∑
i , j

ai j
j( j−1)

2
X iY j−2 and Dxx f �

∑
i , j

ai j
i(i−1)

2
X i−2Y j (4.28)

We will study h̃(x , y) for the curve given by (4.3), the curve that interest us. The
polynomial xd + g(y)will be denoted by f (x , y). For this curve, the mixed derivative fx y

still vanishes, so that (4.27) simplifies to

h̃(x , y) � f 2
xDy y f + f 2

yDxx f (4.29)

If h̃(x , y) is non-zero (as an element of k(C)), then C has finitely many flexes and we
may use equation (3.3) again to conclude that n1 � d−1 or n1 � d−2 (cf. also (4.8)). We
are now going to show that it is sufficient, for h̃ to be non-zero, thatDy y f be non-zero.
First of all, recall that g(y) is a separable polynomial, because Q1 � (0 : 1 : 0) is the
only singular point of C, and also that we assumed y | g(y), without loss of generality;
therefore we have g′(y) , 0. We will write g(y) � ∑d−n1

k�1 ak yk . Let us list the relevant
derivatives below
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• fx � dxd−1 { f 2
x � d2x2d−2

• Dxx f � d(d−1)
2 xd−2

• fy � g′(y): the usual derivative

• Dy y f �Dy y g �
∑

k ak
k(k−1)

2 yk−2

It is immediate to see that Dxx f vanishes if, and only if, d − 1 ≡ 0 mod 4 (recall that
d . 0 mod 2), andDy y f vanishes if, and only if, g has monomials of degree ≡ 0 mod 4
or ≡ 1 mod 4 only. IfDy y f , 0 andDxx f � 0, then (4.27) becomes

h̃(x , y) � f 2
xDy y f � d2x2d−2Dy y f

which is clearly non-zero. Suppose now that Dy y f , 0 and Dxx f , 0, but that h̃ � 0.
(4.27) would then give

d2x2d−2Dy y f + (g′(y))2d
d−1

2
xd−2

� 0{ dxd−2
(
dxdDy y f +

d−1
2
(g′(y))2

)
� 0 (4.30)

and since dxd−2 , 0, from (4.30) it follows, after the substitution xd � −g(y), that

dg(y)Dy y f �
d−1

2
(g′(y))2 (4.31)

But (4.31) tells that g and g′ have roots in common, which cannot happen. Therefore
h̃(x , y) , 0 also in this case. (4.8) may then be invoked again, from which again we
conclude that n1 � d−1 or n1 � d−2. If it was n1 � d−1, f (x , y) would be xd + y; but
in this case,Dy y f � 0. Hence, it must be n1 � d−2 and f (x , y) � xd + y2 + c y for some
c , 0. Here we haveDy y f � 1 and fy � c; hence h̃(x , y) is given by

dxd−2
(
dxd

+ c2 d−1
2

)
(4.32)

If d−1 ≡ 0 mod 4, the above (4.32) reduces to d2x2d−2, from which it follows that any flex
of C would have to lie in the line X � 0. Hence, the only two total flexes of C are those in
the line X � 0, so that C cannot have more than one outer Galois point (otherwise, remind,
it would have at least (d+1)(d−n1) � 2(d+1) ≥ 10 > 2 total flexes). If d−1 . 0 mod 4, C
will have other flexes besides those on the line X � 0. The following is pretty much the
same that was done for the analogous case when d . 1 mod p, beginning in page 100.
There will be 2d flexes outside the line X � 0: there are d solutions (in x) to the equation

dxd
+ c2 d−1

2
� 0

and for each one of these solutions, there will be two solutions (in y) for the equation

xd
+ y2

+ c y � 0 (4.33)
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Take one these flexes just mentioned: P0
def
� (x0 : y0 : 1). Notice that x0 y0 , 0. Its tangent

line has the parametrization given below{
x � x0 + ct
y � y0 + dxd−1

0 t
t ∈ k (4.34)

and substituting it in (4.33) gives (cf. (4.16))

g0(t)
def
�

d∑
k�3

(
d
k

)
xd−k

0 ck tk (4.35)

For k � d−1, the corresponding coefficient in the right hand side of (4.35) is dcd−1x0td−1.
Once d . 0 mod 2, c , 0 and x0 , 0, the aforementioned coefficient does not vanish, from
which it follows that P0, yet being a flex, is not a total one. Hence, the only total flexes
of C are those in the line X � 0 and the curve cannot have more than one outer Galois
point.

IfDy y f � 0 butDxx f , 0 (recall that this happens if, and only if, d . 1 mod 4),
we still have h̃(x , y) , 0. No matter which one of the possible two values of n1 is (they
are again d−1 and d−2), we have that any flex of C has to lie in X � 0, from which we
conclude that, also in this case, C cannot have more than one outer Galois point. Indeed,
if n1 � d−1, then

h̃(x , y) � d(d−1)
2

xd−2

while if n1 � d−2, and with the same notation as before, we have

h̃(x , y) � c2 d(d−1)
2

xd−2

We now consider the remaining case:Dy y f � 0 andDxx f � 0. The latter implies
that d � 4s + 1, while the former implies that g has monomials whose degrees are
≡ 0 mod 4 or ≡ 1 mod 4 only; it thus may be written as

g(y) � a0 y + b1 y4
+ a1 y5

+ b2 y8
+ . . .+ ak y4k+1

+ bk+1 y4k

or as
g(y) � a0 y + b1 y4

+ a1 y5
+ b2 y8

+ . . .+ ak−1 y4k−3
+ bk y4k

+ ak y4k+1

In any case, we may write
g(y) � y · a(y)4 + b(y)4 (4.36)

for some polynomials a(T) and b(T) ∈ k[T]. Just like (4.21), we have that the equation
for C now reads

x4s+1
+ a(y)4 y + b(y)4 (4.37)

The exact same chain of arguments used in subsection 4.1.2 and that comes after (4.21)
can be used here to conclude that C does not have total flexes outside the line X � 0 (the
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only difference is that now p will not be 2, but rather 4). Therefore, the curve under
these last circumstances cannot have more than one outer Galois point too.

All that was done hitherto is finally summarized in the following

Theorem 7. Let C be a singular curve of degree d . 0 mod p with d ≥ 4. Then δ′(C) ≤ 1.

4.2 Outer points when d � pe

We now turn to the case where not only d ≡ 0 mod p, but the stronger condition
d � pe holds, for some e ≥ 1 (and, as usual d ≥ 4). For curves under this condition on their
degree, the existence of an outer Galois points makes them to be given by an equation
like the one in item 2 of Theorem 3. We will suppose C is such a curve and, moreover,
that it has not only one, but two outer points, which we suppose to be P � (1 : 0 : 0)
and Q � (0 : 0 : 1). From the “point of view” of P (i.e., applying Theorem 3 for P), C has
equation

f1(X,Y,Z)+ f2(Y,Z) � 0 (4.38)

where f1(X,Y,Z) is an additive polynomial in the variable X and f2(Y,Z) is a homoge-
neous polynomial in the variables y and z only, both of them having degree pe . More
specifically, f1 is given by

f1(X,Y,Z) �
∏
(a ,b)∈GP

(X + aY+ bZ) (4.39)

where the pair (a , b) is identified, as we did in Chapter 3, with the linear transformation
given by the matrix ©«

1 a b
0 1 0
0 0 1

ª®®¬
On the other hand, from the “point of view” of the other outer point Q, we may repeat
the proof of item 2 of Theorem 3 with (0 : 0 : 1) in place of (1 : 0 : 0) and conclude that C
is also is given by the following equation

g1(Z,Y,X)+ g2(X,Y) � 0 (4.40)

where g1 and g2 are exactly as their f counterparts, except for that now Z plays the role
X plays in (4.38); we write g1(Z,Y,X) instead of g1(X,Y,Z) to emphasize this fact.

The crucial thing about the degree of C being not only ≡ 0 mod p but a power of
p is that from this it follows that (4.38) and (4.40) are two equations for the same curve
C: there is no projective transformation in passing from one to the other. We explain
why. If we were to repeat the proof of Theorem 3 (item 2), we could assume from the
beginning that (1 : 0 : 0) and (0 : 0 : 1) are both outer points, and since, in the notation
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of Theorem 3, l � 1 the transformation Tτ appearing in (2.13) is the identity matrix.
As Tτ is the only projective transformation used throughout the proof to show that C
has equation like the one in (4.38), we see that no generality is lost in supposing that
C is given by (4.38) and with both (1 : 0 : 0) and (0 : 0 : 1) being outer points. If it was
degC � lpe for some l > 1, not divisible by p, (4.38) would be an equation for C after
the suitable projective transformation Tτ, which would not necessarily be the identity,
and, consequently, would possibly mess up with the point Q � (0 : 0 : 1).

This being said, we have that the polynomials in the left hand side of (4.38) and
of (4.40) should “differ” by a constant α ∈ k×:

f1(X,Y,Z)+ f2(Y,Z) � α(g1(Z,Y,X)+ g2(X,Y)) (4.41)

We now write (cf. (GOSS, 1998, Proposition 1.1.5 and Theorem 1.2.1), as well as (3.32))

f1(X,Y,Z) � Xpe
+ f(e−1)(Y,Z)Xpe−1

+ . . .+ f(1)(Y,Z)Xp
+ f(0)(Y,Z)X (4.42)

and

g1(Z,Y,X) � Zpe
+ g(e−1)(Y,X)Zpe−1

+ . . .+ g(1)(Y,X)Zp
+ g(0)(Y,X)Z (4.43)

In the above, the polynomials f(i)(Y,Z) are homogeneous polynomials in the variables Y
and Z only, whose correspondingly degree is pe − p i , for i � 0, . . . , e −1. The same holds
for the polynomials g( j), but with X instead of Z. Making Y � 0 we are, thus, left with

f(i)(0,Z) � ciZpe−p i
and g( j)(0,X) � d jXpe−p j

(4.44)

for some constants ci and d j ∈ k. Using (4.44), and plugging Y � 0 into equation (4.41),
we obtain

Xpe
+ ce−1Zpe−pe−1

Xpe−1
+ . . .+ c1Zpe−pXp

+ c0Zpe−1X + cZpe
�

α(Zpe
+ de−1Xpe−pe−1

Zpe−1
+ . . .+ d1Xpe−pZp

+ d0Xpe−1Z+ dXpe )
(4.45)

where cZpe
� f2(0,Z) and dXpe

� g2(0,X). (4.45) contains “mixed monomials” of the
form ZsX t , for s , t ≥ 1. These mixed monomials that appear on the left hand side all
have the form Zpe−p i

Xp i , while the ones appearing on the right hand side have the form
Xpe−p j

Zp j , for i , j � 1, . . . , e −1. Being an equation between polynomials, the equality in
(4.45) implies that equality must hold for the coefficients of each monomial too and,
therefore, we are led to search which of the non-zero mixed monomials on one side are
also non-zero on the other, i.e., for which values of i and j we have

Zpe−p i
Xp i

� Zp j
Xpe−p j

(4.46)

It is immediate that the above (4.46) is true precisely when p i + p j � pe , which, for its
turn, is true only when p � 2 and i � j � e−1. Therefore, for any p and any i ≤ e−2, this
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implies that, in (4.45), the coefficients of the mixed monomials of the form Zpe−p i
Xp i , as

well as those of the form Xpe−p j
Zp j , must vanish, i.e.,

ci � 0 � di for all i � 0, . . . , e −2 (4.47)

We will now investigate how (4.47) affects the groups GP and GQ .

Back to (4.42), comparing it with (4.39), we can write the coefficient f(0)(Y,Z) as

f(0)(Y,Z) �
∏

(a ,b)∈GP\{(0,0)}
(aY+ bZ)

so that f(0)(0,Z) � Zpe−1 ∏
(a ,b)∈GP\{(0,0)} b. Since f(0)(0,Z) � c0Zpe−1 and c0 � 0 (cf. (4.47)),

the product
∏
(a ,b)∈GP\{(0,0)} b must then be zero. Hence, there must exist some non-zero

element (a , b) ∈ GP such that b � 0. We will denote this element by (a1,0). As GP has an
Fp-linear structure, it will have at least p elements (a , b) whose second coordinate, b, all
vanish: the p multiples of (a1,0) (counting the zero element (0,0)).

As for f(1)(Y,Z), it is given by the sum of all
( pe

pe−p

)
products each of which is

made up by a particular choice of pe − p amongst the pe factors (aY+ bZ), for (a , b) ∈ GP .
Amid all these products, only one carries a chance of not vanishing when we make Y � 0,
namely the product consisting of the pe − p factors distinct from (νa1,0), ν ∈ Fp . We call
it P1(Y,Z). Therefore, f(1)(0,Z) � P1(0,Z), and once f(1)(0,Z) � c1Zpe−p with c1 � 0 (cf.
(4.47)), it follows that

P1(0,Z) � Zpe−p · ©«
∏

(a ,b),(νa1 ,0)
bª®¬ � 0 (4.48)

Similarly to how was argued in the case of f(0)(Y,Z), (4.48) implies the existence of an
element (a2, b2) ∈ GP distinct from (νa1,0) for all ν ∈ Fp , and such that b2 � 0. Note that
(a1,0) and (a2,0) are, thus, linearly independent: they span a two dimensional subspace
of GP , all of whose elements have their second coordinates equal to zero. In other words,
at least p2 between the pe elements in GP have their second coordinates equal to zero.

Repeating the arguments just given, we obtain e−1 linearly independent elements,
(a1,0), . . . , (ae−1,0), all of them having their second coordinate vanishing. The subspace
spanned by them consists of pe−1 elements having their second coordinate equal to zero
as well. We now assume p , 2.

4.2.1 p , 2

Under this additional hypothesis, the mixed monomials Zpe−pe−1
Xpe−1 and

Xpe−pe−1
Zpe−1 are still distinct and therefore ce−1 � 0. This implies the existence of a

last element (ae ,0) ∈ GP , linearly independent with the older ones; it is “last” in the
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sense that we now have a complete description for GP : it is the Fp-space spanned by the
basis {(a1,0), . . . , (ae ,0)}. Henceforth, all elements in GP have their second coordinate
equal to zero, and consequently we may write

f1(X,Y,Z) �
∏
(a ,b)∈GP

(X + aY+ bZ) �
∏
(a ,0)∈GP

(X + aY) (4.49)

i.e., f1(X,Y,Z) does not depend on Z. The exact same considerations are valid for the
group GQ , from which we conclude that the polynomial g1(Z,Y,X) does not depend on
X. We return once more to (4.42), and rewrite it using what we now know from (4.49) as

f1(X,Y)−αg2(X,Y) � αg1(Z,Y)− f2(Y,Z) (4.50)

The object in (both sides of) (4.50) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree pe . On the
one hand, the left hand side tells us that this polynomial does not depend on Z; on the
other hand, the right hand side tells it does not depend on X. So the only possibility is
that it depends only on Y:

f1(X,Y)−αg2(X,Y) � AYpe
� αg1(Z,Y)− f2(Y,Z) (4.51)

The constant A ∈ k in equation (4.51) may be zero, there is no a priori reason excluding this
to happen. Finally, we use (4.51) to write f2(Y,Z) � αg1(Z,Y)−AYpe and then substitute
into (4.38): ∏

a∈GP

(X + aY)+α
∏

s∈GQ

(Z+ sY)−AYpe
� 0 (4.52)

After a projective change of coordinates, the above (4.52) can be written like below∏
a∈GP

(X + aY)+
∏

s∈GQ

(Z+α1/pe
sY)−A?Ype

� 0

where A? is 0 or 1, depending on whether A is zero or not. It is worth noting that if A is
zero and the groups GP and GQ are the same, then the curve will not be irreducible: it
will consist of a union of pe distinct lines.

We now investigate the genus of the curves given by an equation like the one in
(4.52). Let us first rewrite (4.52). We change the variables Y and Z and get

f (x , z)+ g(y , z)+Azpe
� 0 (4.53)

and where f1 and g1 had their indices dropped out. Recall that A ∈ {0,1}. There is no
loss in generality to assume that A � 0: if A � 1 there is a suitable constant s ∈ k such that
f (s ,1)+A � 0, so that after the projective change X 7→ X + sZ the previous (4.53) reads:

H(X,Y,Z) def
� f (X,Z)+ g(Y,Z) � 0

where, recall, f and in g are additive separable polynomials in the first variable. One
could also take the projective change Y 7→ Y+ s′Z, for some appropriate s′, instead of the
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transformation considered above. We then have that HX � x0Zpe−1 and HY � y0Zpe−1,
for some x0 , 0 and y0 , 0, from which it follows that the only singular point of C is
(−1 : 1 : 0). We point out the following: we did not explicitly assumed C to be singular
from the beginning of section 4.2: we just assumed C to have 2 extendable outer Galois
points and concluded from this that C is singular. Note that the two outer Galois points
and the singular point are all contained in the line at infinity Z � 0: the Galois points are
(1 : 0 : 0) and (0 : 1 : 0), and the singular point is (−1 : 1 : 0).

We could also have started with two monic additive separable polynomials
f (T) and g(T) in k[T], both having the same degree pe , and have considered the curve
(assume it is irreducible) given by

fh(X,Z)+ gh(Y,Z) � 0 (4.54)

where fh and gh are the homogenizations of f and g. Under these conditions, the curve
in equation (4.54) has (1 : 0 : 0) and (0 : 1 : 0) as two extendable outer Galois points (by
Theorem 3) and (−1 : 1 : 0) as its only singular point, and all of them lie in the line Z � 0.
The Galois groups are isomorphic to the groups of roots of f and g. Remind that a monic
additive separable polynomial is uniquely determined by its group of roots, which is,
for its turn, uniquely determined by e Fp-linearly independent elements, once it is an
elementary abelian finite group.

With this in mind, in order for the curve in (4.54) to be irreducible, it is necessary
that the additive polynomials f and g, or equivalently, the groups GP and GQ , be distinct.
For otherwise, we could write

fh(X,Z)+ fh(Y,Z) � fh(X +Y,Z) � Zpe · f ((X +Y)/Z)

and once f splits completely in k[T] (recall that k is algebraically closed), we see that the
curve would consist in a union of pe distinct lines. The question of when the left hand
side of (4.54) is reducible is fully answered in (DEOLALIKAR, 2002, Proposition 2.6).

We will consider (4.54) in the affine plane Z , 0. There it reads

f (x)+ g(y) � 0 (4.55)

Let FQ be a finite field containing all roots of f (T) and g(T). We say that an additive
polynomial is q-additive if all its monomials have degree a power q i of q. It is well known
(see (GARCIA; ÖZBUDAK, 2007, Corollary 2.5)) that if p(T) is a q-additive polynomial
splitting in FQ , then there exists another q-additive polynomial r(T), which also splits
in FQ , such that p(r(T)) � TQ −T � r(p(T)). It then follows that there exist polynomials
a(T) and b(T) such that f (a(T)) � TQ −T and g(−b(T)) � −TQ +T and so (a(T),−b(T))
is a parametrization for the curve, therefore it is a rational curve, i.e., its genus is zero.
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Writing

f (x) � xpe
+ ae−1xpe−1

+ . . .+ a1xp
+ a0x

g(y) � ype
+ be−1 ype−1

+ . . .+ b1 yp
+ b0 y

we see that after the projective change x 7→ x − a−1
0 b0 y, the curve C is projectively

equivalent to the one with equation

xpe
+ ae−1xpe−1

+ . . .+ a1xp
+ a0x + βe ype

+ βe−1 ype−1
+ . . .+ β1 yp

� 0 (4.56)

But then, C has equation like the one in (FUKASAWA, 2011, Theorem 1(4)). By this
same result C has infinitely many outer points, and it is strange as well (cf. also
Theorem 2). Notice that the rationality of C could also be concluded by (FUKASAWA,
2011, Theorem 1). We summarize this below.

Theorem 8. Let C be an irreducible curve of degree pe ≥ 4 for some p ≥ 3 and e ≥ 1. If
C has two outer Galois points, then it is a strange rational curve with infinitely many
extendable outer Galois points.

We go back a few lines above, when we assumed p , 2, to consider the opposite
and remaining case.

4.2.2 p � 2

Now the mixed monomial Z2e−1
X2e−1 appears on both sides of (4.45), so it must

be ce−1 � αde−1, but not necessarily ce−1 � 0 � de−1. Thus, a basis for GP as an F2-linear
space is given by {(a1,0), . . . , (ae−1,0), (A,B)}, for some ai , A and B ∈ k. Any element in
GP is then given by (

e−1∑
i�1
νi ai + νeA, νe B

)
(4.57)

for some list (ν1, . . . , νe) ∈ Fe
2. Conversely, any list in Fe

2 gives rise to an element in GP

via (4.57). But as F2 � {0,1}, we can break up GP into two disjoint sets depending on
whether νe � 0 or νe � 1, which allows us to write the following for the polynomial
f1(X,Y,Z):

f1(X,Y,Z) �
∏

(ν1 ,...,νe−1)∈Fe−1
2

(
X +

∑
i

νi aiY

)
·

∏
(ν1 ,...,νe−1)∈Fe−1

2

(
X +

∑
i

νiaiY+AY+BZ

)
(4.58)

We will denote by f̂1(X,Y) the first of the two products that appear above, i.e.:

f̂1(X,Y)
def
�

∏
(ν1 ,...,νe−1)∈Fe−1

2

(
X +

∑
i

νi aiY

)
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It is clear that this f̂1 is, like f1, an additive polynomial in the variable X; in fact f̂1 is a
degree 2e−1 factor of f1. Thus, (4.58) is rewritten as

f1(X,Y,Z) � f̂1(X,Y) · f̂1(X +AY+BZ,Y)

Completely analogous considerations hold for GQ and g1(z , y , x). We therefore take

{(b1,0), . . . , (be−1,0), (S,T)}

to be a basis of GQ over F2. Notice that, as can easily be seen, ce−1 � B2e−1 and de−1 � T2e−1 ;
hence B2e−1

� αT2e−1 , so that B vanishes if and only if T does, and in such case the results
we obtained for odd characteristic are recovered. Once more, we rewrite (4.41):

f̂1(X,Y) f̂1(X+AY+BZ,Y)+ f2(Y,Z) � α ĝ1(Z,Y) ĝ1(Z+SY+TX,Y)+αg2(X,Y) (4.59)

Making X � 0 in (4.59) leads to

f2(Y,Z) � α ĝ1(Z,Y) ĝ1(Z+SY,Y)+αγY2e

where γY2e
� g2(0,Y). The equation for C is thus given by

f̂1(X,Y) f̂1(X +AY+BZ,Y)+α ĝ1(Z,Y) ĝ1(Z+SY,Y)+αγY2e
� 0 (4.60)

Suppose it was B , 0. The polynomial in the left hand side of (4.60) must be invariant
under the projective transformation Z 7→ Z+ σY (and leaving X and Y fixed), for any
σ �

∑
i νi bi . Substituting this transformation in the polynomial in (4.60) we obtain

f̂1(X,Y) f̂1(X + (A+Bσ)Y+BZ,Y)+α ĝ1(Z,Y) ĝ1(Z+SY,Y)+αγY2e
� 0 (4.61)

The product ĝ1(Z,Y) ĝ1(Z+SY,Y) does not change because of the very definition of ĝ1.
Comparing (4.60) and (4.61) gives

f̂1(X +AY+BZ,Y) � f̂1(X + (A+Bσ)Y+BZ,Y) { f̂1(BσY,Y) � 0 ∀σ (4.62)

Note that we used the additiveness of f̂1. From (4.62) it follows that the roots of f̂1 are
obtained from the roots of ĝ1 by simply multiplying by B. Hence, we may write

ĝ1(Z,Y) �
∏
λ

(
Z+

λ
B

Y
)

(4.63)

where λ �
∑

i νiai runs over the roots of f̂1. After changing Z to Z/B, (4.63) reads

ĝ1(Z/B,Y) �
1

B2e

∏
λ

(Z+λY) � 1
B2e f̂1(Z,Y) (4.64)

One more substitution, of (4.64) into (4.60), and we can finally write the equation of C
like below:

f̂1(X,Y) f̂1(X +AY+Z,Y)+αB−2e
f̂1(Z,Y) f̂1(Z+BSY,Y)+αγY2e

� 0

And from here more investigations are still to be done.
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4.3 Inner smooth points with d . 1 mod p

If we now consider a singular curve C whose degree d is . 1 mod p, and as usual
with d ≥ 4, we will be able to do a similar analysis to the one we did throughout of
section 4.1, the conclusion of which has to do with Theorem 7, and is stated below.

Theorem 9. With C as above, if it is not projectively equivalent to YXd−1 +Zd � 0 with
d a power of p, then δ(C) ≤ 1. Otherwise C has infinitely many inner smooth Galois
points (cf. Theorem 1 and also (FUKASAWA; HASEGAWA, 2010)).

Proof. Let P � (1 : 0 : 0) be an inner smooth point for C. Theorem 3 (item 1) then gives
the following for the equation of C

YXd−1
+Gd(Y,Z) � 0

where Gd(Y,Z) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree d not divisible by Y (otherwise C
would be reducible). It follows that the singular points of C are exactly the points on the
line X � 0 corresponding to the repeated roots of Gd(Y,Z) (notice that the only point of
the curve in the line Y � 0 is P). Writing, like we did back in (4.2), Gd(Y,Z) � `n1

1 · . . . · `
ns
s ,

where `i � (ziY− yiZ), we have

C∩ `X � {Qi � (0 : yi : zi) | i � 1, . . . , s}

where `X is the line X � 0. By the irreducibility of C, the yi’s must all be non-zero. The
point Qi will be singular if, and only if, ni ≥ 2. Without loss of generality, suppose that
`1 � Z, and hence that Q1 � (0 : 1 : 0). There are three possible and distinct scenarios,
and they are described below.

• n1 < d−1: in this case Q1 has multiplicity n1 and its unique tangent line is `1.

• n1 � d−1: in this case Q1 still has multiplicity n1 � d−1, but now it is an ordinary
singular point: if we write Gd(Y,Z) � `d−1

1 `2 � Zd−1(aY+ bZ), with ab , 0, then its
tangent lines are given by the d−1 distinct factors of Xd−1 + aZd−1.

• n1 � d: in this case Q1 has multiplicity d−1, its unique tangent line is X � 0 and C
is nothing but the curve given by YXd−1 +Zd � 0.

These same considerations hold, mutatis mutandis, for the other points Qi . Since C is
singular, it has a singular point, which we may assume to be Q1. If n1 < d−1 then Q1

has `1 as its unique tangent line, and this line intersects C only at Q1 and P. If R , P
was another inner smooth Galois point, we would conclude by the same reasoning that
the tangent line to Q1 intersects C only at Q1 and R, which would then imply that R � P.
This contradiction shows that P is the unique inner smooth Galois point in such cases
(those for which C has a singular point of multiplicity < d−1).
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Now if n1 � d, the curve is given by YXd−1 +Zd � 0, and the tangent line to Q1,
which is the only singular point, does not pass through P: it intersects the curve only
at Q1. If d is a power of p this curve has infinitely many inner smooth Galois points:
any point in C distinct from Q1 is an inner smooth Galois point (cf. (FUKASAWA;
HASEGAWA, 2010, Theorem 1 and Example 1) and also Theorem 1). We therefore
suppose that d is not a power of p, and will show that C does not have any total flex other
than P. From this we will be able to conclude, using the fact that inner smooth Galois
points are total flexes (cf. Corollary 1), that C cannot have any inner smooth Galois point
other than P. We, thus, suppose P0 � (x0 : y0 : 1) ∈ C. Note that the only points of the
curve in the line Z � 0 are P and Q1, so that we may indeed restrict ourselves to the
affine chart Z , 0. Once y0xd−1

0 +1 � 0, it must be x0 y0 , 0. The tangent line to C at P0 is
given by (in affine coordinates x and y)

TP0 C : (d−1)y0xd−2(x− x0)+ xd−1
0 (y− y0) � 0{ (d−1)y0(x− x0)+ x0(y− y0) � 0 (4.65)

and has the following parametrization{
x � x0 + x0t � x0(1+ t)
y � y0−(d−1)y0t � y0(1−(d−1)t)

t ∈ k (4.66)

Substituting the parametrization given by (4.66) in yxd−1 +1, the affine polynomial of
the curve, gives

g0(t)
def
� y0xd−1

0 (1−(d−1)t)(1+ t)d−1
+1 (4.67)

It suffices, for us to show that P0 is not a total flex for C, that the coefficient of any
monomial of degree < d in g0(t) be non-zero (recall that the intersection multiplicity
IP0(C∩TP0 C) is precisely the highest power of t that divides g0(t)). Since y0xd−1

0 +1 � 0
we may rewrite (4.67) like below

g0(t) � y0xd−1
0

(
d−1∑
k�1

((
d−1

k

)
−(d−1)

(
d−1
k−1

))
tk −(d−1)td

)
(4.68)

From (4.68) above, it is immediate to see that P0 is a total flex for C if, and only if,(d−1
k

)
−(d−1)

(d−1
k−1

)
� 0 for all k � 1, . . . , d−1. Take k � d−1, for instance. The preceding

condition for this value of k reads 1−(d−1)2 ≡ 0 mod p, which then implies d ≡ 0 mod p
or d ≡ 2 mod p. If none of these is the case, then the coefficient of the monomial td−1

in (4.68) is non-zero, so that P0 is not a total flex. Thus, suppose d ≡ 2 mod p (and also
that p , 2). In this case, the coefficient of the monomial t2 in (4.68) reduces to −(d−1)2,
which is non-zero; hence P0 cannot be a total flex. Suppose, finally, that d ≡ 0 mod p
(recall that we also assumed d not to be a power of p). In this case d −1 ≡ −1 mod p.
(4.67) then becomes

g0(t) � y0xd−1
0 (1+ t)d +1 (4.69)
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Since d is not a power of p, it is easy to see from (4.69) that g0(t) will have non-zero
terms of degree less than d. Therefore P0 cannot be a total flex in this case also.

It remains to consider the scenario where n1 � d−1, for which the curve is given
by the following equation YXd−1 +Zd−1(aY+ bZ) � 0, for some ab , 0. Recall that inner
smooth points are total flexes (cf. Corollary 1). The only points of C on the line X � 0
are Q1, the singular point, and Q2 � (0 : −b : a), which is not a total flex: its tangent line,
`2, intersects C at P , Q2 also, so that the intersection multiplicity IQ2(C∩ `2) is d−1.
Hence, if there was another Galois point R, it would have its x-coordinate different from
zero (and would not be P). The orbit of R by the action of GP , which is generated by
diag(ζd−1,1,1) (cf. Theorem 3 (item 1)), would then consist of d−1 inner smooth points
distinct from P, so that C would have at least d inner smooth points (cf. Proposition 1
and Proposition 7). Each one of these inner smooth points is a total flex for C, and to each
one of them there corresponds a (d−(q(C)−1)) flex. We will now show that q(C) � 2,
i.e., that the Hessian of C does not vanish on C. Denote by f (x , y) � yxd−1 + a y + b. The
cases p , 2 and p � 2 are considered separately, and we start with the former, where the
equation for the Hessian of C reads (cf. (4.9): we made f � 0 and cancelled the common
d−1)

f 2
x fy y + f 2

y fxx −2 fx fy fx y (4.70)

Once fy y � 0, (4.70) reduces to

f 2
y fxx −2 fx fy fx y � fy( fy fxx −2 fx fx y) (4.71)

Since fy � xd−1 + a , 0 (otherwise x would be constant and not have any zeroes),
from (4.71) it follows that in order for the Hessian of C to not vanish it suffices that
fy fxx −2 fx fx y does not. After carrying out the differentiation processes, we have that
this latter function is given by

(d−1)(d−2)(xd−1
+ a)yxd−3−2(d−1)2 yx2d−4

� (d−1)yxd−3(−dxd−1
+ (d−2)a) (4.72)

and each of the factors in (4.72) is non-zero: −dxd−1 + (d−2)a would vanish if, and only
if, p � 2, which is not the case. Therefore, if p , 2 the generic order of contact for C equals
2. For p � 2, (4.70) must be replaced by (cf. (4.27))

f 2
xDy y f + f 2

yDxx f − fx fy fx y (4.73)

where Dy y f and Dxx f are the Hasse second derivatives of f with respect to y and x
respectively, given by (4.28). Again,Dy y f � 0, so that (4.73) simplifies to

f 2
yDxx f − fx fy fx y � fy( fyDxx f − fx fx y) (4.74)
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Again, it must be shown that fyDxx f − fx fx y does not vanish. Substituting the derivatives,
the aforesaid function becomes

(d−1)(d−2)
2
(xd−1

+ a)yxd−3−(d−1)2 yx2d−4
�

� (d−1)yxd−3
(
(d−2)

2
(xd−1

+ a)− (d−1)xd−1
) (4.75)

If d−2 ≡ 0 mod 4, (4.75) turns into

(d−1)yxd−3(−(d−1)xd−1) (4.76)

while if d −2 . 0 mod 4 (recall that d −2 is even, hence, d −2 ≡ 2 mod 4 in this case),
then both (d−2)/2 and d−1 are odd, so that (4.75) becomes

(d−1)yxd−3
(

d−2
2

a
)

(4.77)

Both (4.76) and (4.77) are non-zero; therefore the curve C also has non-vanishing Hessian
if p � 2, i.e., its generic order of contact is 2.

Since C has a (d−1)-fold point, it is rational, hence its genus g(C) is zero. The
divisorW(C)mentioned in the beginning of section 3.2 has now the following degree
(cf. (STöHR; VOLOCH, 1986, p. 6), (FUKASAWA, 2007, Section 2) and also Remark 8)

degW(C) � 3d +3(2g(C)−2) � 3d−6 (4.78)

and we still have (cf. (3.9))∑
P∈C\{Q1}

IP(C∩TPC)− q(C) �
∑

P∈C\{Q1}
IP(C∩TPC)−2 ≤ degW(C) (4.79)

Under the hypothesis that C has at least two inner smooth Galois points, by what we
just saw some lines above, the sum in the left hand side of (4.79) is at least d(d− q(C))+
d(d−1− q(C)) � d(2d−5). Substituting this into (4.79) and using (4.78) gives

d(2d−5) ≤ 3d−6 { 2(d−3)(d−1) ≤ 0 (4.80)

But d ≥ 4, so (4.80) is never satisfied. Hence C cannot have more than one inner smooth
Galois point. And we are finally done.

�
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